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THESIS SU11MARY
This thesis presents a formal and functional analysis of
footnotes In academic journal articles. In Chapter One a brief
account of the recent history of Genre Analysis Studies leading
to a definition of footnotes Is given. Also given is an account
of the differences and similarities between footnotes and some
other germane conventional structures (viz, parentheticals and
asides) that may carry out similar functions to those that
footnotes realize. Reasons why writers use footnotes are
suggested and discussed. The work Is based on a corpus of 10
linguistics journal articles comprising 113 footnotes.
In the search for a framework in Chapter Two, the relevant
literature on text and discourse analysis studies is carefully
examined and applied to a sample of the data used for the
present work.
A classification of the functions to which the article
writers have put their footnotes Is offered In Chapter Three.
The Chapter ends with a discussio. of the. cxttexta wttte.cs lzase.
their footnoting decisions on.
The cohesion and coherence relations between footnotes,
the 'matrix text exit sentence' (i.e. the sentence tagged by
the footnote) and the 'matrix text re-entry sentence' (i.e. the
sentence following the one tagged by the footnote) had been
Investigated In the context of cohesion and coherence theories
and Winter's "Clause Relations". An experiment was conducted to
test the coherence and cohesion relations between 'matrix text
exit sentences' and footnotes. The issue of whether footnotes
present new or old information Is then taken up and the
literature on the THENE-RHEME dichotomy is reviewed with a view
to shedding further light on footnotes.
Chapter Five Is concerned with the question of whether
footnotes help or hinder the reader and the reading process and
the results are statistically analyzed. Readers' attitudes
towards footnotes are surveyed through the use of a
questionnaire. Also addressed are the Issues of: the utility of
footnotes to readers and the purposes for which readers consult
footnotes.
In Chapter Six some linguistic features recurring In
footnotes (e.g. formulaic expressions, the frequent use of
proper names, hedges, etc.) are studied.
The results of the study suggest that the employment of
footnotes Is a compensatory strategy on the part of writers to
overcome the problem of being over/under informative especially
when an article is targeted at a multiple audience.
This thesis, In addition to the fact that It provides a
coverage of a neglected but intrinsically InterestIng and
important genre (FOOTNOTES), makes certain theoretical and
pedagogical suggestions and identifies further issues for
future research which are presented on in Chapter Seven.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE THESIS
0.1. INTRODUCTION
This thesis presents a formal and functional analysis of
footnotes (henceforward FN(s)) in academic written discourse.
It attempts to investigate the use of FNs that accompany main
texts from the writer's point (in the context of the writing
process) and from the reader's point (in the context of the
reading process and reading comprehension). In the course of
this study and as a result of our thinking on FNs and claims
made by readers and style manual writers certain hypotheses
have emerged.
0.2. THE HYPOTHESES
The central research hypotheses were:
(a) That FNs represent a writer's attempt to meet, in addition
to other conventional factors, his/her readers' variable
background information levels;
(b) That the information presented in FN5 is not necessarily
new to all readers; and
(c) That FNs, although useful to some readers, may have adverse
effects on other readers' reading comprehension.
The main thrust of the present thesis therefore is to
investigate why and under what conditions writers employ FNs
and what type of information Is presented in FNs. This leads to
a series of other questions which I do not state formally as
hypotheses but which are nevertheless of prime significance.
-1-
(1) How is cohesion and coherence achieved between matrix text
exit sentences, FNs and matrix text re-entry Ss ?
(2) How often do 'average' readers consult FNs in the reading
process ?
(3) For what purposes do readers consult FNs ? and where are
these purposes derived from ?
(4) How do readers assess the importance and role of FNs ?
(5) What are readers' attitudes towards FNs ?
(6) What are the preferred syntactic positions for FNs ?
0.3. AN OVERVIEW OF TH CONTNTS OF THE THESIS
Chapter One provides a brief account of the recent history
of genre analysis studies leading to a tentative definition of
FNs. It also compares and contrasts FNs and other related
conventional structures that seem to perform similar functions
to those FNs realize. Also in this chapter, an attempt is made
to provide plausible reasons why FNs are employed. The chapter
ends with a description of the corpus used for the present
study, Its rationales and limitations.
Chapter Two presents a review of some selected approaches
to text and discourse analysis and applies them to a sample of
our data to see how far such approaches will take us towards
the analysis of FNs.
Chapter Three provides a classification of the functions
of FNs In terms of the effects such FNs were Intended by the
-2-
article writer to have on his/her readers. The writer's
intended effects are identified on the basis of textual
criteria in both the main text and the FN5. Chapter Three
concludes with a discussion of the criteria writers base their
footnoting decisions on.
In chapter Four the cohesion and coherence relationships
between matrix text exit Ss, FISTs and matrix text re-entry Ss
(see diagram below) are investigated.
Diagram (1)
Matrix	 Matrix text exit sentence	 I
Text	 I ============================	 I
I	 Matrix text re-entry S
I = === = = = = = = === = = = = = = = . I
------------------------
FN	 ====
Also taken up in this chapter is the issue of whether FNs
present 'old' or 'new' information.
-3-
Chapter Five addresses the following issues:
(1) The adverse effects FNs may have on readers' reading
comprehension;
(2) The utility of FNs to readers;
(3) The frequency of FNs in different academic disciplines
and readers' attitudes towards them; and
(4) The syntactic positions that FNs occupy in our corpus.
Chapter Six reports on an examination of textual features
found to be recurrent in FNs and other text types.
Chapter Seven winds up the whole thesis by bringing
together the central hypotheses and shows to what extent these
hypotheses have been confirmed. It thus opens with a summary of
the thesis followed by the main findings of the research and
their potential pedagogical applications for English language
teaching (ELT) in general and English for specific purposes in
particular.
Then it critically evaluates the present study and finally
it puts forward suggestions for future research along the lines
of this topic.
-4-
CHAPTER ONE
SECTION A:	 TOWARDS A DEFINITION OF FOOTNOTES
1A.O INTRODUCTION
Discourse analysts have produced descriptions designed to
account for the interconnectedness of continuous prose without
acknowledging the fact that not all discourses take the form of
continuous prose. Examples of non-continuous discourses are:
'shopping lists', 'address books', 'cookery books', 'telehpone
directories', 'footnotes', etc. The aim of this thesis is to
provide a formal and functional analysis of a Cinderella type
of discourse that has been long neglected (i.e. footnotes). The
thesis aims to contribute to the newly developing field of
Genre Analysis by a coverage of a hitherto neglected but
intrinsically interesting and important sub-genre: that is the
use of FOOTNOTES in academic journal articles.
In this chapter, I shall attempt four tasks. First, to
give a brief account of the recent history of Genre Analysis
Studies, leading to a definition of the notion which will equip
me to draw a distinction between it and the notion of Register.
Second, to contextualise the notion of genre, that is; I shall
see what it has in common with, or adds to, other related
notions current in discourse analysis. Third, I shall offer a
definition of FNs in the light of our characterization of the
notion genre and distinguish between FNs and some other
conventions (e.g. parentheticals and asides) that seem to carry
out similar functions to those that FNs perform and to follow
-5-
similar discoursal conventions (e.g. discountinuity). Fourth,
plausible reasons are suggested why FNs are used. Then, the
Chapter concludes with a description of the data used, its
rationales and limitations.
1A.1 THE TERM 'GENRE'
The term 'genre' is best known in literary study, where It
denotes conventional formats of writing such as novelle, conte,
sonnet and so on (Fowler, 1982). Fowler (ibid:257) defines the
term 'genre' In terms of the "rhetorical patterns and
structures" of text types. He rightly argues that genre
conventions have to be learnt and sees genre conventions as
offering positive support to writers who want to produce In a
specific genre. In his own words:
"Far from inhibiting the author, genres are a
positive support. They offer room... for him
to write in a habitation of mediated
definiteness; a proportioned mental space; a
literary matrix by which to order his
experience during composition"(Fowler, ibid:
31).
Put differently, genres operate as problem-solving models
by giving a writer access to formal Ideas as to how a variety
of constitutents might suitably be combined. For example,
t'Poems are made in part from older poems, each is the child...
of an earlier representative of the genre and may yet be the
mother of a subsequent representative" (Fowler, ibid:42). For
Fowler, the groupings of literary genres is based upon both
-6-
outer form (i.e. specific metre or structure) and upon inner
form (i.e. attitude, tone, purpose).
Recently, the notion 'genre' has begun to be used In two
practical domains also: in the fields of English for Science
and Technology (EST) and English Across the Curriculum (EAC).
The term 'genre' was first used, to the best of my knowledge,
in ESP (English for Specific Purposes) work by Swales (1981) in
his work on article introductions. In this work Swales uses the
term to refer to a system of analysis that Is able to reveal
something of the patterns of organisation of a 'genre' and the
language used to express those patterns. Swales (ibid:lO)
defines 'genre' as:
"a more or less standardised communicative
event with a goal or set of goals mutually
understood by the participants in that event
and occurring within a functional rather than
a social or personal setting".
From this definition it is noticed that by 'genre' Swales
means a typified society recognised form that is used In
typified society circumstances. It has characteristic features
of style and form that are recognised, either overtly or
covertly, by those who use the genre. Thus, for example, the
research article has a known public purpose, and has
conventions about layout, form and style that are to a large
degree standardised. Swales' later work on genre returns to
English Across the Curriculum (Swales, 1985) and serves to
-7-
locate genre studies on a broader foundation than it has In
EST. He refers to 'real life genres' such as newscast,
testimonial, recipes, etc. Most Importantly, it Is in the 1985
article that Swales clarifies his definition of genre in the
following way:-
"A genre is a recognised communicative event
with a shared public purpose and with aims
mutually understood by the participants
within that event. A genre Is ... a
structural and standardised communicative
event with constraints on allowable
contributions in terms of their positioning,
form and intent. Overt knowledge of the
conventions of a genre is likely to be much
greater in those who routinely or
professionally operate with that genre rather
than In those who become Involved in it only
occasionally. Societies give genre names to
types of communicative event that they
recognise as recurring.... Modified genre-
names 'survey article', 'issue memo', 'panel
discussion' indicate features that a speech
community finds salient and thus provide a
way into sub-genres". (my underlining) (A
comment is given on the underlined statements
in 1A.3 below).
The emphasis in Swales' (1985) definition of genre Is on
the conventional, formulaic, routine labour-saving aspect of
language use; all this in stark contrast to the generative and
creative aspects of language competence that are stressed in
theoretical syntax. There is clearly much held in common
between genre study and the ethnography of communication.
However, recently Swales (1990:49-53) puts more emphasis not on
the formulaic routine aspects of genres "which identify the
extent to which an exemplar is prototypical of a particular
-8-
genre" (p.52) but rather on the communicative purpose of a
genre.
1A.1.1 THE NOTIONS OF 'GENRE' AND 'REGISTER'
Some linguists (e.g. Halliday et al, 1964 and Ure, 1971)
use the term 'genre' synonymously with the term 'register'.
Therefore, it is essential to draw a distinction between these
two notions. The dividing line between 'genre' and 'register'
is often unclear. From Swales' definition, it Is obvious that
the description of a genre involves the establishment of the
essential features of a text type that distinguish It from
other text-types. The notion of genre Is prescriptive In the
sense that It implies norms with regard to the layout, ordering
and language appropriate to a particular text-type
(e.g.letters).
By contrast, the notion of 'register' appears to be
descriptive rather than prescriptive. It Is concerned with
variation in language and how situations in which the
communicative event takes place affect the textual forms used..
The term 'register' was used (e.g. Halilday et al, 1964) in
connection with the lexls and grammatical forms that
distinguish a text-type from others. More recently, Halliday
(1978:32) defines 'register' as:
"The notion of register is ... a form of
prediction: given that we know the situation,
the social context of language use, we can
predict a great deal about the language that
-9-
will occur with reasonable probability of
being right".
Here, the notion of 'register' obviously overlaps considerably
with the definition of 'genre' given above. When we examine how
Halliday uses the notion of register in his analysis, we find
him talking about the 'register of mathematics' which he
defines thus:
"The meanings that belong to the language of
mathematics...and that a language must
express if it Is being used for mathematical
purposes" (Halliday,ibid:l95).
Here Halliday's use of the term 'register' is much more general
than the use of the term 'genre', and is somewhat akin to the
term 'variety'. A genre analysis focuses on particular text-
types (e.g. report, instruction manuals, letters, etc.), the
pattern of organisation In those types of texts that Is common
to different text-types and their communicative purposes. Put
differently, a genre analysis examines the macro-structure of a
text-type whereas a register analysis refers to the counting of
lexis and grammatical forms In particular sub-genres (e.g.
medical or mathematical journal articles). A typical example of
register analysis studies Is Barber's (1962) analysis of
scientific syntax.
- 10 -
Even more recently, Halliday (1989a:41) has defined the
notion of 'register' "as a variety according to use". Halliday
(ibid) divides registers Into two types as follows:
(1) Closed registers: For example, the International language
of the air which air crew have to learn in order to act as
pilots and navigators on the international air routes. They
have to communicate with ground control, they have to use a
fixed language in which to do so, and they have to keep the
total messages within a certain range. They will not start
discussing the latest fashions, or any thing of that sort. If
they do this, then they will be going outside the register.
(2) Open registers :(e.g. the language of the classroom,
doctor-patient consultation, recipes, etc. These are called
'open registers' because, for example, when a doctor sees a
patient he/she has to establish some sort of rapport with
his/her patient and this necessitates that he/she goes outside
the medical register.
The difference between the two types of register lies,
according to Halliday, in the fixedness of the meanings that
one can use In each type. The distinguishing feature that
Halliday uses to differentiate between his two types of
register Is the fixedness of the meaning which is mainly
accounted for In terms of lexico-grammatical and phonological
features. On the basis of this we may argue that the term
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'genre is more general and comprehensive than the term
'register' as the former covers the rhetorical patterns of
texts and their communicative purposes.
From the above discussion, we may conclude that Halliday's
definition of register is useful as a tool for distinguishing
between sub-genres. For example, under the genre of 'letters'
we may have the following sub-genres which can be distinguished
in terms of their lexis and syntax:
LETTERS
LOVE LFTIJ^RS LEERS OF CCXIPLAINT
LETTERS LETTERS
	
LETERS
Applying Halliday 'S (ibid:42) definition of register, as "the
semantic configurations that are typically associated with
particular social contexts" to the above registrally-
differentiated sub-genres of the genre letters, ye might be
able to identify and distinguish between them. But the
registrial features of these sub-genres may be very similar to
the extent that one may not be able to differentiate between
them. Then, one may be able to do so (distinguish between these
sub-genres) by examining the communicative purpose behind each
sub-genre.
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Halliday's definition of 'register' is not very different
from the notion of 'Bottom-Up Processing' used in discourse
analysis (see Brown and Yule, 1983) in that the notion of
register, when applied to a text-type, helps us identify the
micro features of a text (e.g. 'Once upon a time' In a
narrative) and this In turn serves in the identIfication of the
genre or sub-genre. In the above discussion, we have argued
that the notions of	 'genre'	 and	 'register'	 are not
interchangeable and that genre and register go hand in hand.
Now we move to the other notions related to the notion of
genre, as a detailed examination of the differences between the
notions of register and genre is beyond the scope of this
study.
1A.2 RELATED NOTIONS
In his article discussing the relevance of Genre Analysis
to the translator, James (1989) brings in the notions of
'Schema', 'Frame', 'Scenario', 'Script', 'Plan' and
'intertextuallty' and contrasts them with the notion 'genre'..
He surveys and comments on the use of the above concepts by
several discourse analysts and artificial intelligence
specialists. The following discussion is extensively based on
James' work.
de Beaugrande and Dressier (1981:184) associate three of
the above concepts with the traditional text types: frames are
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activated in descriptions, schemata in narratives, while the
argumentative genre utilises a "plan for Inducing belief"
(ibid). Widdowson (1983:55) takes a similar view of frames,
referring to them as 'Ideational', while plans and scripts for
him are 'interpersonal t . Scripts come nearest in his system to
genres, being "... a conventional version [ of a goal-directed
plan] established as a routine, a predictable situational
sequences" (lbid:56). The difference between the two (scripts
and genres) lies in the tendency for scripts to involve more
than just the language used: so, the restaurant-script
described by Schank and Ableson (1977) is as much concerned
with the non-verbal moves of Entering and Eating as with the
verbal interaction occasioned in ordering.
Note the emphasis on stereotypic patterning of the verbal
behaviour, the reference to the 'rhetorical routine' as the
hallmark of script and genre. The difference between the two
must not be overlooked, however: scripts have a broader scope
than genres in a sense which goes beyond the verbal/nonverbal
dimension. A script is an episode In public or interpersonal.
life with a beginning, middle and end: the pedagogic dialogue
used for teaching foreign languages is a good example of a
script which Is as purely verbal as can be, and It is as
Interesting as is an episode from Dallas in having a situation
+ problem + solution organisatlon like those described by Hoey
(1983). Genres are parts of scripts, and can be used in other
scripts; they are transferable and recurrent.
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According to James (lbid:33), genres, like scripts, could
be said to impose a template on our perception, whether the
'reality' we perceive be in the form of events or encoded in
language in the form of texts. The implication of this is that
we approach texts knowing what to expect, and impose our own
preconceptions on the version of reality that the text carries.
Such textual processing is known as Top-Down processing and
involves the confirmation/disconfirmation of one's earlier
expectations, which themselves are determined either by the
title of the text or by its opening tone-setting section.
So, as text producers we somehow know in advance what the
distinguishing features of each generic type are likely to be,
while as text receivers we pigeon-hole for genre each text we
encounter. As Brown and Yule (1983:235) put it: "Once we start
processing a discourse fragment we do not treat it as the first
piece of discourse we have ever encountered. We have our
experience of having processed other, perhaps very similarly
titled, discourse fragments before". This direction is
complemented by text processing that works Bottom-UP or
literally; in the sense that interpretation is (simultaneously
with Top-Down) determined by the words on the page.
A third related notion that James (1989) brings into his
discussion is 'intertextuality'. This term is proposed by de
Beaugrande and Dressier (1981) as one of the seven Standards of
Textuality. It "... concerns the factors which make the
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utilisation of one text dependent upon knowledge of one or more
previously encountered texts " (ibid:lO). Their use of the term
covers three senses. First, there are those cases where, to
satisfy the intertextuality principle ..." the text producer
must consult the prior text continually" (ibid) because his
present text is a response to the 'earlier' one, rather In the
way that an answer Is a response to a Question or an acceptance
response to an invitation: they are what have been called In
conversation analysis adjacency pairs. Outside of conversation,
such intertextuality relations are implied by: REBUTTAL,
REVIEW, PARODY, REPORT and the like, which are of course
Genres.
The second use of the principle is what de Beaugrande and
Dressier (lbid:186) refer to as "Text Allusion: the ways
people use to refer to well-known texts". Thirdly, they note
the existence within language communities of text-types which
are generated by "... a set of heuristics for producing,
predicting, textual occurrences and hence acts as a prominent
determiner of efficiency, effectiveness, and appropriateness"
(ibid). This suggests a very close similarity between their
text-type and genre, especially in the emphasis placed on the
work-saving and 'formulaic' features of the former.
Note that It has been well-established that formulae or
'prefabrications' (that is, patterns of language that are rote-
learned as whole expressions) play a powerful role In the
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learning of the grammar of a foreign language (Hakuta, 1974).
The suggestion that the principle of intertextuality is
likewise "a prominent determiner of efficiency, effectiveness"
is significant. Intertextuality, constituting a claim that one
text relates to another text or one text-part relates to
another part, has much in common with the notion of coherence
which is the "... underlying organising structure making the
words and sentences into a unified discourse that has cultural
significance for those who create or comprehend it" (Tannen,
1984 :xiv).
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Having surveyed the use of the notion 'genre', we now attempt,
in the light of the above discussion, to offer a pragmatic
definition of FOOTNOTES.
1A.3 ARE FOOTNOTES A GENRE ?
Examining FNs in the light of Swales' (1985) definition
of 'genre' (and in particular the underlined statements in his
definition on page 8 above), FNs, I believe, can be considered
a genre for the following reasons:-
(1) they have a recognized name within the relevant discourse
communities.
(2) members of those communities recognize FNs as being
Identifiable communicative acts.
(3) the members of the discourse community share an
understanding of what the purposes of FNs are and what
information is normally given In them (for more details on
this, see 3B.1).
(4) they are subject to the following conventional constraints:
a. they are always positioned at the bottom of page. But, now
because of the wide-spread and use of word processors in
typing and printing, it has become difficult, time	 consuming
and uneconomical to have them printed at the
	
bottom of page
and are, therefore, In the majority of cases 	 printed at the
end of articles, chapters or books;
b. they are separated from matrix text by three spaces, when
at bottom of page, and printed on a separate paper when at
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end of article. They are typed In a special smaller type face
and are always single spaced.
Now, It is, I think, clear that FNs have met most of the
criteria Swales (1985 and 1990) sets for genre
status/membership. Of course the remaining Issue is whether FNs
are sufficiently structured and standardized communicative
events to constitute a genre. Examining FNs in the light of
this last point we found out that some FNs (namely, referential
FN3 and acknowledg ment FNs) have a recognized structure
peculiar to them (see 6.2 for details). But, other types of FNs
(e.g. elaboration FNs) are not sufficiently structured to
qualify for genre membership; especially when removed from the
institutional environment within which they operate (see
6.1.4).
However, this type of FNs (and others identified in
section A of Chapter 3) in spite of their non-standardized
structure still qualify for genre status on the basis of their
communicative purpose. Miller (1984:51) argues that "a
rhetorically sound definition of genre must be centered not on
the substance or form of discourse but on the action it is used
to accomplish". Elaboration FNs are employed (see 3b.1.) for a
purpose and this purpose Is Identifiable in the light of the
Institutional environment (I.e. the matrix text) within which
FNs operate.
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All the types of FNs we identified, with the exception of
referential and acknowledgment FNs, when deprived of their
outstanding features (I.e. the Arabic number indexing them to
specific points in the matrix text and the smaller type face)
and presented to members of the discourse community jumbled up
with excerpts from main texts, these discourse community
members may not be able to identify a FN excerpt from a non-FN
excerpt (see 6.1 - 6.1.4). This perhaps supports the point that
these types of FNs are identifiable as such only within their
institutional environment.
lA.4 WHAT ARE FOOTNOTES ?
Footnotes may be characterized In terms of the purposes
they serve as follows:
They are structures employed by writers to
bring into the reader's consciousness
unactivated elements of Information that the
writer assumes are Introduced into the
reader's consciousness by what he/she writes.
This information does not have to be totally
unknown to the reader. That is to say, it may
be recalled from the reader's subconscious by
what the writer writes, The point Is that
although it may be known, the writer assumes
it is unlikely to be In the reader's
consciousness at the moment of reading.
Take the following example:
x. (1)
" 1triptiai syntols:
- taTe mit birdarias: //...//
- ais (1rxtahg length): '.'; ''; '';'
-nri2us: C
- taTes: fall (s); ria (I); level C ); fall-dv); r1-faU (tx)
-
- stress (rimr1r): 'or"
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- akrxdlmte tae uiits:
- a1r khitity: A, B, ... (a1rrtLticx.E)
a, b, ... Ci irrtithxs) [2:840]
The information offered in this FN is not new to all
readers as some of them might have come across such conventions
before. However, by inserting such information into a FN the
writer is probably assuming that such conventions are unlikely
to be in the reader's consciousness at the moment of reading
the text (for more details on this particular example, see
3A.l.8.).
Having defined FNs, we now turn to other conventional
structures (i.e. parentheticals and asides) that seem to carry
out similar functions to FNs.
1A.5. PARENTHETICALS, ASIDES AND FNS
In the following sections, an attempt is made both to
identify parallels between and also to distinguish among some
conventional structures and FNS • These are: PARENTHETICALS and
ASIDES. The term parentheticals is self-explanatory. It refers
to structures in 'written 1aiguage p\t
correlative commas, dashes and sometimes a single comma or dash
and a full-stop when occurring in sentence final position. The
term is used by linguists (e.g. Levinson,1983; Matthes,1981;
Corum,1975 and Hartmann and Stork,1975) and discourse analysts
(e.g. Wlnter,1982) and grammarians (e.g. Quirk et al,1985) to
cover the following structures:
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1. NON-RESTRICTIVE RELATIVE CLAUSES;
2. APPOSITIVES;
3. INTERPOLATIONS;
4. PARENTHETICAL CLAUSES AND PARENTHETICAL ADJUNCTS.
Now, we shall separately define and charaterize each of the
above structures and, at the same time, distinguish between
them and FNs.
1A.5.l NON-RESTRICTIVE RELATIVE CLAUSES
Relative clauses are traditionally classified into
restrictive and non-restrictive relatives as in (2) and (3)
below respectively.
EX. (2)	 The boy (who(m)) you saw yesterday is coming to tea.
Ex. (3)	 My brother Samir, whom you saw yesterday, is coming
to tea.
The distinction between restrictive and non-restrictive
relative clauses is as follows. The relative clause in (3) can
be left out without any material damage to the sense of he
sentence, whereas the same omission in (2) robs the host
sentence of a most essential fact which represents the
specification of who the boy is. The non-restrictive relative
clause is separated from its nominal head 'my brother', by
correlative commas and this marks it as a deliberate inclusion
of "additional information within" the sentence (Levinson, 1983
:183). In this regard, non-restrictive relative clauses are
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like some FNs that provide specifying additional Information.
However, they are unlike FNs in that they physically occur
within the boundaries of their host sentences and have to be
formulated in a specific way to fit in with the syntax of their
host sentences. Relatives are thus syntactic parentheticals
while FNs are discourse (above-the-sentence) parentheticals.
That is to say, FNs do not have to be patterned to fit Into the
syntax of the sentence(s) they accompany. Now, we can turn our
attention to the second sub-category of parentheticals.
1A.5.2. APPOSITIVES
Apposition, according to Winter (1982) and Quirk et al
(1985) denotes both a semantic and grammatical relation between
heads or headed structures and modifying structures within the
sentence. Items related In this way are called appositives. The
grammatical relation between appositives resides In an Identity
of grammatical form; the semantic relation concerns the co-
referentlality of the constitutents. Identity of grammatical
form means that the second appositive must echo in some way the
grammatical form of the first. Take the following example:
Ex, (4) The president spoke of the problem, Egypt's problem,
of how to fight inflation.
In this example, the first appositive (i.e.problem) Is
lexically repeated by the second appositive. The repetition
takes the form of substitution of the premodlfler Egypt's for
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the definite article of the first appositive. This relation Is
sometimes made fully explicit by such adverbials as 'more
specifically', 'more exactly', etc. The co-referential nature
of the constituents means that the two appositives must either
"be identical in reference" or "the reference of one must be
included in the reference of the other"(Quirk et al,1985:1301).
Thus in example (5) below
Ex. (5)	 Paul Daniel, the distinguished magician, died in his
sleep last night.
'Paul Daniel' and 'the distinguished magician' refer
exophorically to the same person. One test for apposition is to
try and rewrite the two appositives in the form of a subject,
verb, complement structure where the two NPs occupy S and C
slots. The appositive in example (5) would therefore be
rewritten as (6) below:
Ex. (6) Paul Daniel is the distinguished magician.
The function of the second appositive in (5) above (viz
'the distinguished magician') is to amplify or further specify
the meaning of the first. The implication here is that the
first appositive is the most central semantic item of the two.
Furthermore, we can often delete the second appositive and
still retain a grammatical sentence. Appositives have no single
typographical signal. They may be marked off by any of the
punctuation marks mentioned on page 21 above. In addition,
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there are certain adverbials which make further explicit the
appositional meaning. Typical examples of these adverbials are:
'for instance', 'more specifically', 'in particular', 'to be
more precise', 'that is to say', 'namely', 'what this means
is', etc.
In cases where the appositional meaning is not clearly
signalled, it is a characteristic of such impicit apposition
that it can be made explicit by the insertion of adverbials. An
example of an explicit apposition is:-
Ex. (7)
The ex-president of Egypt,that Is, Anwar Sadat,
was assassinated in 1981.
Appositives have been treated as parentheticals (Quirk et al,
1985) because of the fact that they are marked as
parenthetical by punctuation (in writing) and intonation in
speech (see Quirk et al,1985:l300ff for more details and for
different types of apposition).
Appositive constructions, like relatives, are different
from FNS in that they are physically included within their
host-sentence's boundaries and the reader has no option of
disregarding them. The semantics of appositive structures Is,
unlike the semantics of FNs (see ch.3) limited In scope in that
nearly all second appositives, as In our example above, specify
or narrow down the meaning of some item in the host sentence.
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The closest structures to FNs, in terms of the functions they
realize, are interpolations. It is to these that we now turn
our attention.
1A.5 • 3 • INTERPOLATIONS
Let us first begin by giving an example of an
interpolation:
Ex. (8)
Our inferences concerning the characteristics
qualities and inner states of others are
based on prior beliefs (sometimes quite
erroneously) about how these features are
expressed and associated with one another.
The underlined interpolation, in the above example, is
evaluative. Its evaluative role is indicated by the use of the
postmodifier erroneously. In fact the interpolation itself
consists of an adjunct and two modifiers.
Like appositions, interpolations modify different parts of
the clause or even the whole clause. Interpolations, unlike
apposition structures, which are always anaphoric, can have
either anaphoric or cataphoric reference to the item they
modify. The dividing line between interpolations and
appositions lies in their semantic function within the
sentence. The function of the former is to comment on or
evaluate some part of the adjoining clause structure as
exemplified in (8) above.
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Also, unlike apposition, interpolations do not further
specify the meaning of some other item within the clause.
Interpolation, like apposition, is typographically signailled
by a variety of punctuation marks. These comprise the
following: correlative commas, correlative dashes, parentheses
and semi-colon, comma or dash and a full-stop when occurring
finally in a sentence. The following is an example of an
interpolation:
Ex. (9)
The theory - and it is only a theory - is
that these early frogs fed on smaller animals
along the shores and banks of ponds and
streams, and the shortest cut to safety when
attacked was to leap into the water.(borrowed
from Winter 1982:134)
The interpolated clause is evaluating the significance of the
word 'theory' as a word in this context. Because interpolation
is, strictly speaking, a non-essential extraneous element of
clause structure (see Winter, ibid:132ff), it can be removed
without rendering Its host sentence ungrammatical.
Interpolations, although physically included within their host
sentences, carry out similar functions to those that FNs
realize (see ch.3). The fact that Interpolated structures are
marked off by intonation In speech and in writing by the same
typographical signals that single out appositives, qualifies
them as parenthetical structures. Now, we turn our attention to
the last sub-category of parentheticals.
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1A.5.4. PARENTHETICAL CLAUSES, ADJUNCTS AND PARENTHETICAL
SENTENCE ADVERBS (used for proposition modulation)
Parenthetical clauses and adjuncts (see below) "are used
to strengthen or weaken the force of an assertion
"(Corum,1975:133). The following is an example of a
parenthetical clause weakening the force of the proposition
made in Its host sentence:
Ex. (10) Thomas, I believe, smokes Marlboro.
The parenthetical clause in the above example weakens the force
of the proposition expressed by showing Its tentativeness. But,
if the parenthetical clause 'I am sure is used instead, then
the proposition made will be strengthend.
A similar viewpoint about parenthetical expressions Is
given by Loewenberg ( 1982:196) and Ncconell-GInet (1982:180),
who use the term 'hedge' to refer to adjectival, adverbial or
parenthetical expressions that qualify, by restricting or
extending, what is said in the utterance In which they occur.
An example of a hedging parenthetical clause is:
Ex. (11) It is going to rain, I think.
The parenthetical clause, "I think't , is used by the speaker to
'shield' (Prince et al, 1982 ) himself against any blame if it
does not rain or in other words to weaken the proposition made.
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Parenthetical clauses, adjuncts and adverbs also give the
hearer or reader access to the speaker's or writer's attitude
towards a proposition (see Lakoff,1974). Take this example:'-
Ex. (12) Sara, regrettably, has hoof and mouth disease.
Parenthetical adverbs, adverbial phrases and parenthetical
clauses of the type 'I know', 'I believe' share the feature of
mobility or 'transportability' (Corum, 1975). Note the
different locations that parenthetical adjuncts, clauses and
adverbs may take:-
Ex. (13)
Obviously
pickled
No doubt
chilie
I think
obviously
no doubt
:1 think
obviously
tastes	 with
no doubt
better	 salt
I think
obviously
no doubt
I think
Such parenthetical structures are typically set off from
their host sentence in speech by phonological pauses. In
writing they are singled out from their host sentences by means
of correlative commas, dashes and parentheses or a single comma
depending on their location in their host sentence. For
example, if a parenthetical clause (see below) occurs finally
in a sentence; then only one comma Is used:-
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Ex. (14) Michael drinks Martini, I believe.
These parenthetical constructions differ from non-
restrictive relative clauses, appositions, interpolations and
footnotes in that all the latter sets can not be freely moved
unless the sentence constitutents themselves are moved. For
instance, the interpolated clause, 'and it is only a theory',
in Ex. (9) above can not be moved to any other slot within its
host sentence unless the whole sentence structure is adjusted
or totally changed. The interpolated clause is an evaluation of
the noun phrase 'the theory' at the beginning of Ex. (9) above
and therefore it (the noun phrase) has to be immediately after
this noun phrase. Unlike non-restrictive relative clauses,
apposition, interpolations and FNs, parenthetical clauses and
adjuncts may occur initially in their host sentences.
To round off the discussion of parenthetical structures;
it has been demonstrated that all the categories listed differ
from FNs in that they are physically included In their host
sentences and are, unlike FNs, restricted to realizing one or
two functions as shown above. It would be of interest if
further research were carried out to find whether there would
be any relation between the number of parenthetical structures
used and the number of FNs accompanying a text. In other words,
does the use of a large number of parenthetical constructions
reduce the number of FN5 and vice versa ? and why ? We can,
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now, turn to the second major category of structures similar to
FNs.
1A.5.5. ASIDES
The term 'asides' is used by Montgomery (1977) and by
Coulthard et al (1981) in their attempts to analyze the
structure of lecture monologue. In their study, Coulthard et al
(ibid) propose that lectures be seen as being enacted on two
discourse planes simultaneously. They label these planes main
and subsidiary. They see the former as both necessary and
sufficient to the discourse, whereas they see the latter as
necessary but not sufficient in the sense that it can not stand
on its own. Subsidiary discourse is then broken down into two
categories: glossing and asides. The role of glossing is to
reflect back on, to modify, reformulate, evaluate and comment
on the main discourse. Take the following example of a
reformulation gloss:
Ex. (15)
Main	 "All these equivalent circuits are experimentally
determined
Subsidiary! at least they have a basis in experiment
Coulthard and Montgomery (ibid:37) argue that asides have
a much more tenuous semantic relationship with the main
discourse than glosses. They (asides) can consist of strings of
utterances or simply of an insertion within an utterance. Their
boundary is marked by the fact that the subsequent discourse
refers back to the discourse immediately preceding the aside as
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continuity Is re-established. The aside, they argue, typically
contextualizes the discourse by, for example, linking abstract
to concrete blackboard description (I.e. procedural asides, see
(16) below), or relating the process of description to some
further activity (see (17) below) to be undertaken by the
audience or to some previous information supplied to them (i.e.
recall asides).
Ex. (16) Procedural Aside
Main	 'i/in the stem er the situation is different because
plane	 the xylem and the phloem are on the same radius
mow if you have a stem with separate vascular bundles
like this and so on
Aside 1 just show xylem phloem for simplicity- 11 xylem here
phloem towards the outside" (Montgomery, 1977:38)
Ex. (17) Recall Aside
Main	 /but as soon as you put into a circuit and you do what
you have to to get the thing working
Aside /it is this process I referred to as biasing earlier on
Main /then currents will flow through it voltages will appear
across It.
Asides are, according to Montgomery and Coulthard et al
(1981), signalled most importantly by intonational features
such as lower key, accelerated tempo, and a drop in the
frequency of tonic syllables.
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From the above descriptions of asides and glosses, it
seems that the glossing category is the closest to FNs from the
point of view of the functions they both realize. However, some
of the functions (e.g. repeat and restate) Montgomery lists
under the category of glossing seem to be a result of the
spoken mode of lecture discourse. In this genre a lecturer may,
because of the transient nature of speech, have to
repeat/restate some items of the discourse to make sure that
his/her interlocutors have grasped them.
The two functions realized by asides (i.e. procedural and
recall) seem to be similar to some of the functions (e.g. text-
connectives) that some parenthetical phrases/clauses realize
(see Kopple,1985). Take the following examples of a procedural
and recall function being achieved through the use of
parentheticals.
Ex. (18)
Procedural	 When we turn to other combinations of different
parenthetical vowel additions (see Table 5), the tendencies in
the two experiments are very clear and similar.
Ex. (19)
Recall	 This fact is, as stated earlier, one of the
cornerstones in our investigation.
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The underlined parenthetical element in example (18) is
not different from Montgomery's (Ibid) 'procedural aside' since
it establishes a link between the verbal and non-verbal data.
In example 19, the underlined clause is carrying out a recall
function since it reinstates in the discourse some information
which is treated as already familiar to the audience. As far as
our corpus is concerned, it seems that the functions Montgomery
classifies as asides are realized through the use of
parenthetical phrases and clauses. The two modes of delivery
used (i.e.spoken or written mode) may be responsible for these
variations.
Other discourse analysts who have used the term
differently from Montgomery are Sinclair and Coulthard (1975)
and Edmondson (1981). Sinclair and Coulthard, who studied
classroom discourse, define asides as "instances of the teacher
talking to himself" (1975:44) and give the following as
examples
Ex. (20)
"'it's freezing in here', 'where did I put my
chalk ?'"(p.44).
But Sinclair and Coulthard have not elaborated on this type of
aside. However, this type of aside, it seems to me, is like a
rhetorical question in not requiring an answer. Edmondson's
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(1981) use of the term Is In the footsteps of Sinclair and
Coulthard.
In addition, the term is used in drama and theatre studies
(e.g.Burns, 1972) to refer to occasions when an actor on the
stage addresses the audience directly and tells them about the
relationship between the characters, their motives and
intentions which are supposed to be kept outside the knowledge
of other characters. An example of this type of aside Is:
Ex. (21)	 Character A. addressing Character B
A. Have you heard ?
B. What ?
A. The king has died.
(A. turns to the audience and says "I wish
he believed me"(Aside).
- In the above example, the aside actually provides the audience
with the assumption on whose basis A.'s last utterance is to be
interpreted. An aside, as used in drama and theatre, Is not
very different perhaps in extent, and in terms of its
embeddedness in a dialogue from a soliloquy. The only
substantive difference between them is that "in a soliloquy,
the actor Is not addressing the audience nor does the presence
of the audience seem to be necessary for" Its effectiveness
(Burns,Ibid:54).
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Thus far, we hope to have shown that the term aside is
used in three ways as follows:-
1.to refer to structures used to relate parts of the discourse
together (i.e.verbal to non-verbal data) and to reinstate in
the discourse some information which is treated as already
familiar to the audience.
2.to refer to cases where teachers In classroom situations talk
to themselves.
3.to refer to occasions where people (namely, actors) disclose
their Inner feeling to the audience in a theatre setting.
How similar or different are asides from FNs ? First of
all, FNs are not self-addressed. They are directed at those
readers whom the writer thinks will benefit from them. Second,
unlike asides, whose main functions are 'procedural' and
'recall' as shown above, they carry a wide range of functions
(see ch.3) and are physically separated from the mainline text.
Third, asides tend to give a somewhat Impromptu addition rather
than a planned inclusion. In other words, the use of FNs in a
text appears purposeful and deliberate.
To round off, on the grounds of the aforementioned, asides
may be best described as a 'genre' peculiar to spoken
discourse.
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Having distinguished between FNs, parenthetical structures
and asides we now Investigate and provide plausible reasons for
the employment of FNs.
SECTION B
1B.O. WHY DO WRITERS USE FNS ?
Apart from using FNs for documentation purposes (see 3A.l.
and 3A.l.l. for details); we believe that FNs are employed for
the following reasons:
(1) The differences between spoken and written discourse lead
to the employment of FNs in the latter; and
(2) The indeterminacy of a writer's prospective audience leads
to the employment of FNs to meet that audience 's variable
background Information levels.
In the following sections, we will deal with each of these
factors in turn and show in what way they lead to the
employment of FNs.
1Bi. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SPOKEN AND WRITTEN DISCOURSE AND
THE EMPLOYMENT OF FNS
Communication through the spoken mode is not only realized
by phonation but also employs such paralinguistic devices as
gesture, facial expressions and so on. A speaker has available
to him/her voice quality effects. A speaker, armed with the
above features of spoken discourse, can always override the
effect of the words he/she speaks. Thus, to quote Brown and
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Yule (1983:4) a "speaker who says 'I' d really like to',
leaning forward, smiling, with a 'warm, breathy' voice quality,
is much more likely to be interpreted as meaning what he
says , . . . .
These prosodic and paralinguistic features are denied to
the writer. As Halliday (1989b:30) puts it these are "aspects
of spoken language that have no counterpart in writing". Again,
a speaker can observe his/her interlocuter(s) and, if he/she
wants to, modify what he/she is saying to make it more
accessible or acceptable to his/her hearer, Also, interlocuters
can interrupt and ask the speaker to clarify things. By
contrast, the writer has no access to immediate feedback and
simply has to imagine his/her prospective readers' reactions.
The possibility of a mismatch between the speaker's intentions
and the interlocuters' comprehension, though not entirely
remote, still could be made less likely through the listeners
asking questions and the speaker checking his/her
interlocuters' understanding.
In the case of writing, this kind of mismatch is, in most
cases, very likely to happen as readers do not approach written
texts with equal background knowledge. It is this question of
background knowledge that makes writers do their best to convey
their message in as a clear way as possible. Writers, in fact,
have a variety of options to effect this. The most common ones
are glosses, definitions, examples, illustrations, non-verbal
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data, etc. Such devices can be inserted into the mainstream
text or used In the form of parentheticals embedded In the
mainstream text and typographically marked, In the form of
appendices at the end of the written text or In the form of
footnotes placed either at the bottom of pages or at the end of
articles, chapters or books.
It seems to me that because writers do not have full
access to Information about their future audience C a point
taken up in the next section ) that they resort to such devices
to make up for the differences in readers' knowledge and needs.
It can be argued that writers employ such devices precisely at
those points of text which they believe are potential
troublesources that may lead to miscommunication.
Miscoinmunication can either result from the fact that the
writer and some of his/her readers do not share the same
background knowledge, which can be social, cultural or
academic, or It can be due to the fact that the writer has left
certain aspects of the text vague, imprecise or ambiguous, or
it may be because some readers do not have the same access to
subject/genre conventions or requirements which the writer uses
to assign restricted values to specific linguistic and
discoursa]. features of the text. CandlIn (1978:1) seems to
emphasize this source of miscommunication when he says:
"Writings In the area of mutual Intelligibility
have almost certainly underestimated potential
misunderstanding by under emphasizing or
failing to take account of the variability in
value, as between speaker's (or writer's)
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intent and hearer's (or reader's) uptake".
To overcome any misunderstanding between the writer and
some of his/her assumed prospective audience, some writers
offer information In FNs to make up for any over/under
informativity in their texts. The Information presented In FNs
may be beneficial to some readers, but not to some others,
depending on their level of background knowledge. FNs primarily
clarify and buttress the text at these points where the
writer's purpose is likely to be misunderstood by readers. It
has to be mentioned that FNs may have rather an indecisive
effect on the reading process because of the syntactic
discontinuity they may create ( a point which is thoroughly
investigated In Chapter Five ).
1B.2.O. THE WRITER'S SENSE OF AUDIENCE AND THE USE OF FOOTNOTES
The terms 'audience awareness','sense of audience' and
'reader awareness' are widely used by a number of investigators
as one of the measures of competent writing. Before reporting
on how these notions are utilized In assessing writing
competence, it is in order to start with (1) an overview of
what these terms refer to and then proceed to the questions
of: (2) why a writer should have an audience In mind; and (3)
how the indeterminacy of a writer's audience leads to the
employment of FN5.
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1B.2.1. What is meant by 'audience awareness'
The terms 'audience awareness' and 'reader awareness' as
used by Bartlett (1981) and Becker (1986), Suleiman and Crosman
(1980) and Kennedy and Bolitho (1984) are reader-orientated; in
that they denote a writer's capacity to envisage his/her
audience's characteristics and their information needs. In
other words, a writer, before and during the process of
writing, should concern him/her self with questions about
his/her prospective audience such as the following:
Who am I writing to ?
What do I want to tell them ?
How much do they already know about my topic ?,.. etc.
On the other hand, Smith (1982) uses these notions to
refer to text features. In other words, Smith's use of the term
is text-orientated (see below). Bartlett (1981), like many
others, (e.g.Britton,1975) uses the term 'sense of audience' in
characterizing children's writing as 'egocentric'. In her
investigation of children's writing, she points out that
children, when writing, leave out information that is crucial
to the understanding of what they write. In other words,
children are unable to set aside their own (egocentric)
intentions and view their compositions from a reader's
perspective. She (ibid:18) gives the following as an
illustration of children's egocentrism in writing:
Ex. (22) "One day two boys set out for the park.
He had a bike."
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Bartlett thus suggests that young writers face two sorts
of problems in constructing coherent, unambiguous text. "They
must be able to assess the information actually available to
readers in a text, being careful to differentiate their own
intent to inform from the information actually transmitted"
(p.18). It is worth noting that experienced writers face
similar problems, but they have developed the means through
which they can overcome such problems.
Unlike other writers, Smith (1982) uses the notion of
'audience' and 'reader awareness' in connection with the notion
of 'register'. He claims that a writer's awareness of his/her
readership is represented by writing for them in an appropriate
register. For instance, if writing a letter of complaint , one
has to use the conventional format for such letters ( Smith
confuses 'register' with 'genre') and worry about nothing else
as long as there is no "genre violation" (for an explanation of
what this term means, see James (1989)). Smith has overlooked
the fact that the degree of elaboration of the thing the
complaint is about is dependent on the reader's degree of
familiarity with what is being complained about. Also, the
style to be used in writing the letter depends on the status of
the person expected to read it. Smith is claiming that a
writer, through adopting a certain register and style is
selecting a certain type of audience.
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Flower and Hayes(1980), like Bartlett (1981), used the
notion of 'audience awareness' as one measure of competent
writing. They reported differences between more and less
skilled writers in terms of their awareness of their audience.
They examined comments writers made as they composed thinking
aloud protocols. Flower and Hayes found clear differences
between "expert writers"and "novice" writers (college freshmen
diagnosed as having writing problems).
The expert writers were far more concerned with their
audience. They spent more time thinking about the effect they
wanted to make on the audience, how they wanted to present
themselves to the reader, what background knowledge the reader
needed to have and what might interest the reader. On the other
hand, novice writers tended to be "tied to topic" (p.27) and
spent less time thinking about the reader. A particularly vivid
example was one novice writer, an engineering student, who,
when asked to write about his job for readers of Seventeen
magazine (13to15 year old girls), ended up with a "detailed
technical analysis of steam turbulence in an electrical
generator" (p . 30)
Flower (1979) suggests that novice writers have
difficulties In converting "writer-based prose" to "reader-
based prose". All writers, she suggests, have access to writer-
based prose, a personal style that "reflects the interior
monologue of a writer thinking and talking to himself"
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(Flower,1979:63). Good writers, Flower (1979) maintains,
convert writer-based prose to reader-based prose, a less
egocentric style that attempts to be sensitive to the reader's
information needs. Less effective writers may be unaware of
the reader's needs or they may be aware of them but unwilling
or unable to consider them in writing.
There seems to be consensus that a writer should have an
audience in mind and should develop a senitivity to his/her
audience's characteristics, levels of information and
interests. In this regard Raskin and Weiser (1987) argue that
"writers can make decisions about the amount
of information to include in a sentence only
to the extent they can accurately determine
who the readers will be and how much they
will know about the subject of the
discourse"(p. 197).
They go on to argue that under-informativity is a
particular problem for inexperienced writers who are extremely
egocentric and therefore incapable of recognizing that what
seems explicit to them may be implicit to their readers •or
vice-versa. Raskin and Weiser point out that inexperienced
writers often assume that readers are familiar with information
that can not be recovered from the text. It is also worthwhile
to note that if 'under-informativity' is taken as a sign of
egocentrism then by the same token 'over-informativity' may be
treated as a sign of egocentrism too; as some readers can be
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bored by being fed information with which they are well
acquainted. Knowing one's audience does not only influence the
approach and purpose in writing, but also determines "the very
content of the writing itself- what points you make, what
examples you use" (Cowan & Cowan,1980:.87).
It is obvious from the foregoing discussion that the terms
referred to above (namely, audience awareness, sense of
audience and reader awareness) are used in two different ways:
1) to denote writers' sensitivity to readers' characteristics,
information needs and interest; and
2) to denote textual features (i.e. register).
All of the above mentioned studies focused on single
readers and not on a multiple audience. This is the case in
such studies as all of them are concerned with students writing
in the classroom. In this type of writing, the students always
have a clear audience (i.e. a teacher or a classmate) in mind.
1B.2.2. WRITER IS ADDRESSING A NULTIPLE AUDIENCE
But, in our case (writing academic articles for
publication) the article-writer's audience is not always fixed
and may be wider than the writer imagines. For this reason, we
may argue that for an article there might be more than one type
of audience as follows:-
1) primary audience; and
2) intermediary audience.
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1) a primary audience comprises those readers a writer believes
will use what he/she perceives as 'final drafts' of his/her
articles for specific professional purposes. This category
includes the author 's colleagues and others In their field.
2) intermediary audience are those readers a writer believes
will look at drafts of a document during the composing process
and then offer advice about ways to revise the drafts. This
category comprises journal editors and rewiewers. The effect of
this type of audience is noticeable in some footnotes In our
corpus, answering questions raised by reviewers to the article
writer (see 3A.l.3.).
A writer addressing such a multiple audience has to know
something about their linguistic knowledge, encyclopedic
knowledge, age, social status, and what purposes they will use
his/her document for. There is no doubt that such knowledge
affects a writer's linguistic choices and the amount of
inference he/she requires of his/her audience and how much
information he/she feels required to give about the topic
he/she is addressing. But, how do writers get to know about
their audience or in other words develop their 'sense of
audience' ? This is the question we, now, turn to.
1B.2.3. HOW DO WRITERS GET TO KNOW THEIR AUDIENCE Cs)?
In most cases, writers build their assumptions about their
audience, before and/or during the process of writing, on their
personal experience and contact with colleagues and students.
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For example, some writers work as teachers and therefore manage
to know the level of their audience's knowledge. Some other
writers, actually, give a draft of what they intend to publish
to a representative sample of their prospective audience and
ask them for their comments. This Is a very useful practice for
writers as it enables them to know the reaction of the
consumers to what they expect them to read in the future and
how understandable their writing Is to them.
Once a writer has a fair idea of who his/her audience will
be, then he/she will be able to assess roughly how much
background knowledge his/her prospective audience possess and
how much supposed information he/she has to give. Thinking of a
multiple audience (I.e. more than one type of readers), a
writer has to meet different readers' demands. A writer of an
academic journal article may be addressing several different
categories of readers that can be grouped in terms of their
level of knowledge as follows:
(1) Readers at the same level of knowledge as the writer (e.g.
reviewers, editors and colleagues from the same field); and
(2) Readers below the writer's level (e.g. students).
These two categories of different readers each with
unequal knowledge show the enormous difficulty of the task a
writer faces when addressing a ' wide audience' with different
needs, Interests and purposes. The audience's different needs,
interests and purposes affect the writer's decision of how much
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information to give in the text and what degree of inference is
required from his/her audience.
1B.2.4. HOW WOULD A WRITER OVERCOME HIS/HER AUDIENCE'S
DIFFERENT INFORMATIONAL DEMANDS ?
The solution to this problem lies in adopting an
accommodation strategy on the part of the writer. By
'accommodation strategy'(James, forthcoming) is meant that the
writer tries his/her best to make his/her writing suit the
variable Information levels of his/her multiple audience. In
other words, In written discourse the writer assumes a
hypothetical ideal reader for whom he/she is supposed to be
writing and anticipates this ideal reader's reactions and
adjusts his/her writing accordingly so as to facilitate
communication.
We may argue here that because of the imperfect awareness
by W of his/her possible audience's information needs and
interests, he/she may resort to the use of a discoursal
strategy to compensate for the variability of his/her
audience's knowledge. This strategy is realized in resorting to
the footnoting mode. Some footnotes are dictated on the writer
by the nature of academic writing. That is to say, some writers
use footnotes to cite references they have quoted something
from. Other footnotes, as we have just argued, are used by
writers to avoid the risk of being 'over-informative'in the
matrix text or part of it for some or 'under-informative' in
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toto (Grice,1975) for others. Therefore, footnotes are meant to
compensate for any potential over-or-under informativity. For
example, some readers may already possess the information
presented in a footnote and therefore may disregard the
footnote. Other readers who do not have the information offered
in a FN may take it. This way a writer is showing his/her
courtesy to his/her audience by taking into account the
variability of its levels of knowledge. Take the following:
Ex. (23)
It is characteristic for the Germanic
languages that the restrictions on
combinations of consonants are relatively
few; quite long and varied consonant
sequences initially, medially, and finally in
words are allowed for. For comparison, there
are languages where such restrictions are
much more severe, such as Finnish, where only
one conponant is permitted initially or
finally.'	 [1:	 105-106]
	
(the superscript
number marks the FN's original location).
1 • are acte of ti-a ft that this restricticn is iDt withxit
exceptiais, bit refers to tiE catrnieal phxotatic patterns in
Fimi±. ]1ere are in anteptary Einrti± a c krah1e nnier of
lrai 'nrds ati s1ag wrds cxntafning axBn?nt clusters violating
tie thsic norliBre-stnrture on:liticns.	 for eiple 3xmL(n.d.); Yarlssai (1983). [1:121]
The information offered In the above FN expresses an
exception to the generalization made about Finnish phonotactic
restriction in the sentence tagged by the FN. Since the writers
have inserted this piece of Information in a FN rather than In
the matrix text, then they must have assumed that it is known
to some of their audience but not to others. The FN is there to
cater for the variability of the audience's level of knowledge.
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To some expert on the Finnish language, the information in the
FN may be important because he/she needs to know that the
writers of the article know about this exception but for others
who do not have this information, it is important for them as
an additional piece of information.
From the above discussion, it may be concluded that a
writer, through presenting information In FNs, is attempting to
cater for his/her audience's variable Information needs. An
evidence to support our point that differences In background
knowledge between a writer and his/her prospective audience and
between the audience itself may lead to the employment of FNs
is cited in Willard and Brown (1990:40). Willard and Brown
argue that T. S. Eliot's footnotes to The Waste Land, by their
very presence make the point that a writer could no longer
assume a shared body of cultural symbols between him/her self
and the audience.
Having shown how the heterogeneity of a writer's audience
leads to the employment of FN5, we now move to a description of
the data used for the present study.
SECTION C
1C.O. CORPUS, RATIONALES AND LIMITATIONS
1C.1.	 CORPUS
1C.l.1. SOURCES OF DATA USED IN THE STUDY
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The data used for the present study include 10 linguistics
journal articles (see Appendix 1 ). These articles were chosen
randomly (through the use of a random table) from the 1988
Linguistics Journal Issues. Since the articles were randomly
chosen, some of them did not have any footnotes and, therefore,
had to be discarded and replaced by other articles. Any article
with less than 5 footnotes was disregarded and another article
was chosen randomly to replace it. The average number of words
per article was 5,275 words and the total number of words for
all 10 articles was 52,750 words.
1C.1.2. RATIONALES FOR THE CORPUS
Three points can be made about the decisions underlying
the selection of this corpus. They are:
Firstly, in order to control text type, one parameter was held
constant. It was the field of discourse (see Halliday et al
1964); the 10 articles were all linguistics articles. Second, I
did not bother whether the authors of the articles were native
speakers of English or NNSs, because all writers publishing,
despite their origins or languages, had to follow strictly the
style manual recommended by the journal in which they publish,
and satisfy a referee appointed by the journal's editor. But it
would be interesting (for future research) to see if
native/non-native authors adopt different practices.
The fact that the articles were chosen from the same field
and the same journal would provide solid ground to maximise
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comparability between the 10 articles; since one could be
fairly sure that variation might be explained as resulting from
factors other than change in the field of discourse or
publishing house. Thirdly, linguistics articles, and not any
other articles from any other discipline, were selected because
of the analyst's familiarity with the subject.
1C.l.3. LIMITATIONS OF THE CORPUS
Although the size of the corpus (10 articles) used may
sound small, we would like to make it clear that the number of
footnotes employed in these articles (113 FNs) is quite large
enough for the purposes of the present study. However, the
results obtained from this study, especially the classification
of FNs and their formal features, are only generalizable to
linguistics journal articles. FNs in other disciplines may have
a wide or less variety of functions than the ones we identified
in the articles used for this study (see 3A.4.).
In the next Chapter we present a review of some selected
approaches to text and discourse analysis and show with what
success they handle our data.
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CHAPTER TWO
IN SEARCH OF A FRAMEWORK
2.0. INTRODUCTION
Rather than stressing analysing text only ( text is here
viewed as the carrier of discourse ) as product, we are of the
opinion that, one should aim at both the textual features and
the discourse which is 'in play' behind the text. Such an
analysis should be an analysis of 'whys' and 'hows' rather than
one of 'whats'. In other words, rather than specifying what
communicative functions ( i.e. describing, defining, restating,
etc. ) the textual elements carry, the discourse analyst should
try to look into the writer's motives for offering an element
and try to characterize why such an element is offered to the
reader, how it helps the discourse to unfold and convey the
intended message and how it affects the reader's cognitive
process and thereby the comprehension procedure.
I should like to begin my search by presenting a sample of
the data ( a footnote with the extract from the text' it
accompanies) to which frequent reference will be subsequently
made in this chapter. My aim in doing so is to show how various
approaches to discourse analysis would handle it.
1	 text is a jcxirrnl ±L1e by ria ntai1t au lth±iard Sdulnm (1988) titlth
"Tistets' jii1gmts of sinp1ificatLcr of aia-ait c1uters" ta1m ftrm de Jxirrl of
Lingiistics, l. 26, rp. 105- 123. [e artfrle m.1 	 ,ç3dix (1) ]
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Some selected approaches from the literature will first be very
briefly reviewed and then the discussion will be focused on
those approaches to be tried out on my sample.
2.1. The Sample
Rules for how consonant sequences may be
structured are part of phonotactic
restrictions, and such restrictions may, as
is well known, vary from language to
language. It Is characteristic for the
Germanic languages that the restrictions on
combinations of consonants are relatively
few; quite long and rarid .cnscnant
sequences initially, medially, and finally
in words are allowed for. For comparison,
there are languages where such restrictions
are much more severe, such as Finnish, where
only one consonant is permitted initially or
finally. 1
 [1:105-106]
1 • are ae of tFe fact that this resticticri is mt witlixit
exticri, b.it refars to tie carnical phxotatic çetterns in
Eimith. 'here are in onteiprzy Finnith a aikersb1e niiier
of loan wrdS aid s1.aig wards (xrltaining xrmmt clu'3ters
violating tie tesic nori±eie-strrtute mliticns.	 for exaiple
3.nni (n.d. ); Karlsscn ( 1983 ). [1:121]
2.2. SOME SELECTED AAPPROACHES TO TEXT AND DISCOURSE ANALYSIS.
2,2.1. Halliday and Hasan (1976)
Halliday and Hasan (henceforward H. & H.), in their book
'Cohesion In English', are interested In investigating the
relationships between a sequence of sentences in terms of what
they call 'grammatical and lexical cohesion'. There they
identified and comprehensively described five types of cohesive
ties: 'reference', 'substitution', 'ellipsis', 'conjunction' and
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'lexical cohesion'.
I will now consider these ties briefly and then show how
far such notions will take us on the road towards the analysis
of footnotes by reference to our sample.
a) Reference is defined by H. and H. (ibid:1l) as that
relation "in which ONE ELEMENT IS INTERPRETED BY REFERENCE TO
ANOTHER". (original emphasis)
An example of a reference relation is the following:
Ex.(24) (1) Last week Tom went to a tandoori restaurant with
his girl friend.(2) They had a very spicy meal there.
The pronoun 'they' in the second sentence, is only
interpretable by reference to 'Tom' and 'his girl friend'.The
adverb of place is also interpretable with reference to sentence
1. Reference can be to an item in the situation outside the text
(exophoric) as well as to items in the text (endophoric). The
above example is an instance of the latter and the following is
an example of the former.
Ex.(25)	 A. These roses are lovely.
B. Yes, they are indeed.
The noun phrase 'these roses' in A's utterance is a reference to
something in the situation outside the text.
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Examples of reference items are: personal pronouns,
demonstratives and comparatives. The following are examples of
the three types respectively:
Ex. (26) (1) Sawsan is nine months old. She was born in
Wales.
(2) A. Are you going to the party ?
B. Yes.
A. I will see you there then.
(3) Sawsan is smaller than Bilal.
b) Substitution is a relationship on the lexicogrammatical
level. It is essentially confined to the text and the substitute
item has the same grammatical function as that for which it
substitutes. A substitute item may function as a verb (do), a
nominal (one, ones, same), and as a substitute for a clause (so,
not). These substitute items replace other items which can be
recovered from the text. Take the following example:
Ex. (27) A. Did you buy the car ?
B. Yes I did.
c) Ellipsis is different from substitution in that it is
substitution by zero. This means "something [is] left unsaid"
without the implication that what is unsaid is not understood;
on the contrary "unsaid" implies "but understood nevertheless"
(ibid:42). Ellipsis is an anaphoric and cataphoric relation, as
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indeed most cohesive ties are. Its cohesive effect lies in the
fact that it recovers an element from a preceding sentence and
uses It to fill an empty slot In a following sentence.
d) Conjunction:	 Although H. and H. include conjunction as
an essentially grammatical means of creating cohesion, they
acknowledge that It has a lexical component (1976:6).
Grammatically and lexically, conjunctive cohesion differs
significantlly from the previous types of cohesion discussed.
Unlike reference, substitution and ellipsis, conjunction does
not refer to or replace a specific grammatical element in a
previous sentence. Nor does conjunction provide a new lexical
item that echoes or otherwise connects with a word used
previously.
Instead, conjunctions create cohesion by relating to each
other successive sentences that have no overt links. For
instance, the following example contains two separate sentences
that have no obvious semantic or grammatical relationship
between them.
Ex. (28) (1) The men were tired out. They kept fighting the
fire.
However, (ii) below is cohesive because the conjunctive item
thowever provides a semantic link which creates a relationship
between the proposition in the first sentence and the
proposition In the second.
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Ex. (29) (ii) The men were tired out. However, they kept
fighting the fire.
As the above example suggests, conjunction refers to cohesion
achieved by connectives.
H. and H. have classified these transitions according to
the semantic relationships they suggest. Their categories are:
additive, adversative, causal and temporal. The following are
examples illustrating each category respectively.
Ex. (30) a) He was locked up In his study for 10 hours. And in
all this time he did nothing.
b) Even though he is rich, he is not a happy man.
c) He can not practise weight lifting because of his
bad backache.
d) First, he visited his aunt. Next, he went straight
home.
Additive conjunctions constitute the most general category.
And produces cohesion simply by signalling that there is more to
say about the topic of the previous sentence or even more
generally, that the two sentences linked by and are intended to
be seen as related. This conjunctive use of and differs somewhat
from its use as a coordinating conjunction in which and joins
two parallel or semantically equivalent words, phrases or
clauses.
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The adversative conjunctive ties indicate a contrastive
relationship. The second sentence in the linked pair presents a
proposition that contradicts or is contrary to the proposition
expressed in the first. Causal ties indicate that the second
sentence will present a reason or result derived from the
information in the preceding sentence. Temporal ties suggest
relationships in time. Adversative, causal and temporal ties are
alike in that the lexical items by which they are expressed
contain the semantic features indicating the purpose of the tie.
It must be pointed out that the use of conjunctions does
not create cohesion if no lexical or semantic relationship
exists. Despite the conjunctions in the example below, the text
Is neither cohesive nor coherent.
Ex. (31)
The girl loved cats. Howevei, many people
enjoyed the film. After work, he went to
his cousin. t dogs make good friends for
people who live alone. Consequently, no
one was in favour of the decision.
H. and H.'s category of conjunctives is hardly used to
link a footnote to a matrix text. However, they are frequently
used to make a smooth transition between the sentences that
make up a footnote.
(e) the last type of cohesive relations is the type H. and H.
call 'lexical cohesion', which is the cohesive effect realised
by the selection of vocabulary. Lexical cohesion Involves
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repetition or reiteration; however, reiteration is a wider term
than repetition. It includes the occurrence of a related item
which may be anything from a synonym or near synonym of the
original to a general word dominating the entire class. Another
type of lexical cohesion is achieved by means of 'collocation'
the association of lexical items that regularly co-occur"
(ibid:284). As a matter of fact, lexical cohesion has been
found to be the predominant means of connecting sentences in
discourse (Witte and Faigley,1981 & Hoey, forthcoming).
Let us now try to analyse our example (copied below for
ease of reference) in terms of cohesive ties to see what
insights into FNs are yielded thereby. If we try to account for
the relationship between the matrix text and its associated
footnote in terms of cohesion theory; it will be noticed that
the noun phrase 'this restriction' in the first sentence 1
 of
the footnote refers backward (is anaphoric to) to something
mentioned before in the extract that the footnote accompanies.
It can be shown that there is a semantic relation between
the matrix text and the footnote and this is manifest in the
repetition of identical lexical items, such as 'restrictions'
and 'Finnish' and the near synonyms 'consonant sequences' and
'consonant clusters' in the matrix text and the footnote
respectively.
1 jb aid aixut 4t a'tt'e' is, tle term is i.1 in this sttxly to refer to
t aitities: (1) tha rthgtçtiic taxe that starts with a capital letter au axis with a
full-strp atul (2) de inaxhit clause.
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If the footnote's index (the Arabic number) is taken to be
analogous to lexical cohesion, then cohesion can be established
between the matrix text and the footnote by virtue of the
Arabic number and regardless of any lexical repetition.
According to H. and H.'s definition of 'text' (lbid:2) as
a semantic unit: a unit not of form but of meaning", our
extract is a text because it forms a 'semantic unity'. The
different parts of the texts ( both of the extract and of the
footnote ) are cohesive by means of grammatical and lexical
cohesive links which show how sentences are related
retrospectively as shown below.
2.1. Sample
Rules for how consonant sequences may
be structured are part. of pinotactic
restrictionsnd such	 \may, as
is well	 va	 from 'anguge to
language. It Is	 cteristi	 fo\ the
Germanic languag	 that	 restritions
on combinations of consonants are re tely
few; quite long and varied/ 	 nsonant
sequences initially, medially, an f na 	 in
words are allowed fo . For compqki n, ere
are language w ere uch resli ions are
much more s ere, such s Finnis , w er only
one conponant Is per tted I tia y or
finally. [1:105-105] ( he un rlined
lexical and grammatical t ms qua fy the
extract as a text).
1.	 this	 iSrOtWititLit
ecticfs,hit rethrs to t	 etten in
FkrrJ. 'flare &e in ante ptr ______ a	 rinier af
WX3 a slmg wxds antaicth	 c1uters violathig
de ic n	 e-stnrb ardiai. Se	 3n (
n.d.); Yar1scn (1983). [1:121]( J1e uñr1iieiI ].e,d1 ad
gtJ]. itam3, aaxtllng to H.axi H., q.n]ify de footmte as a
ct rader U' ne strthg of s3taIes).
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H. and H.'s definition of 'text' makes the footnote equal
in status to the part of the matrix text it is bound to. If
this was the case, the writer of such a footnote would not
include central information in a peripheral footnote.
But, what sort of 'text' is the footnote ? Does it really have
an equal status to the extract from the matrix text it
accompanies ? Why is it placed outside of the matrix text ?
H. and H.'s framework does not answer these questions as it
mainly explores how continuity is marked in texts and does not
concern itself with the pragmatic factors for the production of
a text • For answers to the above questions, we have to look
elsewhere.
2.2.2, Winter (1977) and (1986)
One frequently cited attempt to analyse written texts is
that proposed by Winter (1977), who analyses written discourse
in terms of what he calls 'Clause Relations' (CRs). He
(1986:91) defines a CR as follows:
"A Clause Relation is the shared cognitive
process whereby we interpret the meaning of
a clause or group of clauses in the light
of their adjoining clause or group of
clauses".
Before proceeding any further, it is important to explain
Winter's basic terms. Winter uses the term 'paragraph' to refer
to "sentence pairs or groups of sentences in a clause relation
"(ibid:23). (This use of the term 'paragraph' is similar to
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Lackstrom et al's (1972) 'conceptual paragraph' which is a unit
of meaning). The relation holding between the members of each
pair is called a CR. The term 'member' stands for "one part of
a two-part membership, rather than for a sentence in a one-to-
one relation with another sentence"(Winter, 1977:2-3). A
'member' can consist of one sentence or more. But it may also
consist of a nominal group as well as of finite and non-finite
clauses (ibid:1O). In other words, clause relations can exist
within the orthographic sentence as well as beyond it.
As for the term 'sentence', Winter uses It in two
different senses.(1)'sentence' is defined as that which occurs
between two full-stops (ibid:6). (2) Otherwise, sentence and
clause are not distinguished. In other words, the sentence is
taken to be grammatically co-extensive with the independent
clause and constituted by the following:-
SUBJECT	 VERB	 (object) (complement) (adjunct)
The brackets indicate the optional items.
Types of Clause Relations
Winter's clause relations are "relations between binary
members". In the light of Winter's definition of the term
'member', do our matrix text and the footnote represent two
members ?
	
The following example from Winter (ibid:1O)
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represents two members, where the first member is underlined
and the second Is in bold type.
Ex. (32) After the police raids, the rifle clubs banned the
use of semi-automatic weapons.
Winter's model sets out to specify the types of
relation(s) between such two-part members. These types are
signalled through the three 'vocabularies' Winter posits. These
he calls 'vocabulary 1', the subordinators, e.g. 'after',
'because', etc.; 'vocabulary 2', or sentence connectors, e.g.
'for example', 'that is to say'; and 'vocabulary 3' which
includes a closed-set of vocabulary items such as 'achieve',
'result', 'different', (for a list of each type see IbId: 14,
16, and 20 respectively).
All three types of vocabulary constitute a set of
contextual items which function as signposts to what a sentence
means in connection with its adjoining sentences (contextual
meaning). More precisely, the explicit occurrence of these
items in text signals a particular type of relation between the
clause in which it occurs and the clause or clauses which
adjoin it.
Within Winter's framework there are two principal types of
relation. The first is where entities, actions, or people are
matched and is called the 'Matching Relation'. The second is
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where we observe a change in time/space sequence and is called
the 'Logical Sequence Relation'. In this relation (see example
32 above) the time sequence is crucial to the semantics of
interpretation. The great majority of the items of vocabulary
one, two and three, referred to above, are included in one of
these two relations or, In some cases, both. As an example of
a Matching CR, consider the following:-
Ex. (33)
It is characteristic for the Germanic
languages that the restrictions on
combinations of consonants are relatively
few; quite long and varied consonant
sequences initially, medially and finally in
words are allowed for. For comparison, there
are languages where such restrictions are
much more severe, such as Finnish, where
only one consonant is permitted initially or
finally. [1:105-105]
The underlined vocabulary 2 item signals a matching
contrast relation between the two sentences. But, can we account
for the relation between the last sentence of the matrix text
and the footnote in terms of Winter's clause relations ?
Winter's definition of clause relations is rich in implications.
For example, the use of the adjective 'adjoining' in his
definition of clause relation cited on page 62 of this chapter.
can be taken to mean 'within the same discourse' and thus the
footnote may come under the umbrella of clause relations. In the
light of this, what is the function of the footnote ?
It may be argued, within Winter's framework, that the
footnote is carrying out a 'concessive' function in relation to
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matrix text exit sentence. The footnote may be interpreted in
the context of this sentence as saying " what is true of"
standard Finnish is not true of contemporary Finnish. It is
worth noting that the last sentence in the above extract has a
comparative denial relation to the sentence preceding it, a
cause-result relation with the sentence following it and a
concessive relation with the footnote.
Winter, to my knowledge, has not dealt with sentences (or
to use his terminology, CRs ) that enter into three different
relations simultaneously and this makes his CRs inadequate for
an account of the CRs between matrix text exit sentences, FNs
and matrix text re-entry sentences. It is worth noting that
Winter uses what he calls the question technique' to make
implicit clause relations explicit. According to him (1977: 48)
when relations between clauses are not spelt out, the reader
resorts spontaneously to the question technique to find out the
relation between a pair ofclauses. The following extract from
our sample illustrates what Winter means:-
Ex. (34)
It is characteristic for the Germanic
languages that the restrictions on the
combinations of consonants are relatively
few; quite long and varied consonant
sequences initially, medially, and finally in
words are allowed for. For comparison, there
are languages where such restrictions are
much more severe, such as Finnish, where only
one cononant is permitted initially or
finally.' [1:105-106]
'lIE frOtnJtI.	 are are of tIE fat tIEt this restricthn is mt withxit extpticng, hit
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refers to tte ciical mDtactic çetten in Finnish. here ere in oiiteipxary
Finnish a riierab1e tinter of ken wrds au slag wris antaining oxmt
dieters violating tte tesie nnqfete-stnrture o:rditicns. Eee for eip1e 3xmi
(n.d.); Karlsscn (1983). [1:121]
The above extract and footnote, looked at in terms of
Winter's question technique, will be as follows:-
Ex. (35)
It	 is characteristic for the Germanic
languages that the restrictions on
combinations of consonants are relatively few;
quite long and varied consonant sequences
initially, medially, and finally in words are
allowed for. What about the non-Germanic
languages ? Or are there any other languages
that do not allow for such things ? For
comparison, there are languages where such
restrictions are more severe, such as Finnish,
where only one	 .pnsonant is permitted
initially or finally.
Asking a retrospective question based on the
content of the first sentence of the footnote,
we can have the following:-
Are you aware of any exceptions to such
restrictions ? We get
We are aware of the fact that this restriction
is not without exceptions, but refers to the
canonical phonotactic patterns in Finnish.
What are these exceptions ? There are in
contemporary Finnish a considerable number of
loan words and slang words containing
consonant clusters violating the basic
morpheme-structure condition. Could you give
me an example please 7 See for example Suomi
(n.d.); Karisson (1983).
In spite of the fact that the question technique works, it
atomizes the footnote into speech acts and does not treat it as
a unit of meaning. With the exception that Winter' CRs tell us
that there is a relation between the FN and the text it
accompanies, his framework does not tell us why the information
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in the footnote is placed outside of the matrix text; nor does
it give us any clue as to the status of the information
presented in the footnote. Winter uses the terms 'clause',
'sentence', 'member', and paragraph, but leaves us unclear about
what the precise relation between them is. Again, we have to
look elsewhere for satisfactory answers to the questions posed
above.
2.2.3. Hoey (1979, 1983, & forthcoming)
Hoey (1983) develops and applies Winter's clause relations
to the analysis of extended texts. Hoey's approach to discourse
analysis is premised on the concept of Relations and he
elaborately develops certain methods for spelling out such
relations (see below). He, like Winter, emphasises the role of
context in enabling us to identify these relations. Relations
may be binary (between two clauses) or n-ary (between more than
two); simple or complex, prospective or retrospective. They
occur between clauses, parts of clauses and groups of clauses
and between groups of sentences.
Hoey (1979) distinguishes between two main categories of
relation: those that are linguistically signalled and those that
are elicited. Signalled relations are "readily decoded" because
they occur as a "physical part of the discourse"( Hoey,
1979:56), whereas elicited relations "Involve the Introduction
into the discourse (by the reader) what is not explicit"
(ibid:56) (my brackets). We will deal with each category in
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turn.
Relations may be signalled grammatically, as for instance
by the use of subordinators (Winter's vocabulary 1) or by
conjuncts (called by Winter sentence connectors) or they may be
signalled lexically by the use of vocabulary 3 items. In fact,
such grammatically and lexically signalled relations are not
very different from H. and H.'s (1976) cohesive devices. Another
technique of signalling relations Is that of repetition.
According to Hoey (1983 and forthcoming), there are several
types of repetition:-
a) simple repetition;
b) complex repetition;
c) substitution;
d) ellipsis and
e) paraphrase.
a) simple lexical repetition occurs, according to Hoey
(forthcoming):
"when a lexical item that has already
occurred in a text is repeated with no
greater alternation than Is entirely
explicable In terms of a closed grammatical
paradigm".
An example is:
Ex. (36)
(1)Very recently, some pet dogs have become
fierce and have attacked their owners. (2) A
week ago, they showed a program on T.V.
tackling the issue of why a dog attacks
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his/her owner(s).
The lexical item 'dog' In the second sentence is a simple
lexical repetition of 'dogs' In the first sentence. The only
variation between the two lexical Items is entirely explicable
in terms of the singular/plural paradigm. Hoey (forthcoming) is
extremely cautious to make it clear that not any lexical
repetition will do, but only repetition that retains the sense
of the echoed lexical item.
b) complex lexical repetition
This type of repetition takes place when two lexical items
share a lexical morpheme but are not formally identical or when
they are formally Identical but have different grammatical
functions. Take the following example:
Ex. (37)
Ironing clothes is not a diffficult job
for anyone to do. To iron a cotton shirt
follow these instructions. 1. set the Iron
temperature on four and....
The three lexical items (ironing, to iron and Iron) share
a lexical morpheme but are not formally identical. These three
lexical items Indicate the continuity of the topic that Is
being talked about; because although they are grammatically
different they still retain the same sense.
c) substitution occurs whenever an item or a class of items
stand for an earlier Item in the text. Although Halliday and
Hasan (1976) treat substitution as a type of cohesive tie, Hoey
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(1983 and forthcoming) looks at it as a subclass of repetition.
Under the heading of substitution, Hoey lists the following:
personal pronouns, demonstrative pronouns, demonstrative
adverbs, and the proform 'do' with or without 'so'. The
following is an example of substitution:
Ex.(38) A. Do you eat camel meat ?
B. My brother does.
d) ellipsis takes place when what stands in for an earlier item
is nothing at all. As Halliday and Hasan (1976) state, the
boundary lines among these two types of tie and reference are
not clear-cut. What fol].s is an instance of ellipsis:
Ex.(39) A. Have you eaten camel meat ?
B. Yes I have.
B's answer is an example of ellipsis because the speaker
could have said : yes I have eaten camel meat.
e) paraphrase
As paraphrase serves the function of repeating, Hoey
(forthcoming) deals with it as a type of repetition. He
classifies it Into:
(I) simple paraphrase and
(ii) complex paraphrase.
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i)simple paraphrase
It takes place whenever a lexical item substitutes for
another In the context without loss or gain In specificity and
with no discernible change in meaning. Take the following
example.
Ex. (40)
What Is attempted in this work is to offer
to the readers a selected variety of
Shakespeare's plays. The aim of the book
is to present these plays with a more
recent view; the view of someone who lives
in the 21st century.
According to Hoey (ibid), the two underlined lexical items
represent an example of a simple paraphrase. However, we may
ask: What are the differences between this type of paraphrase
and substitution ? It seems that Hoey's categories of
repetition (i.e. simple repetition, complex repetition,
paraphrase, substitution, etc.) overlap because of the lack of
characteristic features for each category.
ii) complex paraphrase
This occurs whenever one of the items can be paraphrased
within the context In such a way as to include the other. Hoey
(1983:111) gives the following example:
Ex,(41)	 Fred and Ted were friends.
Fred was
Ted was little.
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According to Hoey (ibid:112) "'big' and 'little t have no
morpheme in common but can be paraphrased in terms of each
other: 'big'-'far from little', 'little'-'not at all big'". He
goes on to add that "most true antonyms can be handled in this
way.. ."(p.112).
The above categories are used by Hoey as signals of links
between sentences and it is on the basis of the number of links
that sentences are judged as' Central' or 'Marginal' in the
texts they contribute to. In Hoey's own words:-
"...sentences linked by repetition would
be more closely related than those not
so linked even if they are separated by
a number of sentences. Some sentences
would be seen to be linked to a variety of
other sentences, while others would be
linked to few or more; the former would be
central to the text, the latter marginal"
(Hoey, forthcoming).
Later in the same book, Hoey makes it clear that "... any
two sentences are connected as packages of information if they
share at least three points of reference" (Ibid). According to
Hoey 'central' sentences are expected to be "germane to the
development of the topic of a text" and are expected to "make a
number of connections" (at least three) "with other sentences,
while 'marginal' sentences are expected to have less than three
links with other sentences and contribute less to the
development of the theme(s) of a text. However, Hoey does not
address the issue of whether longer sentences would have more
links with other sentences than shorter ones do. Furthermore, he
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does not tell us the wisdom for restricting the number of links
to three only.
Hoey rightly suggests that the marginality of sentences
does not mean that they serve no purpose. Marginal sentences
"are frequently of importance in making a reader's task easier
or in providing some necessary ancillary Information without
which the main theme might be open to misunderstanding" (ibid).
The underlined quotation deals 'with one 'ossi1e
	
ictou o.
footnotes.
As a way of testing the marginality of sentences, Hoey
suggests omitting those that are thought to be marginal to see
whether the text will make sense without them. If it does, then
those sentences cannot be said to be indispensible. Hoey (1983)
mentions many other patterns of relations that are elaborately
discussed and diagrammatically illustrated. What concerns us
most are his notions of lexical links and how the nature and
number of these determine the marginality and centrality of
sentences, as well as how such notions may be utilised to
account for our sample.
On the basis of Hoey's categories of lexical repetition and
paraphrase, we might attempt to identify links between the
footnote and the matrix exit sentence to which the footnote
refers as shown below.
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2.0. Sample
(1) Rules for how consonant sequences may be
structured are part of phonotactic
restrictions, and such restrictions may, as
is well known, vary from language to
language.(2) It is characteristic for the
Germanic languages that the restrictions on
combinations of consonants are relatively
few; quite long and varied consonant
sequences initially, medially, and finally in
words are allowed for. (3) For comparison,
there are languages where such restrictions
are much more severe, such as Finnish, where
only one1 consonant is permitted initially or
finally.	 [1:105-1061
1 .T are are of lie fat ttht this restrieticn is itt wLtltxit
eiae, bit refers to lie camk1 imtat1e çatten in
Flni-iish. itere are in anteipxary Einnith a axei±rable miter of
IDan wxds aJ sla)g wxds (xntainlng oiecxmt c1tters violating
the thsk nDrteiestrtrtute an]itia-s. 	 foe exaiple Snrii (
n.d. ); Icarlsscri (1983 ). [1:121]
We will start first by showing the lexical links between
the three sentences in the matrix text and then examine the
links between each of these sentences and the footnote.
sentences 1&2
There are two lexical links connecting sentences 1 and 2.
Although the noun phrase 'consonant sequences' is used once in
sentence 1 and twice in sentence 2 and the noun phrase
'restrictions' is used twice in sentence 1 and once In S2, we
only have two links. This Is so because, as Hoey argues, an
item In one sentence that connects with two in another is
deemed to establish only one connection, not two.
sentences l&3
There is only one lexical link between sentences 1 and 3
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represented in their sharing the lexical item 'restrictions'.
sentences 2&3
There are two lexical links between sentences 2 and 3.
These are manifest in the use of the noun phrase 'restriction'
in both sentences and the use of antonyms 'allowed for' and
'much more severe'.
The number of lexical links between the three sentences can be
diagramatically Illustrated as follows:
Diagram 2
S2/\S Lexical Links
Now, we will examine the number of links between each of
the above sentences and the footnote.
sentence 1 & the footnote
There are 2 lexical links between sentence 1 and the
footnote. These are represented in the repetition of the
lexical items 'restriction' and 'consonant clusters'.
sentence 2 & the footnote
There are 2 lexical links between sentence 2 and the
footnote. These links are shown in the repetition of the
lexical items 'restriction' and 'consonant clusters'in both
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sentence 2 and the footnote.
sentence 3 and the footnote
There are 3 links between sentence 3 and the footnote.
These links are manifest in the repetition of the lexical items
'restriction' and 'Finnish' in sentence 3 and the sentences
making up the footnote.
Such lexical links between the FN and the matrix text extract
tagged by it can be diagrammatically represented as follows:
Diagram 3
From the above illustration of the lexical links between
the sentences of the matrix text and between each of these
sentences and the footnote, we may conclude, on the basis of
the minimum number of lexical links (Hoey makes it 3 links)
that the footnote is more intimately related to the penultimate
sentence of the matrix text than to any other sentence. Also,
the footnote has two lexical links with sentence 1, two links
with sentence 2 and three links with sentence 3; whereas
sentences 1. and 3 of the matrix have only one lexical link In
common.
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Hoey claims that sentences that contribute to the
development of (what he calls central sentences) the topic of a
text are expected to make a number of connections with others
and vice-versa. If we apply this to our footnote, we may
conclude that It Is central. However, if this was so, why did
the writers place It outside of the mainstream text ? If the
footnote was presenting central Information, It would not be
outside of the matrix text. However, It has to be made clear
that when counting the number of lexical links between the
footnote and the sentences of the matrix text, we treated the
whole of the footnote (which is made up of three sentences) as
one speech act. This procedure may be responsible for the
connections the footnote has with the different sentences In
the matrix text.
To round off the discussion of Hoey's work, It Is obvious
that there are problems surrounding the application of his
theory of lexical relations to our sample. First, Hoey examines
lexical links between adjacent and non-adjacent single
sentences; whereas, in our case, we need to look at the links
between a sentence or more and the whole of the footnote which
may be more than one sentence long. If we were Interested In
finding out which sentence in the footnote was the most central
to the development of the topic of the text; only then, would
Hoey's model be of help. Hoey's model may help In deciding the
centrality or marginality of one sentence footnotes. Second,
his notions of 'centrality' and 'marginality' are relative in
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nature and thus may be of help In comparing the relative
centrality or marginality of different footnotes.
Hoey's claim that the more lexical connections a sentence
has with other sentences, the more central It is, Is similar to
Halilday and Hasan's (1976) claim that the more cohesive ties a
text has, the more dense (Informationally) it Is. Hoey's terms,
'centrality' and 'marginality', although based on an objective
criterion ( the number of lexical links ) are still subjective
and, in his own words, "not open to proof" (forthcoming). Put
differently, it Is the reader of the text who must decide,
ultimately, whether some part of the text is central or
marginal to the argument. The term 'marginal' is relative, as
what may be marginal for someone may not be so for another.
This is so because readers do not approach a text with
identical background knowledge nor with identical reading
purposes.
For instance, the information given in the following FN
may be important for a reader who may want to know what
significance tests were used and what level of significance was
obtained, whereas other readers may not need such Information.
Ex. (42) 4.
	 fcr lie statistical evahnticn of
lie data; s1ümleels ate .01 thtoqgltxit. [2:8401
Hoey's notion of marginality brings us closer to finding
an answer to one of the questions : Why is a piece of
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information placed outside of the text in a footnote form ?
Nevertheless, the notion of marginality should not be measured
solely in terms of the number of lexical links, but In terms of
readers' pre-existlng assumptions. Hoey's theory of lexical
links stops short of accounting for the other questions we put
forward above. For Instance it does not solve the issue of
writers' motives for Including a marginal sentence into the
discourse. Therefore, we have to look elsewhere.
2.2.4. Wlddowson (1973,1978, 1979)
Wlddowson's approach to discourse analysis is 'pragmatic'
and maintains the sharp distinction between language as code
and language as use, between the semantic signification of a
sentence and the pragmatic value of an utterance:
"By signification Is meant the semantic
specification of linguistic elements in the
language code and by value the pragmatic
ImplIcations the use of such elements have
In context" (Widdowson, 1973:195).
Widdowson's main Interest is in language as communication
(see Widdowson, 1978). He has contributed to what he calls the
'communicative approach' to teaching which has discourse at its
centre, rather than a collection of 'notions' as is the case
with Wilkin's approach (1976), which is " falsely assumed to be
the communicative approach" (Widdowson, 1979:253-254). He
characterises the 'communIcative facts' which the communicative
approach would take into account. These facts are:
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a) sentences express propositions and these propositions are
linked by means of cohesive devices as detailed in Halliday and
Hasan (1976). As Widdowson (1978:31 ) puts it cohesion is "the
overt linguistically-signalled relationship between
propositions".
b) a coherence relationship is established by examining what
function the various propositions perform. Each function Is
called the illocutionary function and is independent of surface
features such as cohesiot. lt. ott 'c.ictc1, 'pIIorTn
acts In discourse in the Austinian (1962) and Searlean (1975)
sense. 'Coherence procedures' are resorted to by users to
discover the illocutionary development of discourse. By
coherence procedures Widdowson means "the way In which the
language user realises what communicative act is being performed
in the expression of particular propositions, and how different
acts are related to each other in the linear and hierarchical
arrangements" (Widdowson, 1979:146). Thus the discovery that a
certain expression counts as an order or an invitation involves
coherence procedures ( Widdowson (1978:27-31). As usual,
however, there is the warning "procedures of cohesion and
coherence are not entirely distinct, any more than are rules of
usage and use" (Widdowson, ibid:146).
c) relationships such as those of coherence do not exist in the
text, but are negotiated by the "interactive endeavour of
participants engaged in a discourse" (Widdowson, 1979:255). They
are thus " dependent on a third kind of relationship which the
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sentence in context realises: the relationship of Interaction.
The sentence can be said to represent a set of clues provided by
the writer, or speaker, by reference to which the reader or
listener can create propositional and illocutionary
meaning.. ."(ibId:255).
When it comes to applying Widdowson's approach to our
sample, we ask ourselves what use we are going to make of his
notions of: cohesion and coherence. He tells us that he Is using
cohesion In the Hallldayan sense, and then we find him
transferring markers of Hallidayan cohesion such as 'for
example', 'In other words', 'therefore', 'however', and treating
them as illocution markers, while maintaining that
illocutionary development is established through coherence
(Widdowson, 1978:3Off). In addition, he associates cohesion and
coherence with	 another	 dichotomy:	 text	 and	 discourse
respectively.	 -
Widdowson (1979) draws a distinction between 'text' and
'discourse' in the light of his notions of coherence and
cohesion as follows. He argues that when a sample of language is
treated as an exemplification of the language system
(i.e.usage), then we are treating it as a text. On discourse, he
says when a sample of language is looked at as an Instance of
use and that It communicates something and does this in a
certain manner, then we are treating It as discourse. It Is
perhaps obvious from the above that rhetorical functions
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represent the focal interest of discourse. Rhetorical functions
are concerned with effective communication and situational
appropriateness.
We will characterise our sample in terms of illocutlonary
acts of the type Widdowson uses such as 'definition',
'elaboration', 'clarification', 'exemplification', etc., bearing
in mind that such acts can combine to form larger units of
discourse. In this connection, It is of interest to observe that
one of the many problems facing the analysis of discourse in
terms of ' discourse functions' such as 'statement-
justification', or 'ge-neralisation-exemplification' is the
tendency for functional labels to proliferate in the absence of
any clear theoretical basis for establishing a hierarchy of
functions. A 'description', for instance, can have as one of its
constituents a 'report', or 'report' can in turn include a
'description' or an 'explanation'. Although, Wlddowson (1978)
talks of a hierarchy of acts, it is not clear on what basis he
establishes that hierarchy (ibid:135). In fact, there does not
seem to be, in Widdowson's classification, any theoretical basis
for establishing such a hierarchy.
Now let us try to apply Widdowson's approach to our sample.
It is worthwhile pointing out that when Widdowson Is bent on
applying his own approach to a piece of text (see for example,
Widdowson, 1978: 135-139), all notions about 'process analysis'
and 'cohesion' evaporate. What remain, however, are his notions
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of illocutionary acts. Analysing our sample in terms of
illocutionary functions goes as follows:-
sentence 1 is a generalisation.
The extract	 sentence 2 is a particularisation of
sentence 1
sentence 3	 is comparative in relation
to sentence two.
The
footnote
sentence 1	 is a concession to the propositi-
on made in the M.T.E. S.(S 3)
sentence 2	 is a substantiation of sentence
1 in the footnote; and
sentence 3	 is an exemplification of the
sources that readers can go to
to check the truth of the
substantiation in sentence 2.
The analysis of the sample in terms of illocutionary acts
takes the form of just allocating functional labels to each
sentence without considering why such an act is effected and
what benefit will It have to text readers. In other words, to
label a statement as, say, 'a definition' is not of Itself to
have achieved very much. More to the point would be insight into
why a definition had been introduced at that particular
juncture- a sense of Its rationale. Analysing our sample In
terms of Widdowson's framework atomizes the unity of the
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footnote, in that it does not look into the footnote as a whole
and considers its function in relation with the sentence it goes
with, but only considers the relationship between the first
sentence of the footnote and the sentence from the matrix text
that the footnote accompanies. Furthermore, our original
question as to: why is the Information expressed In the footnote
placed outside of the matrix text in a footnote form Is left
unanswered . Another approach may be more satisfactory.
2.2.5. Montgomery (1977) and Coulthard and Montgomery (1981)
In analysing lecture monologue, Montgomery (1977) proposes
three units In descending order, form larger to smaller units as
follows: Episode, Period and Member. Each of these units Is
isolated on a different criterion from that of the others, as
Montgomery (ibid) himself points out. We will deal with each
unit In turn.
Episode:
Episodes are identified by the kind of activity occurring
at their boundaries. The activity occurring at the preliminary
boundary is called prospective focus and that at the closing Is
called retrospective focus. This last type of focus contains
some anaphorlc text reference Item such as 'this', 'that', 'this
process', etc. An example of a prospective focus episode Is
"right so let's turn to mathematics for the next forty-five
minutes" (Coulthard et al, 1981:34).
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Period:
The period, is identified on phonological criteria. High
pitch usually marks beginning of the period and low pitch marks
its closure. The period can, however, cross episode boundaries,
which means that it can extend beyond the focus. In such cases,
the episode is heard as continuing beyond the focus until it
finally stops with the end of the period.
Members:
These are Identified by means of syntactic criteria. A
member consists minimally of one free clause with its bound
clauses. It can, however, only consist of more than one free
clause when there is a close relationship of the branched type,
i.e. when the necessary element of structure that is missing
from one clause is recoverable from the next.
There are two types of member: one type is basically
oriented towards the subject matter, or in other words, to the
main discourse. The other is oriented towards the reception of
the subject matter, I.e. the subsidiary strand. These two
strands of discourse correspond to two planes. The main plane of
discourse Includes 'focusing members': prospective and
retrospective and 'informing members' which constitute the main
body of episodes. Informing members are frequently linked
together by a limited range of conjunctive Items such as 'and',
'so', 'but', 'or', 'so that' thereby setting up chains of
logical relations as the discourse unfolds. Cohesive tIes, as In
Halliday and Hasan (1976), and clause relations as In Winter
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(1977), play an important role in distinguishing the boundaries
of informing members.
The subsidiary plane is divided into two main activities:
glossing and asides. The glossing members are always at the
service of main discourse: they reformulate, qualify, restate,
evaluate, comment. In other words, they have independent
existence. Not so the asides: these have a more tenuous
relationship with the main flow of discourse. They can run
parallel to the main discourse as in the case of the type called
procedural, which relates illustrations or diagrams to main
discourse. Another type of aside is recall. This serves to
reinstate at any point In the discourse some previously invoked
Item of information as If it is already familiar.
Examining our sample In the light of Montgomery's (1977)
framework, three of his glossing categories can be used to shed
some light on our problem as follows:
1) the first sentence of the footnote can be seen as •an
evaluation of the validity of the last sentence (i.e.M.T.E.S.)
of our matrix text. It evaluates the validity of the statement
made about the 'severe phonotactic restrictions in Finnish'.
This relation is marked by the anaphorlc 'this' used In the
footnote. This corrobrates Montgomery's (1977) claim that
utterances which evaluate or comment on stretches of the
discourse often include a text reference item such as 'this' or
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'that'.
2) sentence 2 of the footnote can be seen in relation to the
first sentence of the footnote as a comment.
3) sentence 3 can be taken as an example, as it is providing
sources from which details about the violations of the
restrictions referred to can be obtained. This may be
instantiated by the illocutlonary force marker 'for example'
used in the last sentence of the footnote.
Montgomery (ibid), as mentioned above, classifies discourse
into 'main discourse' and 'subsidiary discourse', but leaves us
unclear about where to draw the dividing line between the two.
He rightly states that subsidiary discourse' is oriented towards
the reception of main discourse. But he does not say In what way
subsidiary discourse Is oriented towards main discourse. However
if we apply this to our example, we may argue that the footnote
is subsidiary In the sense that it provides some readers with
information stating the existence of exceptions to the statement
made in the sentence tagged by the footnote. This Is If we take
the footnote as a whole.
However, applying his framework to the individual sentences
of the footnote shows the relation between the last sentence of
the matrix text and the first sentence of the footnote; whereas
the other two sentences of the footnote are accounted for In
relation to the last sentence of the matrix text that they are
supposed to be accompanying. Montgomery, like Widdowson
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1973,1978, has classified his lecture discourse in terms of
Speech J\ct 'ieory labels and has not looked into the listener's
(or In our case the reader's) characteristics and the mode of
delivery that might have demanded lecturers to re-state or
reformulate a given piece of discourse.
Montgomery has overlooked the fact that the term
'subsidiary' is relative; in the sense that what is subsidiary
to some readers might be essential to others. He states that
writers exemplify, restate, qualify, etc, but not why such
illocutionary acts are executed; on this we are left in the
dark. For these reasons, we have to look elsewhere: to
pragmatics.
2.2.6. GrIce (1975)
Grice (1975), in his frequently cited article 'Logic and
Conversation', provides a framework for utterance
interpretation. In this article he makes it clear that
conversationalists have to obey the "co-operative principle",
which he presents as follows:
"Make your conversational contribution
such as is required, at the stage at
which it occurs, by the accepted purpose
or direction of the talk exchange In which
you are engaged"(Grice,ibld:45).
Grice also identifies four maxims as constitutive of the
Co-operative principle : -
Quantity: Make your contribution as Informative as Is
required (for the current purposes of the
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exchange). Do not make your contribution
more informative than Is required.
"Quality: Do not say what you believe to be false.
Do not say that for which you lack adequate
evidence.
"Relation: Be relevant
"Manner:	 Be perspicuous. Avoid obscurity of expression
Avoid ambiguity. Be brief (avoid unnecessary
prolexity). Be orderly" (45-46).
Examining the relationship between the matrix text and the
footnote from the view point of Grice's maxim of quantity (which
does not specify how much Is enough for something to be
informative), we may say that the first half of this maxim "Make
your contribution as informative as is required (for the current
purposes of the exchange)", indicates that a text should be
informative to its readers. If this is so, why place information
in a footnote and mark it, by means of an Arabic number, as
related to a text or part of it ?
The second half of Grice's maxim of quantity provides an
indirect answer to the above question. This is, a piece of
information is probably presented outside of the matrix text in
order not to make this text "more informative than is required".
This answer is not enough to account for the presence of the
footnote. It is not only there to avoid a writer or a speaker
the risk of being over-informative, but there for other puposes
as well. What are these other purposes ? We will come to them
on concluding our discussion of Grice's work.
Our sample FN on page 66, when considered In the light of
Grice's maxim of quality, is seen to present evidence for the
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statement the authors make in the penultimate sentence in the
matrix text and the supporting evidence given In the last
sentence of the footnote in the form of sources that readers may
go to for details. In the light of the maxim of manner, the
footnote may be seen as carrying out a clarificatory function of
the last sentence of the matrix text. This last sentence Is a
generalization about some restriction In Finnish phonotactics.
The footnote makes it clear that this restriction applies only
to contemporary Finnish
Although, Grlce discusses and exemplifies the other maxims,
he has not dwelt much on the simple Instruction t Be Relevant".
In fact, Grlce admits to finding a precise characterisation of
'relevance' "extremely difficult", and has little to offer by
way of definition, except the following:
"I expect a partner's contribution to be
appropriate to immediate needs at each
stage of the transactIon"(ibId:47). (my
underlining)
How is the 'appropriacy' of a contribution to be measured
? What are these immedIate needs referred to above ? Are they
the needs of the listener (reader In our case) 7 or the needs
for the discourse to be Informative ? It seems that Grice Is
dealing with relevance from a semantic point of view; that is
to say In terms of discourse topic. In fact, no two persons can
agree on the relevance of somethIng, as what may be received by
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one person as relevant to a topic may not be seen to be so by
another.
As Brown and Yule (1983:68) rightly state, the notion of
topic "is very difficult to pin down". The notion of relevance
can be broken down to two types: (1) semantic relevance and
(ii) pragmatic relevance. Semantic relevance is concerned with
the propositional content of sentences and this is what Grice
is implicitly implying in his work. Pragmatic relevance is
interpreted in the light of readers background knowledge and
assumptions by writers about their prospective readers'
background knowledge. Grice seems to have overloked this second
type of relevance.
From the above discussion, it is noticeable that studying
our sample within Grice's framework advances us on the road
towards finding a partial answer to our question: Why is a
piece of information presented in a footnote form ? However,
it does not address the issue of readers' background knowledge,
which plays an important role in determining the relevance of a
proposition to a reader or listener. For this reason, we have
to look elsewhere. This time we are going to the domain of
communication and cognition. In particular, we are going to
Sperber and Wilson's (1986) Theory of Relevance.
2.2.7. S. & w. (1986) & W. & S. (1986) RELEVANCE THEORY
For Sperber and Wilson (1986) the key to the definition of
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the relevance of a proposition Is the "contextual effects"
which It elicits and the "processing effort" It requires to be
processed. The terms "contextual effects" and "processing
effort" will be defined and explained as the discussion
proceeds. S. and W. (1986) argue that:
I,
To modify and Improve a context is to have
some effect on that context- but not just any
modification will do.... the addition of new
Information does not count as an improvement;
nor does the addition of new Information
which is entirely unrelated to old
Information" ( 1986 : 109)
They classify the contextual effects which a proposition
elicits into three types. These types are:-
1)contextual Implications, which they present as follows:
"A set of assumptions [p] contextually
Implies an assumption Q in the context
[ci if and only if
(I)	 the union of [p] and [ci non-trivally
Implies Q,
(ii) [p] does not non-trivally Imply Q, and
(ill) [c] does not non-trivally Imply Q"(S &
W,ibid: 107-108).
A "contextual Implication" Is, according to them, new
Information in the sense that It could not have been derived
from [ci or [p] alone, but is the result of Interaction between
the two. The following example Illustrates contextual
implications:
Ex. (43)
(I) The pen is in the pocket of my jacket.[C]
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(ii) The jacket is in the wardrobe.
	 [P1
We get the contextual implication
(1) The pen is in the wardrobe. 	 [Q]
(2)The second type of contextual effects is represented where
new information strengthens an old assumption . They (ibld:109)
argue that "new information may provide further evidence for,
and therefore strengthen old assumptions.... tt The following is
an example from W & S (1986:9).
You wake up, hearing a pattering on the roof, and form the
assumption that
Ex. (44)	 a. It's raining.
You open your eyes, look out of the window and discover
that:-
b. IT IS RAINING.	 (fact)
Here, the new information (b) strengthens, or confirms,
your existing assumption (a). It would also, intuitively, be
relevant to you in a context containing assumption (a). W.& S.
argue that new information is relevant in any context in which
It strengthens an existing assumption and the more it
strengthens them, the more relevant It will be.
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(3)As for the third type, they go on to argue that If new
information can achieve relevance by strengthening an existing
assumption, It should also achieve relevance by contradicting,
and thus eliminating, an existing assumption. The following
example makes this point clear:-
You wake up hearing a pattering on the roof, and form the
assumption that
Ex. (45)	 a. It's raining.
This time, when you look out of the window you discover
that the sound was made by the leaves falling on the roof and
that
b. IT'S NOT RAINING.
They argue that when new information contradicts an old
assumption, the weaker of the two is abandoned. Therefore,
because of the conclusive evidence provided by the new
information (b) against the old assumption (a); the latter (a)
would be abandoned. This is the third type of contextual
effect.
From the above, according to S. and W., it can be seen that
incoming information can interact with a context of existing
assumptions in one of three ways:-
I) by combining with the context to yield new contextual
Implications.
ii) by strengthening existing assumptions.
iii) by contradicting and eliminating existing assumptions.
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It is on the premise of the above mentioned "contextual
effects" that S. and W.(1986) argue that the relevance of a
proposition in a context is dependent on the number of the
"contextual effects" it yields. They (ibld:122) define
relevance in terms of "contextual effects" as follows:-
"An assumption is relevant in a context
if and only if it has some contextual
effect in that context".
The following is an example of the relevance of an
assumption In a context.
Ex. (46) A. Are you going to London tomorrow ?
B. Train drivers are on strike.
The principle of relevance, according to S. and W.,
predicts that B's reply is relevant in a context like the
following:
When train drivers are on strike, a person who
travels to work by train will not be able to do so.
Therefore, B's reply is relevant to A if he has the above
context in mind. B's answer is relevant because it connects up
with the above context to yield the contextual implication:
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(1) B is not going to London tomorrow.
S. and W. argue that the contextual effects of an assumption
in a given context are not the only factors to be taken into
account in assessing its degree of relevance. Since contextual
effects are brought about by mental processes and these
processes involve an expenditure of effort they feel justified
in adding an extra condition to the previous definition. This
condition has to do with the principle of minimal effort.
Therefore, the degree of the relevance of an assumption is
determined by two conditions as follows:
" Extent condition 1:
an assumption is relevant in a
context to the extent that its
contextual effects in this
context are large.
Extent condition 2:
an assumption is relevant in a
context to the extent that the
effort required to process it
in this context is small"(S. and
W., 1986:125)..
S. and W. (ibid) point out that the degree or the amount
of contextual effects triggered varies from one situation to
another. Their point is that what is sufficient contextual
effect varies from one situation to another. For example, a
statement made in a seminar may elicit more contextual effects
for an individual than if it were uttered in a casual
conversation. Is it the case that an assumption may have the
same contextual effects for different hearers or readers ?
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S. and W.'s discussion of relevance, it seems to me,
applies to one-to-one-communication. For example, the nature of
the contextual effects a hearer or a reader arrives at depends
on the degree of knowledge the speaker or writer has about the
'contextual assumptions' his/her addressees approach the text
with. It seems fair to say that S. and W. are mainly concerned
with communication with a single individual (i.e. a one-to-one
situation); whereas in my case the data being used for this
work (academic journal articles) are attempts to communicate
with a large body of individuals.'
An example from S. and W. (ibid:170) supporting our claim
that their Relevance Theory is conceived within the
idealization of one-to-one- communication is:-
Ex. (47)
"In the Stalin era, two friends in the west
were arguing. Paul had decided to emigrate to
Russia, which he saw as a land of justice and
freedom. He would go and write back to Henry
to let him know the beautiful truth. henry
tried to persuade him not to go: there was
oppression and misery in Russia, he claimed,
goods were scarce, and Paul's letters would
be censored anyhow. Since Paul would not be
moved Henry persuaded him to accept at least
the following convention: if Paul wrote back
in black ink, Henry would know he was
sincere. If he wrote in purple ink, Henry
would understand that Paul was not free to
report the truth. Six months after Paul's
departure, Henry received the following
letter, written in black ink: 'Dear Henry,
this is the country of justice and freedom.
It is a worker's paradise. In shops you can
find everything you need, with the sole
exception of purple ink..." (S & W, 1986:
170).
1 • I	 this &arvatkn to ft. R. D. rbrsely.
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In the above example, the communication between Paul and
Henry succeeded because of their sharing the secret code (i.e.
their shared background knowledge about the colour of the ink
to be used and what it implies). If what Paul wrote was given
to someone else who did not know the secret code, he would not
be able to get at the intended contextual effects from the
expression "with the sole exception of purple ink", not knowing
the convention behind it. It Is because both Paul (addressor)
and Henry (addressee) share the convention that the
communication succeeds.
In our case, an article writer can never have full
knowledge of all the assumptions all his/her prospective
readers share with him/her. For this reason, some writers
resort to discoursal strategies such as footnoting and Insert
In their FNs information which they believe to be relevant to a
section of their readers. Then, S. and W.'s (ibid) definition
of relevance is limited to one individual whom the addressor
knows very well.
It seems from S. and W.'s (1986) book that whatever a
speaker says in a one-to-one setting is supposed by him/her to
be relevant to that particular hearer. They argue that any act
of communication comes with a guarantee of optimal relevance: a
guarantee that the contextual effects the speaker intends an
utterance to have are sufficiently great to make it worth the
hearer's while processing it, and that the stimulus
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(i.e.proposition) is the least costly one in terms of
processing effort that the speaker could have chosen to have
these effects. This may not be the case in academic written
discourse (one-to-many-communication) as this guarantee may be
based on a misapprehension about the reader's pre-existing
assumptions.
For Instance, a writer may choose to express a certain
proposition in a footnote because, to the best of his/her
knowledge, its significance to the present context may be
obvious (relevant) to some readers and may not bo so for
others. That is to say, a writer puts into a footnote
compensatory (background) contextual information to make the
matrix text information maximally/optimally accessible
(relevant) to those who might not share the general contextual
assumptions.
It seems that the difference between information that is
'context-specifying', and that which contributes to the new
information is the information a writer thinks to be of
central relevance to all readers Is put in the matrix text,
whereas what a writer thinks to be marginal (i.e. of relevance
only to some) to the communicative aim of the discourse is
presented In footnotes.
Having briefly discussed S & W's theory of relevance, let
us now consider how far their framework will take us on the
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road towards the analysis of our example (repeated below as
example 48 for ease of reference).
Ex. (48)
(1)Rules for how consonant sequences may be
structured are part of phonotactic
restrictions, and such restrictions may, as
is well known, vary from language to
language.(2) It is characteristic for the
Germanic languages that the restrictions on
combinations of consonants are relatively
few; quite long and varied consonant
sequences initially, medially, and finally in
words are allowed for.(3) For comparison,
there are languages where such restrictions
are much more severe, such as Finnish, where
only one1
 consonant is permitted initially or
finally. t
 [1:105-106]
11(1) are are of th fat tiEt thi.s resticticn is mt witinit
expticng, bit refers to tIE caaiiic.a]. çm)t3tic çatterri in
FiniiAi.(2) flEte ate in antaipxary Fhnith a C Eickrahle miter
of kn wxds aixi slang W]rdS txntaining xlEaalt clusters
violating de tesic nnree-strxture cn1itiam(3)
	 for
exa1e anni. (n.d. ); Karlsscn ( 1983 ).[l:12L]
We may start by copying out the following from S. and W.
(ibid:l54)
"By producing an utterance, the speaker
requests her hearer's attention. By
requesting his attention, she suggests that
her utterance is relevant enough to be worth
his attention".
What is expressed in the above quotation applies to matrix text
propositions and we may add that a footnote C which is
assumingly meant to be 'read' by all, but only taken in by some
readers those to whom it is applicable ) is inserted when a
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writer assumes that what he/she has just said in the matrix
text is not relevant enough to all to be worth their attention.
On the basis of the above quotation and our expansion of it,
we are led to believe that the footnote is worth at least some
readers' attention. At this stage, we may argue that when a
writer resorts to footnoting he/she attempts to cater for
his/her readers' variable information levels. 	 Now, in the
light of S. and W.'s Relevance Theory, we may pose the
following questions:-
What and how many 'contextual effects' does this footnote
provide ?
Why is the information expressed in the footnote placed
outside of the matrix text ?
To answer the first part of the first question, what
'contextual effects' the footnote provides, we have to consider
the 'context' in whose light the footnote will be processed. S.
and W. (1986:132ff) insightfully argue that the 'context' in
which new information is processed differs from one individual
to another. On the basis of this view, the type of 'contextual
effect' a class of readers may obtain will differ, depending on
the 'contextual assumptions' different classes of readers
approach the text with.
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But, what are these 'contextual assumptions'? For S. and
W. (ibid:132ff) 'contextual assumptions' denote all sets of
readers' or hearers' pre-existing assumptions and assumptions
derived from observation of the environment. They also state
that the interpretation of an utterance or text segment may
constitute an immediately given context in which the next
utterance may be processed. On the basis of this, the type of
'contextual effect' the footnote will have is mainly dependent
on the readers' contextual assumptions as follows: For one
class of readers, the assumption might have been formed on
reading the last sentence of the extract, (For comparison
there are languages where such restrictions are much more
severe, such as Finnish, where only one consonant is permitted
initially or finally ) that Finnish phonotactic rules are very
strict and have no exceptions.
When this class of readers read the footnote, the
assumption formed will be modified in some way. That is, the
information given in the footnote, according to S. and W., will
interact with the assumption they have already formed on
reading the sentence tagged by the footnote to yield the new
'contextual Implication' that these severe restrictions apply
only to standard Finnish words, because slang words and
borrowed words in Finnish violate these restrictions.
Therefore, according to S. and W., this 'contextual
implication' was neither derivable from the sentence tagged by
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the footnote alone, nor from the footnote on its own. It was
only derivable through the union of both.
However, if (the Information presented in) the footnote
was left out, some other class of readers, those who already
have the 'contextual assumption' that Finnish phonotactic rules
have exceptions, might doubt the authors' statement and wish to
refute it. But, on being presented with the footnote, their old
assumption, that Finnish phonotactic rules have exceptions,
will be confirmed.
From the above, It can be argued that this footnote
constrains the reader's interpretation of the sentence tagged
by It, by making a specific contextual assumption immediately
accessible to a class of readers. The following remark by S.
and W. (1986a:16) substantiates this claim.
"A speaker who intends an utterance to be
interpreted in a particular way must also
expect the hearer to be able to supply a
context which allows that interpretation to
be recovered. A mismatch between the
context envisaged by the speaker and the one
actually used by the hearer may result in a
misunderstanding".
From the above quotation It may be gathered that a
writer's decision to resort to footnoting is triggered by her
estimation that some readers do not have the appropriate
'context' (i.e. contextual assumption) for the Intended
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interpretation of a proposition. That is to say, a footnote
serves to present a class of readers with the right context in
whose light a proposition should be Interpreted.
Therefore, If the information in the footnote was not
presented, there would be two problems. First, the first class
of readers would be given the wrong information that Finnish
phonotactic rules are very strict and have no exceptions. The
second class of readers would disagree with the writers and
probably accuse them of inaccuracy. These two positions
represent the outcome of any mismatch between the context
envisaged by the writer and that accessible to or accessed by
his/her readers. Therefore, we may argue that footnotes make
accessible to the reader information required for the desired
Interpretation ,on the part of the text writer, of a
proposition or a lexical item. Thus, it may be argued that the
prime function of some footnotes is to anchor a proposition to
its context, narrowing down the range of possibilities
associated with it. Therefore a footnote may be claimed to save
some readers processing a proposition in a 'costly' context.
Now to answer the second part of the first question: how
many 'contextual effects' can a reader get from the
contextualizatlon of p (the footnote) in c (the context that
triggered its use) ? Again, we have to know what 'contextual
assumptions' readers approach the text with. For example, If a
class of reader is already familiar with the information in the
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footnote, then the FN will have less 'contextual effects' for
them. If the other class of readers is not familiar with the
information in the footnote, then the footnote will have more
contextual effects for them as follows:
(1) the contextualization of the first two sentences of the
footnote (p) in the context that triggered its use (c) will
yield the new contextual implication (q), that Finnish
phonotactic rules have exceptions in slang Finnish words and
in borrowed words; and
(2) if the first two sentences of the footnote are taken as
providing the context in whose light the third sentence of the
footnote will be processed, then this class of reader will
be able to derive another contextual implication represented in
the proof given in the form of directing them to sources
dealing with this phenomenon for more details.
However, we may pose the following question: Does each
proposition (i.e.micro-proposition) in a footnote (in a multi-
sentence footnote) have its own contextual effect ? Or is it
only the footnote (i.e.the macro-proposition) as a whole that
has a contextual effect ? If it is the case that each
proposition the footnote contains has its own contextual
effect, then it will be possible to count the number of
contextual effects a multi-sentence footnote has as we tried to
with Widdowson's approach above. So far, it seems that the
footnote in question has the same amount of contextual effects
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for both groups of readers. The only difference between the two
groups is that the footnote provides new contextual
implications for the first group and activates and confirms the
contextual assumptions of the second group of readers.
Now we turn our attention to the second question why is the
information presented in the footnote placed outside of the
matrix text ? S.and W.(1986) offer the following suggestion
A question S. & W. (p.158) raise is:-
"To whom is the stimulus [taken here to refer
to the footnote] presumed to be relevant when
there are no definite addressees"?
In their answer they say "The communicator is
communicating her presumption of relevance to whoever is
willing to entertain it. The underlined part of their answer is
suggestive, In that it makes it clear that some of those who
are being addressed may "entertain" the stimulus (i.e. find it
relevant) and some others may not. This again supports our
claim that footnotes are offered to fill In whatever
'contextual (background) assumptions' individual readers may
lack in a certain aspect. As S. and W. (Ibid:158) have pointed
out,	 "the principle of relevance does not say that
communicators necessarily produce optimally relevant stimuli",
in other words, it does not guarantee the success of an act of
communication; but rather lays down the conditions for
successful communication.
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The information offered in some footnotes may be called
'compensatory' 1 , in the sense that it makes the relevance of a
proposition in the matrix text more obvious to some readers,
who are relatively at a disadvantage. This way the writers
are communicating their presumption of the relevance of the
footnote to whoever is going to entertain It. Put differently,
the footnote Is a device for addressing sections of one's
possible readership much as does the conventional rubric " to
whom it may concern,' used In testimonial letters. From the
above discussion, our footnote must have been seen by the
article writers to be relevant to a class of their readership
otherwise they would not Interrupt their readers' reading
process and put them to a gratuitous processing effort (see
Chapter Five).
It Is a known fact that readers approach texts with
different purposes In mind: some read texts to learn about a
specific phenomenon; whereas others read for the sake of
finding a topic for their research. The following footnote,
together with the extract It accompanies, is an illustration of
this point.
1 1his tenn is n)t nant to lnply u F nBl<e for an Ii 1ny in tI text, bit to nmn
tle ic
	 for aiy 1aik of 'cxntext]. assumit1a'
	 pert of axie rea'ers.
.1	 this otarvaticn to L'.	 hleS.
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Ex. (49)
The stress pattern is, however, never altered
• Main word stress falls on the same syllable
as that of the original word. The clusters
which are subject to simliftgation always
belong to the stressed syllable . [1:106]
• it wxiii ije mt resting to :investigte etir strea w play
any sigiiflrant role in t1- rtlimm in1er onsthratlm.
Hxer, in tIe Jxe.1t experiimt, th far nethxbloglcal
rexi.s to lcp this rareter cxtant. [1:121]
In terms of Relevance Theory, the footnote in the above
example has two different contextual effects depending on the
context(s) in whose light it is going to be processed. First,
it is relevant to readers who want to learn about the effect of
changing the stress pattern on the phenomenon under
consideration; in that it makes clear to them that what they
are looking for is not being dealt with. Second, it is relevant
to a researcher who might be looking for a topic for his/her
research. This type of footnote gives us an indication of the
indetermincy of prospective readership on the part of the
writers and their expectations of a wider readership ( see
1B.2.2. for details ).
In this Chapter, we have examined some approaches to the
analysis of discourse searching for a suitable one or a
combination of ideas to the analysis of our data. It seems to
have emerged that S. and W.'s Relevance Theory could be used
as a basis for the classification of footnotes in terms of the
'effects' the text producer intended them to have on his/her
audience. The next chapter elaborates on this point and offers
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a classification of FNs in terms of the effects article writers
may have intended them to have on their audience.
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CHAPTER THREE
TYPES OF FOOTNOTES
SECTION A
3A • 0 • INTRODUCTION
As stated in Ch. 2, footnotes may be effectively
classified In terms of the "effects" which the writer could
reasonably have intended them to have on his/her audience. The
term "effects" here refers to the reason or purpose for which a
FN is employed by a writer and its potential utility from the
writer's point of view for a class of his/her audience. Since
we assumed that every FN should have an effect (or in some
cases more than one or a set of compatible effects ) we have
attempted (see below) to provide plausible reasons why writers
use FNs. For the identification of any effect a FN had we
relied upon our intuitive judgment and any functional and
semantic clues we could see between the contents of the FN and
the stretch from the matrix text it referred to.
The sub-text (the antecedent) that is tagged by the FN
had to be taken into account as the effect of a FN could not be
easily identified without considering the part of the matrix
text that initiated the use of the FN. This sub-text represents
the context in whose light the effect intended by the FN could
reasonably be identified. On the basis of these considerations,
the following types of FNs have been identified:-
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3A.1.O. TYPES OF FNS
3A.1.1. REFERENTIAL FOOTNOTES (ESSTENTIAL CONNECTION FNs)
This type of FNs is mainly used to refer readers of the
present text to other texts that are believed by the writer to
have a bearing on the text or part of the text he/she is
currently writing. Why is this type of FN used at all ? It is
the observed practice In all sorts of academic writing that
writers have to acknowledge the links, whenever possible,
between what they write and what is already documented In
associated literature. Swales (1981) suggests that this is done
to serve two purposes:
(1) to make an appeal to the readership by asserting the
importance of the topic the present writer Is tackling;	 and
(2) to give a more descriptive survey of current knowledge
Including reference to previous research.
A third reason we suggest for the inclusion of references
to previous research may be that writers wish to show how their
current research fits Into the general body of the subject and
argue the claims of others (i.e. they are cotextualising their
own research). Writers could conceivably do this by
incorporating all the relevant Information from earlier
writings into their own thus making it entirely self-contained,
but at the price of being patently wholly unoriginal, or as we
say euphemistically 'derivative' (I.e. derived from others).
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However, this is seldom possible in practice.
Alternatively, it seems to be the common practice in nearly all
academic writing for writers to try to avoid complicating their
mainline writing and making it overlengthy by making reference
to related works and indicating their bearing on their own work
in FNs. An example of a referential FN is:-
Ex. (50)
No clitics can intervene between the two NPs
in question. Since sie can occur only after
major constituents, the ungrammaticality of
(37) can be construed as piece of evidence
for the claim that the NP-z-NP string
constitutesa single constituent. 5 (36) Janek
sie	 z	 Ewa	 spotkal	 na	 plazy.
nom. recipr-acc.with nstr. met-3sg.on beach
'John met	 with	 Eve	 on	 the beach.'
(37)*Janek si	 z Ewa spotkal na plazy.
nom. recipr-acc. with instr. met-pi. on
peach [3:3891
. Fbr a diaiissicn of saie oxtraints ai tIe plamt of sie,
1tnm (1981).[3:411}
The above FN refers the reader to the work of Toman for
more details about the constraints on the placement of the
Polish reflexive pronoun sie. The constraints on the placement
of sie are not the topic for the above extract. Sic has only
been brought in as evidence for the claim the writer has made
in that part of the matrix text (what we call the antecedent).
Following up the source given in the FN rests entirely with the
reader. That is to say, f a reader wishes to know about the
'constraints on si', then he/she is at liberty to go to the
source for details.
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The effect the above FN might have been intended to have
on the reader is to reinforce his/her belief in the claim
expressed in the matrix text. This type of FN may be taken as
an indication of the writer's co-operation with his/her
readers. In other words, the writer is indirectly saying to
his/her readers "as I am constrained by time and space factors
and can not discuss the constraints on sie here, I am referring
you to the source from which you can, If necessary, get details
about the item tagged by the FN". Of course, there was no
obligation on the writer to provide his/her readers with the
source given In the FN above.
Sometimes, some writers show more co-operation with their
readers by presenting a brief synopsis of the work they refer
their readers to. Through presenting such a synopsis, writers
may, in fact, be saving some of their readers the time and
trouble of following up the source(s) given in a FN. This is
done because the synopsis will give readers an indication of
what the work referred to is about and thus help readers decide
whether to follow it up or not. This type of FN seems to widen
the readers' freedom to choose to go to source or not. Take the
following example : -
EX. (51)
(3) Janek	 z	 Ewa	 poszli	 na	 spacer.
noin. with intr. went- 3p1. 	 for walk
'John and Eve went for a walk'.
I will argue in this paper that (3) Is Indeed
a coordinate construction.' While doing SO, I
will compare properties of the quasi
comitative construction with those of the
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ordinary construction and those of the
comitative construction. [3:3831
1. In this regm1, my asaiitticns aixit tFe stmture of seita-ices
lilce (3) difthr significaitly fran th of Nhixils et al. (19W),
cto aa9ile in thafr arlysis of amitative a tnrticns in Rissiai
that lie amitative pp is a ostha1 ntdifier in tie it au
claim that tie thke 1etei sirgiIar aiti plural agriit is
afetei by tie tcpicality of tie aibjt NP. Nxe sçecLffrally,
dey claim that 'ctm tie aijt antroller is toxie, nex±in].
agreemt- that is, çlbira]. noriology is irerred fr.ir aninate
fl)flS... 'WIBi tie 3IDt is lufltq)LC, nnninnl agrIli1t- that is,
singi].ar- is eia]. m ixeiraiice to nexnm]. gteemt ..."(19W
:775). ']lpieality is mt a cli.e to tie agrmt alterreticn in
tblish as ti-era does rot en to ha arr zthreice frr (3) ocr (1)
ha1	 anrg ratie sçealers of tbliaii.
(i)	 sçaer pzli Jarek z
for wJk it-l. mu. with in3tr.
'It as Jthi au F ihi t for a 1k.'(3:4l1)
The above FN draws the readers' attention to a distant or
'negative' link between the present author's analysis of
comitative constructions in Polish and the analysis of the same
constructions In Russian by Nichols et al. In other words, the
FN provides a 'matching contrast relation' (Winter,1977 and
chapter 2 of this thesis) between the two analyses referred to
the author's text and the other author's analysis
respectively. The penultimate sentence in the FN and the
example following it give evidence of the author's claim that
the two analyses differ significantly.
From the above examples, it has become obvious that
referential FNs are not only meant to acknowledge the existence
of other works on the same issue that is being discussed, but
also show how the results reached in the referring paper fit in
with the results obtained In the papers referred to. For
instance, in the following example, unlike example (51) above,
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the FN exhibits a 'matching compatibility' relation
(Winter,1986 & see Ch. 2 of this thesis) between the author's
present work and another work in the field:-
Ex. (52)
The distribution of the values of the featur
GR is governed by the following set of CCRs.
[3:392)
8. that tte (sic) cur trtnt of grariratical relatiaB aixi
sixategirizaticn is alcng tha LirEs of HI as alvocatel by
lbflard (1985) aixl Sag (1987), ith rssLtates reviskn of tha
relevait rCRs that limit aicategorizing ctegiries to lexical
categxies. cardingly, a-e mLt psit a (XR ith states that if
tte afrategxizing categry is rot lexical (BAR 0) tlm it is a
VP[+atjt]. Ci) FCR n: [3B CP &, BAR 01 [+V, 	 N, [+ BJRT](3:412)
The above FN not only shows 'matching compatibility' between
the author's line of argument and that advocated by Pollard
(1985) and Sag (1987), but also marks the writer's deduction of
a new rule from Pollard and Sag's work which is expressed in
the penultimate sentence of the FN.
The number of times an article is cited is taken as an
index to that article 's quality. The quality of the research
produced by a country, an-institution, or an individual was
measured by the number of citations cited. This sort of
practice is on the increase in the United States especially as
there is evidence (Cole and Cole, 1971) that high individual
citation counts correlate well with other recognized indicators
of quality such as prizes, election to learned societies and
capacity to obtain research grants (for more details see Chubin
and Noitra, 1975; Swales, 1986 and Becher, 1989).
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Referential FNs are not the same as documentation FNs
which are very frequently adopted in Literary, Legislative and
Historical articles. The latter type (i.e. documentation FN5)
is mainly employed for the attribution of specific facts!
opinions as well as exact quotations to their originators. This
type is infrequent in our corpus and whenever used is realized
in parentheses within the matrix text. This practice is
followed (from among many reasons) to spare writers the
accusation of plagiarism and to enable readers to follow up
sources. Plagiarism is " the use of another person's ideas or
expressions" (Achtert and Gibaldi,1985:4) in one's writing
without acknowledging the source. The most blatant form of
plagiarism is reproducing someone else's sentences, more or
less verbatim, and presenting them as one's own.
Other forms of plagiarism include paraphrasing someone
else's idea as one's own and failing to cite the source for a
borrowed method or approach. Since the penalties for plagiarism
can be severe, writers, at all stages of research, must guard
against possible charges of plagiarism by keeping careful notes
that draw a line between their own thoughts and ideas culled
from others. Accurate documentation allows readers to go to
main sources and "to evaluate the strength of" one's "argument
by seeing its foundation"(Flower,1989:268).
Both Referential and Documentation FNs share the
rhetorical feature of being dependent on the bibliography for
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their full utility. Take the following example of a referential
FN:
Ex. (53) 
5 'Ftr a diasicn of saie cxrettalnts ai tie p1aeit of ale,
e ']lnm (1981). [3:4111
There is a link between the above FN and the list of references
given at the end of the article from which this FN is copied.
This link is made manifest in the fact that if the reader is
interested in following up Toman's (1981) he has to consult the
bibliography to get full details of Toman's work.
3A.1.1.1. THE REALIZATION OF REFERENTIAL FNS
The verb forms used in referential FN5 tend to be mainly
imperative, present active or passive, or to involve a modal
(see Ch. 6 for details). The following are two examples:
Ex. (54) For more details, see
Ex. (55) An interesting discussion of ... can be found in
The verb form in example (54) is active imperative. Although
the imperative form of the verb "see" is used, following up the
source or sources given rests entirely with the reader. Example
(55) is, as far as the verb form is concerned, different from
example (54), since the mood of the verb phrase is that of the
present passive.
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It is worth noting that all verbs used in referential FNs
are transitive since they require an object, for in a
referential FN a writer can not say "see" and stop, but has to
provide an object for the verb used. It is also observed that a
large number of referential FNs are headed with the
prepositional phrases "for more details" or "for a
discussion"(see 6.2. and 6.5. for more detail). It is not
always the case that referential FNs are so clearly signalled
for some of them could be identified through the verb forms
used and the propositional content of the FN itself. Take the
following example:
Ex. (56)
• In this regith nr aaiitticns a1xit ... differ sigrtLEintly
ftini the of NidDISS et al (19&J).[3:411]
The above FN is identified as referential because the verb
"differ" signals matching contrast between the analysis the
present writer is offering and the analysis provided by Nichols
et al. Now we turn to the second type of FN5.
3A. 1 .2 • EVALUATIVE-REFERENTIAL FOOTNOTES
Some referential FNs not only refer the reader to other
sources, but also evaluate the source or sources referred to.
This type of FN I call evaluative referential FNs. In such FNs
writers make a judgment or come to a decision after assessing
the content of what is being referred to and setting this
against knowledge gained from previous experience or new
analyses. An evaluative referential FN may provide positive or
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negative evaluation. Take the following example:-
Ex. (57)
Another set of facts that seems to indicate
that quasi-comitatives are in fact coordinate
structures involves control of reflexives.
Consider , the following triplets of
sentences." [3:386]
n interestirg disasirn of t1e distrituticn of lxth types of
rbiish refIeds	 be frn1 in yaixe1a(19) .(3:411)
In this FN the writer is positively commenting on the work
of Kardela by describing it a5 'interesting'. However, this Is
not necessarily an endorsement of the work's validity.
Sometimes there is no one-to-one correspondence between a FN
and Its function. For instance, a FN may carry one function and
another FN may perform two or three functions. Take the
following example of a FN realizing an evaluative function and
a referential function simultaneously:-
Ex. (58)
A further distinction between the two types
of modifiers which is relevant for us here is
that restrictive modifiers may occur within
NPs as postnominal modifiers only if the
determiner is definite, while adjectival PPs
may modify both definite and indefinite NPs:
(35) a.He brought me every/the glass on the
table.
* He brought me some/(a) few glasses on the
table.
b.He brought me the/every glass with a gold
rim.
He br.pught me some/a few glasses with gold
rims.' [5:1012]
ji1giits are clesr with respect to 1F in ctt psiticri,
bit ntLx1 wIi tbe NF are in att positicn. 1othstein au Ra:I
dias this, giving an explarsticn in terms of tbe eidstaU.a1
ixeaw.sitlin of abt (tnUy ixpic) NPa. (5:1018)
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3A.l.2.l. REALIZATION OF EVALUATIVE REFERENTIAL FNS
In addition to the clues given above for the
identification of a referential FN, an evaluative referential
FN should contain words and phrases such as "interesting
discussion", "illuminating", "insightful", "loosely/poorly
presented discussion", etc.
3A.1.3 COUNTER-ATTACK FNs
In such footnotes writers bring in counter-examples either
raised to them before submitting the final draft of their
articles or which they anticipated their readers might use
against them and analyze them in terms of the results they have
reached and offer a justification. Take the following example:
Ex. (59)
when it came to evaluations of the /str/
items, the only difference between the groups
was that the English-speaking group showed
stronger preferences for /sr/ than the
Swedes, but the tendency is the same. How
can we explain the differences between the
groups ? Nay be the English speakers do not
regard /sr/ to be a very strange combination,
since a similar initial cluster exists in
English (but not in Swedish): /fr/ shrewd. Or
perhaps these types of cluster reductions
actually occur in the casual speech of native
speakers of English ? Initial /sr/ might be
regarded as acceptable simply becaus one has
encountered it several times before.' [1:1131
4.it has tea inte1 cxit to us that initial Ear] may ocar In
casni imuiiatiais of a wd aith as syring (xxmnc1
[srirdzi. It shiild te mtei,heer, that this reitticri is an
insta of tnsttessel 'vcxel d1etkn, axi rxt of stcp thlaticn.
lIE phimlogLcal stat of [an in fir eip1e [snlrdz] aril of
[sr] in citr exçerinita1. stinuli (for exaiple [sm:] in str) is
th quite differrt, tIE fatner cluster teing a rilt of cluster
fomBti(n au lie latter of cluster sinplificaticn. (1:121)
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In the above FN and specifically in the first sentence,
the writers put forward what they believe may be used as an
explanation for the occurrence of initial /sr/ in casual speech
and the other two sentences of the FN refute the example as a
phenomenon different from the one the writers are dealing with.
Not all counter-examples are brought to the writer's attention
by outsiders (usually reviewers of articles submitted to
journals and colleagues) . Sometimes, as the FN below shows,
counter-examples are invoked by the author him! her-self:-
Ex. (60)
In object position too, these NPs are not
acceptable unless a predicate which denotes a
property of sets is added, as in (45a) and
45b), or if the verb (or the verb+[NP,NP])
can be construed as denoting a property of
sets:(45) a. I met no two students* (wearing the
same color shirt).
b. She visited every two students*(who
lived in the same house).
c. He gre every two prisoners a loaf
of bread,' [1016]
13. ]1 aart ntetp1e to this is NPs with t thtenrdrers
tere tl first is t1 or a ps1've 1i1e lin's. Hire, tte
rra1icte VP cbes mt hace to thtte a 1xerty of sets, as (1)
a. 1lte t bciys left (togt±r).
b. Bill visitel Jcin's t frit]s.
Rrttennre, tIe tc 1xys cai aily chnte a set ViT)se single
nHIier is a set of t lxys; it 1rDt have t1e lnterixetaticn 'all
tI-e sets of tzi lxiys ]ft' • I asaire that thth isa are omte1
to lie iriermt coUetivity of lie. lle evichxe far this is that
m an NNintern]. jxeclieate is aIel ith farms a distrihitive
reailng, tie distrihiticn is r grxe of iniiviân.ls ad mt
iiiduals, ad full NP thDtes sets of sets of sets. 'flie have
tie foUipg cxntrasts:(ii) a. lie t cni1 cn eath si± of tie cIxr hirrel at.
b.?? 1 catiles m eath si± of tie cbor birred at.
c. 'The six sithits of eath antry nme tie difrn.
d.?? Six ixesidaits of eath antry ne tie c?eclsiai.
rile (b) ip1e Is lrjgramBtical or of diii gramaticality
frr naiy sea1ers (see nite 9), bit tiete is rxxetieless a cmtrest
tetci pssThle interpetaticns. lhis in (ila) tiere are fcur
caxUes, t ai each sQe of lie ±or, all of thiCh turrel at,
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kers tie most mtutal interjxetatim of (b) is that tiere are
tt) caxiles, ae an eath s:li&e of tie dcxr, .Aiith ioth hm1 ait.
SiniLlarly, in (tic) tie bjet NP picks cut a set of sets of six
ixeskh'ts, eath set fran a dfffereit (xxntry aiil 'na tie
chisicn' jg rre±ieatal of this set of sets of six. ]h (lid) tiete
are cnly six ixeskhts au tley oxie ae fran eath cxintry
reeseitel. (5:1018)
Such footnotes are intended to increase the reader's
readiness to accept the writer's argument in the mainline text.
A writer, through attending to and 'answering' what others have
raised as counter-examples, is, like a lawyer in a court room,
blocking all the gaps that others may use to attack him/her. In
other words, the author is assuming the 'Devil's advocate'
role, it seems, by disarming potential counter-attacks before
they are ever launched.
3A1.3,1. THE REALIZATION OF COUNTER-ATTACK FNs
The verb form employed in counter-attack FN5, especially
those raised by outsiders, is always the present perfect
passive (see example (59) above) with introductory 'it' (e.g.
It has been pointed out to us) replacing the unnamed source of
the counter-example presented to the current writer. The noun
phrase "The apparent counter example to this" in example (60)
above clearly marks the FN as a counter-attack example. When
the counter-example is brought by the writer himself the
present active is used instead.
3.1.4. 'FURTHER RESEARCH' FOOTNOTES
It seems that some article writers have adopted the
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academic practice characteristic of writing degree theses and
suggest other aspects of the phenomenon they are dealing with
as areas for further research. As a writer can not deal with
all aspects of a phenomenon, he/she specifies the aspects
he/she will be tackling. When, in spite of this precaution,
another aspect of the phenomenon being discussed crops up
he/she, if there is to the best of his/her knowledge, nothing
citable (for FN reference) on this particular aspect, puts it
forward as a suggestion for future research. In such FNs a
writer is claiming not to know the issue footnoted as well as
that nobody else knows either; therefore the necessary research
needs to be done. Indirectly, the writer is claiming to know
that there is no relevant 'literature' on this point.
Further Research FNs may be taken as an indication of the
wide readership a writer may be catering for. An example of a
further research FN is:
Ex. (61)
For every item on the test tape, the listener
first hears the original, unmanipulated
Swedish/English word followed by two altered
versions of it. The stress pattern is never
altered. Nain word stress falls on the same
syllable as that of the original word. The
clusters which are subject to simplificatio
belong to the stressed syllable.
• it wxiici te interUng to insttgite wteder stress nay play
aiy significait role in tte rtmnatn i.n'er xnsiferaticn.
Heer, in de preit exçednmt, dx for nethxblogical
ressa to 1eep this eraieter anstait. (1:121)
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The above footnote is not only relevant to potential
researchers in search of a research topic, but also to other
readers in that it cancels the expectation readers may have
that the phenomenon referred to in the FN will be covered in
the matrix text. This type of FN may be given the title
'avoidance' footnotes. That is to say, it Is an avoidance
strategy that some writers resort to to spare themselves
discussion of an aspect of a phenomenon that they know nothing
about. Put differently, a writer is making an expert claim of
ignorance.
3A.l.4.1. THE REALIZATION OF 'FURTHER RESEARCH' FNs
Almost all further research FNs Include a future reference
expressed either through the use of the present simple or
modals. The following are examples:
Ex. (62) It would be interesting to Investigate....
Ex. (63) It remains to be shown....
3A.l.5 'ELABORATION' FOOTNOTES
There is a type of FNs that provides more details of a
point or points discussed in the matrix text. They present
information on an issue tangentially related to the point that
is being dealt with. In the matrix text writers give the
necessary minimum information about a certain point and then
give in the FN some extra information that they believe is
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relevant to what they say in the main text and that some of
their readers may find useful. Take the following example:
Ex. (64)
a. beyt ha-morahouse the-teacher
'the teacher's house'
b. maxazot	 sekespir	 plays	 Shakespeare
'Shakespeare's plays'
c. ba al ha-rofa
husband the-doctor
'the doctor's husband'
The first thing to note is that CSs
construct states) are strictly N-initial;
although the definite article ha- always
surfaces as a proclitic on the head noun
in definite non-CS DPs, it must appear
postnominally ,attached to the genitive
phrase in a CS" (7:915)
4. if tte giitive rha in a CS is a xcçer mie or referitia1
xruxn, m cefinite article airfaces, resumbly taue lx)th
e iiiermtly [-"thfinitel. Nte also that a pxmiirel
psor in a CS is alys rP1i7ed as an atlitk ai lie teal
rxxn ar1 mt a sqrate wxd for eip1e teyt-a 'ler
lxxige'.[7:927]
In the matrix text in the above example, the author deals
with the position of the Hebrew definite article (ha) in non-
definite inanimate construct states. The FN provides the reader
with information about another issue (i.e. no definite article
is needed when the genitive phrase in a CS is a proper name or
referential pronoun) which is triggered by talking about the
definite article in inanimate construct states dealt with in
the text. The decision of what to elaborate and what not to
elaborate is probably triggered by how informative the matrix
text is to a multiple audience. In other words, writers
elaborate or give details in FNs on points made in the
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mainstream text assuming that what is already given in the
matrix text may not be enough for some of their readers.
3A.1.5.1. THE REALIZATION OF 'ELABORATION' FNs
Elaboration FNs are identified on the basis of the
following clues:
(1) the point or item elaborated on in a FN occupies the front
position (i.e. subject position) in the sentence. Here is an
example:
Ex. (65)
6 mis cfiniticn ixeancrs t1t syntactic cateri (or, if
dey xeit otter categories as U, 'si.gr'; IbIlard 1985) teve
a f±xBl stnrture in tte e that ttey are almys u&e tp of a
liniited t of attrilutes. Fbr cnip1ec CT ttese are \AL, DIR aI
fi1. Chiplec CAT iith ththBte aidithxnl attrlhites as eU are
rot U famed, axDrdlng to tte dafiniticri in (28). As cre
reviecer p)lnted cut, aith cxrsidaratiais are rot nerely of
lingiistic intert; thg a fixed stnrt.ure might alkw fir nxe
efficLait mifiiratkn algorithis. [4:44-451
(2) some elaboration FNs give details of specific tests or
methods used to verify a phenomenon. Take the following
example:
Ex. (66)
thi-sclsre tests ere aiplc1 for tie statistical evaheticn of
tie data; sii1fiica lee1s are .01 tl-nxugltut.
[2:8O}
(3) some elaboration FNs are lexically signalled or start with
introductory 'there' which, in my opinion, signals addition.
The example below illustrates this point:
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Ex. (67) 10 • iere is an aiditicrnl irt3evant r1ing 'wierre ha yalda sel
ha nora is a anti1mit, that is, tte sel. frase is a1ire1 to
tha 1it1\ ithrase rader than tl-e netrlx Dl'. Ch this rea1irg (32)
wxilrl nean 'tte picture of de tea±er's claugjiter'. [7:928]
(4) some other elaboration FNs start off with the conjunction
'if' meaning 'when'. A FN headed with the conjunction 'if' Is
classified as an elaboration FN since 'if' may be taken as a
signal for more details of an exceptional case. Take the
following example:
Ex. (68)
• i±e eiLtive riirase in a CS is a prter raie or referatia1
ixnn, m dafinite artide airfaes, resuieb1y 1a19e 1x)th e
irfermtly [ifJnite]. Thte aLso that a prcnmiml sesair in a
CS is alys r1i7ed as an ex1itic a tI-e 1eal nn axi mt as a
sErate wxd, for eip1e teyt-a '1er 1me'. [7:9271
It should be noted that for the identification of
elaboration FNs, the reader has got to rely much on the
propositional content of the FNs themselves rather than on
lexical clues alone as some FNs are not clearly signalled
through lexis.
3A.1.6. 'DEFINITION' FOOTNOTES
In some footnotes writers define a lexical item or Items
used in the matrix text. Some lexical Items are defined because
writers use them in an idiosyncratic way, that is, use them to
mean something different from their conventional meaning.
Definitions are offered to ensure that readers share an
identical frame of reference with the writer. Take the
following example:
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Ex. (69)
This approach to genitive case assignment
makes It an exceptional phenomenon in two
obvious respects: first nouns appear to be
the only lexical heads that license ca9
assignment to an argument In their SPECS.
(7:910)
2.	 tie term src to ite a psltin iith Is lmialiately
thnlrntel by tl-e ndnnl ixojeticn of a syntactIc categxy. ]h
ot1er ws, S1C is nErely a nxè lalel. It Is mt sytnmti
with tie term sçeci.fi.er  that irr1us artides, piit1fi.ers, au
pssaxs. [7:926]
Although the exact meaning of the term 'SPEC' becomes
clear on reading the rest of the article, the author chooses to
allocate a specific meaning to It Immediately after Introducing
It. The author probably did this to make sure that readers
would not confuse it with the term 'specifiers'. The effect
that this type of FN is intended to have on the reader is to
make him/her fully aware that the definition given In the FN
provides the framework for interpreting the term 'SPECS' used
in the matrix text.
This type of FNs carries out a similar function to the
type of gloss Wlddowson (1978:82) calls "prompting glossaries".
Widdowson (ibid) gives the following characterization of
"prompting glossaries":-
"These are explanations which are linked to
particular problems as the reader actually
encounters them in context. They usually
appear after the passage and it is assumed
that the reader will refer to them whenever
he comes up against a difficulty.
Occasionally, however, prompting glosses
appear as footnotes or in the margins
alongside the passage Itself"(p.82)
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However, there is a significant difference between
definition FNs and Widdowson's "prompting glossaries": the
latter define words/phrases "which are judged to be outside the
learner's current competence and which would otherwise,
therefore, pose a comprehending problem"(Widdowson,ibid: 82).
Definition FN5, however, define lexical items whose definitions
as linguistic elements in the language code are within the
reader's current competence, but are used to mean something
different from that which the readers know. This practice is
really unfortunate since using fairly well established
terminology idiosyncratically may confuse readers. We may
conclude this section by saying that definitions, various kinds
of glosses, etc. are some of the techniques used for "lexical
familiarization" (Williams, 1981).
3A.1.6.1. THE REALIZATION OF 'DEFINITION' FNS
From the above example and other examples in our data, one
can observe that definitions of lexical Items are expressed in
the simple present active or passive. Almost all Definition FNs
contain a clause such as " I use the term SPEC to denote...."
or "The term scope is used in the sense....', that makes
explicit the rhetorical function of the FN. It is also noticed
that the item being defined Is used as the starting point of
the definition.
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3A.1.7. 'CONCESSIVE' FOOTNOTES
In a concessive FN the writer mentions exceptions to a
generalization presented in the antecedent.. Take the following
example : -
Ex. (70)
It is characteristic for the Germanic
languages that the restrictions on
combinations of consonants are relatively
few; quite long and varied consonant
sequences initially, medially, and finally in
words are allowed for. For comparison, there
are languages where such restrictions are
much more severe, such as Finnish, where only
one cononant is permitted initially or
fInally.' (1:105-106)
1. &e acmre of lie fat that this restricticn Is mt wLdrit
exqtLxB, hit refers to lie carniical j ntatic ratterr in
Fimii. 'Il-ere are in ontaipry EinnLth a r1rh1 e m±er of
kai wxds aiI slaig wrx1s o.ntaining im1t clusters vio1atirg
lie hisi m	 ie-stnrture an:liticns. S far exaiple 3.niii
(n.d.); Earlsscn (1983). [1 : 121 1
The FN, together with the antecedent It accompanies, could be
explained as follows:
(1) The writer has positive regard for the proposition
presented in the antecedent.
(2) The writer is not disputing the proposition presented in FN
(3) The effect of the FN:
Reader's endorsement of the proposition presented in the
antecedent is reinforced.. This positive regard on the reader's
part may be further Increased If the reader follows up the
sources given as evidence for what the writer said in the FN.
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3A.1.7.1. THE REALIZATION OF 'CONCESSIVE' FNs
The only clues we relied on In the identification of
concessive FNs were:
(1) it is always possible to insert the adverb 'however' that
marks a concession at the start of a concessive FN without
rendering it ungrammatical as in the example below:
Ex. (71)
Hwaver, i of tIe c1erivel muimis is stylisti1ly
highly nñce1. [7:)
(2) the semantics of the FN itself gives a clear indication of
what its function Is.
3A.1.8. 'NOTATION' FOOTNOTES
Although it is the common practice for academic writers to
introduce and define any symbols they use at the start of what
they write, in our corpus we found three cases of symbols and
abbreviations being explained in footnotes. The following Is an
example:
Ex. (72)
In some ITC8, the filler is clearly the focal
element; In (11), for instance, it is
contrastive information:
(11) A: it Can't be limited by the time
factor
B: Well II . it's f/money you know that
LIMITS you // (2:828)
3. 'iial92riptial synthls:
- tae tnit bxitladag: //...!!
- çai.s (inrairg lgt±i): '.'; '_'; '__._._'; '
-nr: C
- tcx g : fall (\); t193 (I); lev1 U; faU-ds(V); ris-fall (I')
-
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- rs (rnnxilar) 'X"
- aibxdirate tcm inits:
sE1er 1d3ltity: A, B, ... (anitith:xE)
a, b, ... (trn9irrqtitiaE) [2.840]
The writer of the article from which this example is taken
knows that some of his readers, those who are not familiar with
the meanings of the symbols used throughout his text, will not
comprehend the matrix text without first becoming familiar with
the conventions presented in the FN. Therefore, the effect of
the FN is to increase the ability of some readers to comprehend
an element in the mainline text. The FN here Is facilitative;
it gives a key. Perhaps, the writer has included this FN
because of his knowledge that writers in his field use
different symbols to denote one and the same thing and also
because of the fact that readers do not approach a text with
equal background knowledge and because in linguistics at least,
there is a lamentable lack of uniformity or standardization of
conventions. This type of FNs is different from definition FNs
In that they give the reader access to the data by revealing to
him/her how it is encoded, whereas definition FNs ascribe
meanings to terms.
3A,l.8.l. THE REALIZATION OF 'NOTATION' FNs
As is clear from the example given above notation FNs are
realized by giving the symbols and what they mean in terms of a
verbal gloss.
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3A.I.9 'EVALUATIVE' FOOTNOTES
Evaluation is a generic term for the subjective and
objective judgments of the writer or speaker. It is used in the
sense of an attitudinal marker. For instance, a writer may
indicate his/her attitude towards a proposition made by
him/her-self or by others, On this basis evaluation may be
classified into two types as follows:-
EVALUATI ON
SELF EVA	 0TIS)EVALUAT ION
'Self evaluation' denotes a writer's personal evaluation
of a thesis made by him/her-self or by others; whereas
'other(s) evaluation' refers to a case when a writer invokes
someone else's evaluation of a thesis or a phenomenon. The
following are examples of the two types respectively:-
Ex. (73)
The VP agrees with NP and the V agrees with
the VP. Hence, the V agrees with the NP. The
agreement between the VP and the NP is a
consequence of the CAP. The agreement between
the V and the VP is a consequence of the
head-feature convention(IrFC), Either as a
condition on rules or as a condition on
trees, this requires a head to have all the
features f Its mother unless otherwise
specified. (6:370)
mis is aiuUiiiig of a fftticn slixe it Is aani
within ( tt re &e fitur *II± th mt ctey de BR. ]h
de peit ontect, Iuer,. this is of m inpxtaxe. [6:381]
Ex. (74)
The most natural thing seems to be to
consider the functors in (14) as nonheads,
and thus as a special kind of modifiers,
called 'specifier'. The refined definition of
modifier, and that of specifier, is given in
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(15):
(15) a. MODIFIER
A Functor of the form x[F]/x[F1 is a modifier
b. SPECIFIER
A Functor4
 of the form x[F]/x[F] is a
specifier. (4:27)
(ke reviar pintal at t1-t this nies it less clesr ti-et
nixlifi,ers are still eibtyplc, a1 ths nxi1s. Giving nxxlifiers
a lealllke stat miit be nice fcr thterrnlxers ai1 txiipleiaitLzes
(e Iltlscn 1987) bit ca h9rdly be cfi-h1 in lie of AP au
PPsçeLfiers. [4:441
3A.1.9.1. THE REALIZATION OF EVALUATIVE FNs
The same clues used for the identification of Evaluative
Referential FNs (see 3A.1.2.1. above) may be used for the
identification of Evaluative FNs. Evaluative FNs often Include
a text reference item such as 'this' or 'that' and a qualifying
or modifying adjective or noun such as 'nice', 'less clear',
'hardly', oversimplification, etc.
3A. 1.10 • ENDOPHORIC (ANAHPORIC & CATAPHORIC' CROSS-REFERENCING'
FOOTNOTES
This type of FNs is used to provide a simple cross-
referencing system between the parts of the discourse. They are
used for the purposes of making smooth the connections between
sections of the discourse. Such FNs are Infrequent in our
corpus as most cross-referencing cases are realized through the
use of parenthetical 'text connectives' (see Kopple, 1985).
Kopple (ibId) argues that "text-connectives" are used "to guide
readers as smoothly as possible through our texts and to help
them construct appropriate representations of them In memory"
(p.83). He lists the following subcategories as examples of his
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category of text-connectives:
(1) words and phrases that indicate sequences (first, next1n
the third place) as well as those that indicate some kind of
logical or temporal relationship (however, neverthelesss, as a
consequence, at the same time).
(2) reminders about material presented earlier in texts (as I
noted in chapter one ; which is reminiscent of Montgomery'
(1977) recall aside) and announcements of material appearing
later In texts (as we shall see in the next section). Also
included in this category are statements of what material one
Is on the verge of presenting (what I wish to do now Is develop
the idea that).
Endophoric cross-referencing FNs seem to establish purely
text-cohering relationships between text chunks (a text chunk
denotes elements of the discourse, be they a sentence (or two),
a whole paragraph, a section, or subsection). They orient the
reader to a specific place that he/she has already read or will
be reading and thus avoid writers unnecessary and inelegent
repetition. In a word, they demonstrate the interdependence of
the elements of the discourse.
Cross-referencing footnotes, as used In our corpus, can be
categorized as follows:
CROSS-REFERENCING FNs
CATAPHANAPHOR IC
"Cataphoric" (Halliday and Hasan,1976) refers forward (i.e. is
anticipating) and "anaphoric" (Ibid) refers backward to
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something previously mentioned. An example of a cataphoric
cross-referencing FN is:-
Ex. (75)
The schemata for the two basic sorts of
coordinate construction In Polish in the CCR
format	 are	 shown	 in	 (51)	 and	 (52),
respectively, where	 and X are minimally
specified categories. (3:393)
9 ipl of cxxxdlmte stnttures iUuttetfrig t1 i of eath
of de onjurticns sçLflth in de alxve demta are gi in
tIe Açat1ix. [3:412]
The above FN directs the reader to where he/she can find
examples of the types of conjunctions dealt with. Probably,
this particular FN is describable in terms of Grice's (1975)
'maxim of quantity' as making up for any would be 'under-
informativity' on the part of some writers. In other words,
what is given in the matrix text may not be intelligible or
informative enough for some readers, so they are given access
to the examples presented in the FN. It is worthwhile noting
that some readers are good at understanding theoretical
discussion whereas others are good at understanding concrete
examples and vice versa. Here is an example of an anaphoric FN:
Ex, (76)
The verbs of this class are subcategorized
for an internal topic and assign it dative
case, in the sa way that direct objects are
assigned cases.	 [10:199)
11. See also diaiss1m of (1fl. [10:212]
In this FN the reader is referred to an earlier discussin In
the matrix text. Although, no adverb of place is employed in
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this FN to tell the reader where in the text he/she can find
the exmple referred to; it is through the number of the exmple
referred to and the location, in the text, of the part of the
matrix text reader was reading before exiting to the FN that
he/she will be able to infer where to go.
3A.l.lO.l. THE REALIZATION OF ENDOPHORIC CROSS REFERENCING FNS
Endophoric cross-referencing FNs, whether they refer
forward or backward, are marked through the use of a textual
place reference (e.g. see appendix..., see section... above, or
below) and adverbs of place.
3A.l.11 'AFTERTHOUGHT' FOOTNOTES
Although the term 'afterthought' refers to something that
comes to one's mind or attention later (a kind of esprit d
escalier), it does not imply that this thing is secondary or of
little Importance. An afterthought FN may be as important as
any other FN but not as Important as something Included In the
matrix text. In such FN5, writers express something that has
come to their attention just a short time after or before they
finished what they were working on. Afterthought FNs are always
the last FN5 in the list of FNs and their Indices, as far as
our corpus is concerned, always occur towards the very end of
the article. The following is an Instance of this type of FN:-
Ex. (77)
IT seems to me then, that complex ID rules
and the assumptions In (32) are probably
supported not just lj.V data but by a
variety of languages. " • ° '
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8. Siixe I o]Tpl.etB.i this paer, it has ie to UrT attticn that
an alterrtie ay of alyzj
	
-91jat taxes as having NPVP strrture is a1vari :iri Jaiinxi (1987).	 that
certain tY1 of b:xith:1 c?epihicy involve a mature tS- (diible
stath) h1th, lii de f
	
j .
	 ofiiibJtIthI C	 iiss, inz]ieates t a o:xistibit oitaJn a
of saie kini. Within this fraixk, verb-aiDjt itan carl ha
as having de th1j	 stbite:(1)
v]
v[r1 viJ±tai mtes that it is cpfte eS,T 1tn this apr rth to 1nire
that abjet ixecae Ct)jects, ers it is n clr itw tolrsxe this if lxth are claiters of S, as tley are in tEe açxoath
dvekp1 hare. Thing are mt so sinjLe, lowever. 'hi1e nost
iiplemaits have to fdU tha aibjet in Wa1th, a PP expressIng
rossim tha atjet. 'Ih, bzth tie fo11ing are
rrsslble:(if) a.	 ceffyl n Thrys.
is 1xx with ThLyS
Hiryshasahx'.
b. T gan Thmys gaffyl.
This is rader prlaietic fcr ixtecn's apctoath, sin It ne
that se instaes of VP[r :V] cai preeia tie aibjet althxi
irret can iot. Within tie apjxoath dvekei hare, hever, it
sinply neae that certain PEs cal pak tie sbjet ax1 this Is
mprthlanatall. [6:381]
The above FN, as is obvious from the clause 'since I
completed this paper' and also from the clause 'it has come to
my attention', is an afterthought. It brings to the reader's
attention an attempt at analyzing the same phenomenon the
author of the present article is concerned with. The author, in
this 'global' FN, brings in another author's approach to the
same phenomenon and challenges it. The clause 'this is rather
problematic for Jacobson's approach' represents a negative
evaluation by the present writer of Jacobson's approach, I.e.
he sees the new insight as a challange to Jacobson.
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This FN, unlike others, is called 'global' in the sense
that It compares the whole of the approach towards the
phenomenon discussed by the present writer with Jacobson's. The
effects such a FN is Intended to have on the reader may be
twofold:
(I) To increase reader's readiness to accept the present
writer's own approach, and
(Ii) To spare the present author the accusation of being
unaware of other recent attempts tackling the same Issue
he is discussing.
Such FNs may be taken as an Indication of a writer not wanting
to bother to rewrite the part of the article that the
afterthought FN Is attached to and embedding the Information
presented In such FN5 In the matrix text or If necessary
rewriting the whole article.
3A.l.11.l. THE REALIZATION OF AFTERTHOUGHT FNs
An afterthought FN is mainly Identified through the verb
forms employed. For Instance, In the above FN the author starts
off with the simple past "Since I completed" and this implies
that what is coming next was not known to the author before the
completion of the article. This Is made manifest through the
use of the active present perfect "It has come to my
attention...." which indicates the late knowledge by the author
about the issue discussed In the FN.
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3A.1.12 'ACKNOWLEDGMENT' FOOTNOTES
In this type of footnotes writers acknowledge the help
(whether financial or academic) they had from institutions,
sponsors or individuals. Also given in such FNs Is the
correspondence address at which the author can be contacted and
a clause stating the writer's responsbllity for any errors
found in the article. All the articles used for this study have
one footnote of this type. Such FNs seem to emanate from an
academic convention that writers should include the things
referred to above in this type of FN. Take the following
example:
Ex. (78) * 
This wrk has tea-i axrteJ r IflIR. are grateful to Prof.
be Jariai, Gt1hirg inIersity, far his invalteble leip au
siçervisicn. wxild a1 lfl to t1i tha auiym revia.rs of
Lingiistics fur tl-eir amimts m ai earlier ersiai of this
article. Carresçrnhie a3dress: ]arthmt of Lingiistics,
UiIetsity of Stodthlin, 5-106 91 Stodthlin, Shi. (1:121)
3A.l.12.1. THE REALIZATION OF ACKNOWLEDGMENT FNs
It is almost Impossible for anyone who Is familiar with
academic writing to fail to identify acknowledgment FN5 (see
6.1.0 - 6.1.4) as such for the following reasons:
(1) Acknowledgment FNs are distinguished from other FNs through
being marked by an asterisk (*) and not an Arabic number.
(2) The communicative functions realized through acknowledgment
FNs are always made explicit through the declarative
clauses used. For example, the following declarative
clauses are recurrent in acknowledgment FNs:
Ex. (79)
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	*	
are gratefiul. to aof. P.xe hn, (bt1-hirg thL'versity, fcr
his invali.nhLe h1p aizl aiçervi.sim. [1:121]
	
Ex. (80) *
	
wxild 111e to tha-k tie axzrynrxe re lrs of Ling.rlstics
.fir defr amrmts a a-i earlier iersiai of this article. [1:121]
Ex. (81) 2. Iangtatefulto.... [2:840]
It is noticed that verb "BE" is by far the most commonly used
verb in acknowledg ment FNs.
3A.2. The Frequency of the different functions of FNs
In the 10 articles which represent the data for this work,
there are 113 footnotes. Elaboration FN5, as shown below, are
by far the most frequent type (44%) and referential FNs (36%)
follow them • The preponderance of these two types, compared
with the rest Is due to the fact that, it Is a must in academic
writing ( see 3A.1.1 ) that writers should present their works
and account for their results In terms of previous works and
should elaborate on points that they believe may be troublesome
for some readers. The frequency of the different functions of
FNs varies from one article to the other. For Instance,
elaboration FNs are highly frequent (22%) in article no. 1
compared with the rest of the articles.
The above classification of the functions of FNs Is
exhaustive and based on a careful examination of the FNs used
in the articles chosen for this work.
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3A.3 SIMPLICITY VERSUS COMPLEXITY OF FNS
The terms 'simple' FN and 'complex' FN are used here to
characterize FNs in terms of the number of functions they
realize. For example, if a FN carries out one function (e.g.
referential), then it is described as a 'simple' F1'T, whereas if
a FN realizes two functions or more, then it is called a
'complex' FN. As we stated before, a FN may realize more than
one function. The most common combinations of functions are:-
elaboration + referential (11%)
It is no wonder that the most common combination of FNs'
functions is that of Elaboration + Referential. Since a writer
elaborating on a point in a FN is limited by space and time
considerations and can not cover all aspects of the point
discussed; therefore he/she has to refer the reader to sources
where he/she can get more details if he/she wishes. There are
other combinations of functions, but they are not as frequent
as elaboration + referential. Some of these combinations are
listed below in descending order in terms of their frequency:
(3%)
(2%)
(1.7%)
(0.8%)
(0.8%)
(0.8%)
(0.8%)
evaluative + referential
elaboration + evaluation
referential + elaboration + evaluative
acknowledgment + notation
referential + acknowledgment
definitional + referential
elaboration + further research + referential
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definitional + elaboration + referential + referential (O.8)
referential + further research	 (O.8)
elaboration + cross-referencing	 (O.8)
In the above sections, we have tackled the following types
of FNs (the frequencies of which are indicated in parentheses).
ES ..OF
(	 ii. R	 I1.	 (L4)	 c R (&) R(&)	 (7.9Z)	 (1.7) R3(1.7) Hb(]1)(1.7X)
3A.4. AN ABANDONED ATTEMPT
In the year 1987, when I started my research, 16 articles
from each of the following academic disciplines were chosen as
data for this study: Law, History, Finance, Psychology and
Linguistics. The main objective behind the choice of these
disciplines was to investigate how the functions and structures
of FNs would differ from one discipline to another. However, a
decision was made to abandon the other disciplines and to
restrict the study to linguistics articles for the following
reasons:
(1) It was extremely difficult to find specialist informants
from the disciplines chosen who were prepared to help in
verifying the FNs' functions identified.
(2) It was found that there were great differences between the
functions of FNs from one academic discipline to the other
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to the extent that each discipline required a different
functional classification.
In the preceding discussion, we have made an attempt to
provide plausible reasons, on the basis of the textual evidence
and our judgment, why writers use FNs such as those identified
above. Now, we move to consider FNs from the writer's actual
standpoint. More specifically, look into the criteria on which
writers base their footnoting decisions.
SECTION B
3B.O.FOOTNOTES AND THE WRITER
The aim of this section is twofold. First, it attempts to
find out what help writers get, from books on academic writing,
on when and when not to employ FNs. Second, it reports on an
investigation carried out to uncover and understand the
writer's underlying cognitive processes that make him/her
decide that a certain bit of a text should go into a FN.
3B.l. ACADEMIC WRITING AND FOOTNOTES
Examining books on teaching academic writing, we found
(e.g. Nystrand (1986), Jordan (1989)) that no advice was given
to the would be competent writers of the future on why and for
what purpose FNs may be used. The only exception to these books
were Williams (1982) and Flower (1989), who advise students to
document any idea, paraphrase or quotation by means of FNs to
guard themselves against plagiarism. However, this is only one
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of the functions of FNs. No other functions of FNs were
referred to by these writers.
It was only in style manuals that we could find details on
the functions FN5 may be used to realize. Achtert and Gibaldi
(1985:182) classify footnotes in terms of their functions into:
(1)"content	 notes	 offering	 the	 reader
comments, explanation, or information that
the text can not accommodate. (2)
Bibliographic notes containing either several
sources or evaluative comments on sources" (
p.182).
They elaborate on the second type and leave the
reader/writer to decide for him/herself when and when not to
use 'content notes'. Turablan (1967:26) says that footnotes
serve four main functions and lists them as follows without
giving any further specific details.
(1) for documentation;
(2) for commenting on and qualifying textual items;
(3) for cross-referencing; and
(4) for acknowledgments.
Turabian makes it clear that the material to be included
in footnotes Is what a writer "feels would disrupt the flow of
thought if Introduced into the text"(p.26). However, this Is
not enough, since there are no objective criteria In the light
of which writers would be able to decide on what could and what
could not be put In a footnote. Therefore, because of the lack
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of guidelines In books on writing and in style manuals that
future writers could use to decide on what information
could/should go Into FNs, an Investigation was conducted to
uncover the underlying assumptions writers base their
footnoting decision on. The following section reports on this.
3B.2.O. THE EXPERIMENT
3B.2.l. DATA
To understand the thought processes behind a writer's
decision on what bits of Information should go In a footnote, a
popular science text (from New Scientist, 14 July, 1988, p.38)
consisting of 853 words was chosen for this Investigation. This
particular text (see Appendix 2A) was selected because we
thought Its contents would be understandable to all the
lecturers Involved In this investigation. Lecturers and not any
other population were selected because they are often engaged
in writing the sort of articles used for the present study.
Before the Investigation was carried out, an apriori prediction
concerning the bits that we thought could be relegated to
footnotes was made
3B.2.2. SUBJECTS
20 lecturers from the Linguistics and the English
Departments at U.W.B. were given the text and were asked to
imagine that they had written the text and submitted it for
publication in a journal but that the editor had sent it back
to them and required that the text should be shortened by
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taking out bits and putting them into footnotes. It was made
clear to them that they were free to transfer as much of the
text to footnotes as they wished.
The subjects were asked to indicate (using a highlighter
pen) the stretches they thought could 'safely' go into FNS.
Also, they were told, In advance, that they would be recorded
on tape while verbalizing their thoughts, some of which, it was
hoped, would be pertinent to the on-going decisions concerning
what to footnote and what not to.
3B. 2. 3. PROCEDURES
An appointment was made with each lecturer. During the
meeting the text was handed to the subject and the subject was
given enough time (ranging from 5 to 10 minutes) to read the
instructions (see Appendix 2B) and the text before the 'think
aloud' protocol (Ericsson and Simon, 1987) started. Although a
tape recorder was used, the Investigator had to be present,
primarily to maximize the verbalizations by reminding the
subjects to speak when they lapsed into silence and to ask them
about the criteria on which they based their decisions in case
they forgot to mention these.
3B.2.4. Results
It can be seen from Appendix (2A) that 8 (underlined)
stretches of the text had been singled out by a majority of the
subjects as ideal candidates for footnotes. Other bits of the
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text were marked by some subjects as material that should go
into a footnote. However, we limited ourselves to 8 stretches
only on the basis of the number of subjects who agreed on a
certain bit of the text as being suitable for a footnote. In
other words, if the number of subjects who agreed that a
specific bit of the text should go into a footnote was less
than 8 (i.e. 40% consensus) out of the total number of
subjects, then this bit was not considered.
Before discussing the 8 stretches we limited ourselves to,
we would like to discuss one stretch of the text on which the
subjects differed whether it should stay in the text or be
relegated to a footnote. This bit of text Is the instantiatian,
marked with double horizontal lines in Appendix (2A). The
majority of the subjects remarked that it should stay In the
matrix text. One subject put It as follows:
"I personally would want some examples of
what sort of serious illnesses as part of the
essential structure of the text" and added
that "for a popular journal.., the more
specific examples you can give the better, It
makes the article more concrete more real to
put that down below, the real examples are
not important would go against for me what a
journal like the 'New Scientist' Is all about
so I am going to leave that one in".
Only 2 subjects argued that this stretch could be put into
a FN and their justification for this was that they wanted to
be consistent. In other words, because those two subjects had
relegated stretch 5 (see Appendix 2A) into a FN, then they
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decided that this particular stretch we are discussing should
go into a FN too.
The criterion the subjects based their judgments on
differed from one stretch of the text to the other. For
example, the 18 subjects who agreed that the first marked
stretch in the text, "Nauru is a tiny island near the equator
with 5500 inhabitants", should go into a footnote remarked that
this stretch is "not terribly Important to the argument".
However, they conceded that it could be put In a footnote to
give background knowledge to those readers who might want to
know where exactly Nauru Is and how many inhabitants it has.
So, the decision that this particular stretch should go
into a footnote was mainly based on the subjects' assumptions
that the Information it provides Is peripheral. As for
stretches 2, 3, 7 and 8, 19 subjects out of the total decided
that they should go into footnotes. When asked about the
criteria they had based their desicions on, the answer was "it
is common practice, it Is a matter of convention". Some of them
commented that giving bibliographic details of sources is meant
to help those readers who might wish to get more details or
check the point made In the text.
11 subjects commented that stretch 4 was not very well
thought out on the part of the article writer as it is Implied
by the sentence before it and, therefore, they decided to move
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it into a FN though some subjects remarked that it should be
completely removed from the text. As regards stretch no. 5, 8
subjects marked it as ideal for a Fn. Their decision was based
on the assumption that most readers who approach this type of
article may already know what insulin is. However, as we
predicted, some of the subjects commented that some readers
might already be familiar with the term 'Insulin' itself but
not with its definition; and therefore decided to put the
definition in a FN to cater for this class of readers who might
not know what Insulin is. One subject remarked that "insulin is
a fairly well known concept or item that people are generally
familiar with what insulin is about so perhaps this elaboration
was not strictly necessary" and therefore it could go into a
FN.
As for stretch no. 6, 15 subjects expressed their doubt
about its relevance and suggested that it could be taken out of
the text completely. However, on second thought, they said
that It could be put in a FN to shed light on the other
possible implications of the research on diabetes.
From the above discussion, It is fairly obvious that the
subjects as potential writers, had based their judgments of
what material should go into a FN on the following criteria:
1. Conventional practices that they are familiar with from
their own reading.
2. The assumption that some of their readers might already be
familiar with the meaning of a term that Is being used in
	 an
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article, or book (i.e. their assumptions about readers'
background knowledge).
3. Whether the material to be footnoted could be Inferred from
the text or not. If it could, then there Is no need for It
to be in the main text. Stretch no. 4 is an example.
4. On the basis of semantic relevance to the theme of the
article. That Is to say, If a stretch of the text Is not
relevant to the contents of the article but has some
Indirect bearing on an Item In the article, stretch 1 Is a
typical example of this, then It may be put in a FN. This
notion of semantic relevance is based on the subjects'
Intuitions.
To conclude this section, It was noticed that the majority
of subjects relegated to FNs not only stretches giving
bibliographic details of the sources quoted, but also stretches
of the text that are providing background information,
definitions of common terms (e.g. Insulin) and elaboration
stretches as well. Now, we conclude this Chapter by shifting
the discussion from the functions of FNs and the criteria
writers base their footnoting decisions on to a study of how
the transition is made from the matrix text exit sentence to
the FN and from the FN to the matrix text re-entry sentence. In
other words, the next Chapter examines how cohesion and
coherence relations are established between M.T.E.S., FN and
M S T. RE. S .
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CHAPTER FOUR
COHESION, COHERENCE AND THEMATIC PROGRESSION
4.0 INTRODUCTION
Cohesive devices are crucial in writing, for they turn
separate clauses, sentences, and paragraphs into connected
prose, signalling the relationships between sentences, and
making explicit the thread of meaning the writer is trying to
communicate in texts made up of contiguous sentences. Numerous
cohesive devices exist for connecting propositions in writing
continuous prose. According to Halliday and Hasan (1976)
cohesion is displayed in the ties that exist within text
between a presupposed item and a presupposing item. For
example, in the sentences Roger makes good meals. Last
Monday he cooked spaghetti. The pronoun ' he ' in the second
sentence is the presupposing item and 'Roger' in the first
sentence is the presupposed item. This is as far as continuous
prose is concerned. But, will we be able to account for the
relations between FNs and the matrix texts they accompany In
terms of such devices ? This is the main concern of this
Chapter.
In the following sections an attempt Is made to find out
how cohesion and coherence is achieved between matrix text exit
sentences (M.T.E.SS), FNs and matrix text re-entry sentences
(M.T.RE.Ss). In this Chapter the issue of whether FN5 present
t newt or 'old' information Is also taken up. First, we start
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with an Investigation of how cohesion and coherence is
maintained between N.T.E.Ss, FNs and M.T.RE.SS.
4.1 THE CONCEPTS OF COHESION AND COHERENCE
Halliday and Hasan claim that text derives 'texture'
from cohesive ties. They also suggest that
"The concept of ties makes it possible
to analyze a text In terms of its
cohesive properties and give a systematic
account of its pattern of texture" ( 1976:4).
H. and H. present a taxonomy of various types of cohesive
ties (dealt with in detail in Chapter Two of this thesis) in
four main groups:
(1) reference, including antecedent-anaphoric relation, the
definite article the, and demonstrative pronouns;
(2) substitution, including such various pronoun-like forms as
one, do, so, etc., and several kinds of ellipsis,
(3) conjunction, involving words like and, but, yet, etc., and
(4) lexical cohesion, which has to do with repeated
occurrences of the same or related lexical items.
That Halliday and Hasan view these cohesion relations, as
well as texture in general, as linguistic relations can be seen
at several points in their discussion:
"What we are investigating in this book are
the resources that English has for creating
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texture. If a passage of English containing
more than one sentence is perceived as a
text, there will be certain linguistic
features present in that passage which can be
identified as contributing to its total
unity and giving it texture"(1976:2).
Thus they are claiming that texture is created by the
writer using the linguistic resources of the language as a
tool. That is to say "Cohesion Is part of the system of a
language"(1976:5). H. and H.'s main point is that mere
coherence of content is insufficient to make a text a text;
rather, that there must be some additional linguistic property,
such as cohesive ties, that contributes to the texture of a
text. Coherence is then treated as something found in texts,
signalled exclusively by means of grammatical, lexical or
semantic features. This view of coherence has been criticized
by a number of discourse analysts (e.g. White and Faigley,
1981; Carrell, 1982, etc.) because it ignores the fact that a
coherent discourse Is one that Is consistent in content,
purpose, voice and style.
Wlddowson (1978:29) gives the following example which
exhibits no cohesive links between the sentences Involved; and
still forms a coherent sequence:
Ex. (82)	 A. That 's the telephone.
B. I 'm In the bath.
A. 0. K.
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Widdowson suggests that it is only by recognising the
action performed by each of these utterances within the
conventional sequencing of action that we can accept this
sequence as coherent discourse. The conventional sequencing may
be presented as follows:-
A requests B to perform action
B states reason why he can not comply
with request
A undertskes to perform action.
He then draws the conclusion that cohesion is best
defined as " the overt, linguistically signalled relationship
between propositions" (1978:3) or parts of propositions.
Coherence, on the other hand, is defined as "the relationship
between illocutionary acts".
Our second example, which is provided by Enkvist
(1978:110), shows the inadequacy of cohesive ties across
sentences as a guarantee of coherence.
Ex. (83)
"I bought a Ford. A car in which president
Wilson rode down the Champs Elysees was
black.	 Black English has been widely
discussed. The discussion between the
presidents ended last week. A week has seven
days. Every day I feed my cat._Cats have four
legs.The cat is on the mat .Nat has
three letters"( Enkvist, f8:lTY.
Enkvist points out that there is cohesion between the
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successive contiguous pairs of sentences above because of the
Ford-car, black- Black, my cat-cats types of connections; but
one would prefer not to call the sum of these fabricated
sentences a coherent text. The above discussion shows two
cases:
(1) coherence being achieved without the presence of
cohesion markers (see Widdowson's example above),
(2) cohesion without coherence (see Enkvist's example
above).
If we modify Widdowson's example, we get a third case of both
cohesion with coherence as follows:
Ex. (84) A. That's the telephone.
B. Since I'm in the bath, therefore please get it.
A. O.K. stay there I'll answer it.
According to de Beaugrande and Dressier (1981) cohesion 	 -
and coherence are two of the seven standards that a text must
meet if it is to be regarded as a text. They suggest that
cohesion "concerns the ways in which the components of the
surface text, i.e. the actual words we hear or see, are
mutually connected within a sequence"(p.3). Coherence , on the
other hand, concerns the ways in which the components of the
textual world, i.e. the configuration of concepts and relations
which underlie the surface text, are mutually assessibie and
relevant " (p . 4)
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This definition, amongst many others (i.e. Coulthard,
1977 ) draws a distinction between connectivity underlying the
surface text (i.e.conceptual connectivity) and connectivity at
the surface (i.e.formal connectivity) . But there is more to a
coherent text than the mutual coherence of senses. The
continuity of senses is supported by human experience and
knowledge of the organization of concepts and events in the
real world. Thus, the identification of relations between
propositions is supported by such mental activities as
inferencing. For this reason Hoey (forthcoming) rightly argues
that:
"Cohesion Is a property of the text, and
that coherence Is a facet of the reader's
evaluation of a text. In other words,
cohesion Is objective, capable in principle
of automatic recognition, while coherence is
subjective and judgements concerning It may
vary from reader to reader..."	 (Hoey,
forthcoming ).
Having drawn attention to the distinction between the
very often confused and confusing terms, the Investigation that
follows is mainly concerned with accounting for the cohesive
links and the 'topical relevance' ( measured in terms of what
is being talked about; that is to say In terms of 'topic
similarity or continuity') that link footnotes to the points
they relate to In the matrix text.
4.2. FOOTNOTES AND THE MATRIX TEXT
All discourse analysts who have tackled the notions of
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coherence and cohesion, have discussed them with reference to
adjacent pairs of sentences (e.g. H. and H.(1976), Hoey (1979),
Brown and Yule (1983) and de Beaugrande and Dressier (1981)) an
example of which is:
Ex. (85) He was arrested on his way to the church.
Therefore, he could not attend the funeral.,
or adjacent pairs of utterances (e.g.Widdowson (1978) and
Coulthard (1977) an example of which Is
Ex. (86) A. How are you feeling ?
B. Fine thanks.
B. And you ?.
As far as adjacent pairs of sentences are concerned, the
fact that they come next to each other shows they are
connected, quite apart from cohesive ties. However, in our case
footnotes are always positioned either at the bottom of page or
end of article. That is to say they are not physically adjacent
to the sentences tagged by them. But, does this mean they are
not cohesively related to the point(s) they pertain to ?
Surely not, for they are linked to the point(s) they
accompany by the Arabic index number in the text. However,
without the presence of the Arabic number that makes the
transition between some footnotes and the matrix text exit
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sentences they are bound to, the degree of relatedness between
a footnote and a point In the matrix text Is not as clearly
signalled as it is between adjacent sentences. Furthermore, the
fact that two sentences are placed Immediately one after the
other might be a good enough indication, for the reader, of
their relatedness. But, does the fact that a FN is distanced
from the matrix text make the writer mark it strongly for
cohesion to compensate for its distancing from the matrix text
? This question takes the form of a hypothesis to be addressed
later In this chapter.
.0 THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN M.T.E.S. AND FN, M.T.E.S.LND
M.T. RE. S. AND BETWEEN FN. AND M.T. RE. S.
It Is Important to Investigate the links that may exist
between M.T.E.Ss, FNs and N.T.RE.SS because the reader needs
not only to exit from the matrix text into the FN, but also,
after processing the FN, needs to re-enter smoothly (see
diagram below) into the matrix text.
Diagram (4)
Matrix	 Matrix text exit sentence 	 I
Text	 I ============================== 	I
I	 ",atrix text re-entry S
I•m	 = = = = = = == == = == = = = = 
S
1T------------
I = = = = = = = = = = = = 	 = = = = = =. = = = = I
F N
	 I	 I
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Our task here is threefold:
(1) Investigating the relationship between N.T.E.S. and FN;
(2) Investigating the relationship between M.T.E.S. and N.
T.RE. S.; and
(3) Investigating the relationship between FN and M.T. RE.
S.
Task no. 1 is addressed first.
4.3.1. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN M.T.-E.. S. AND FN.
This section investigates the cohesion and coherence
relationships between M.T.E.S. (i.e. the sentence tagged by the
footnote) and the FN. All FNs in our corpus exhibit cohesion as
well as coherence relations with their N.T.E. Ss. Take the
following example : -
Ex. (87)
Rules for how consonant sequences may be
structured are part of phonotactic
restrictions, and such restrictions may, as
is well known, vary from language to
language. It is characteristic for the
Germanic languages that the restrictions on
combinations of consonants are relatively
few; quite long and varied consonant
sequences initially, medially,and finally in
words are allowed for.(1) For comparison,
there are languages where such restrictions
are much more severe, such as Finnish, where
only one consonant is permitted Initially or
finally. 1 [1:105-106]
1. are of tI-e t t1t this restricUm is xDt withiit
extpticrs, bit rafirs to tbi camieal ç1xzDtatic çatterns In
Firnith. 'lihere are In xxtaiçxxary Fimi± a cxxI±reb1e niiter of
lcn wtds au slang wrds cxritaining omxait chisters v:lolatlng
tIe Lesle nvrriTeie-stri.rture xn:liticns. S for exaiple &xini(n.d.); Karlsscn (1983). [1:121]
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The above FN exhibits cohesion as well as coherence
relationships with the N.T.E. S. These cohesion and coherence
relationships are represented in the following ways:-
(1) the Arabic number that marks the position of the displaced
FN in the matrix text. This is by far the strongest
indicator of the relationship between the M.T.E. S and the
FN. It is so because of the established convention that
Arabic superscripts are used In matrix texts to mark the
place of a FN and signal the exiting from the matrix text
to the FN;
(2) the use of the lexical items 'restrictions', 'restriction',
'Finnish' and 'Finnish' in both the N.T.E. S and the FN; and
(3) the topical relevance (i.e. what is being talked about)
between the M.T.E. S and the FN. This topical	 relevance is
shown in the anaphoric noun phrase 'this 	 restriction' that
refers back to what has been mentioned in M.T.E. S.
The relationship between the M.T.E S and the FN may be
diagrammatically illustrated as follows:-
Diagram 5
Si	 S2
.
Matrix exit S> interrupt	 Matrix re-entry S
relation
In the above diagram Si (i.e. M.T.E.S) has cohesion and
coherence relations with both the FN and the N.T.RE. S (i.e.
the sentence that comes immediately after the FN's index).
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These relations are indicated by the direction of the arrows.
The broken line between Si and S2 denotes the disruptive effect
of the FN on the relation between the two sentences (see ch.5
for a full account of the adverse effects of FNs on discourse
processing). The dotted line between the FN and the M.T.RE. S
(i.e. sentence 2) indicates the non-presence of any relation
between the FN and S2 and the dots mark the end of Si, S2 and
the FN.
4.3.2. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN M.T. E. S. AND M.T.RE.S.
Examining the relationships between the sentence tagged by
the FN (i.e. N.T.E.S.) and the sentence immediately after (i.e.
N.T.RE.S.) it, we observed that in the majority of cases there
Is cohesion and coherence between Si and S2. The following
example Is typical and will suffice to illustrate this point:-
Ex. (88)
Rules for how consonant sequences may be
structured are part of phonotactic
restrictions, and such restrictions may, as
Is well known, vary from language to
language. It Is characteristic for the
Germanic languages that the restrictions on
combinations of consonants are relatively
few; quite long and varied consonant
sequences initially, medially, and finally in
words are allowed for. (1) For comparison,
there are languages where such restrictions
are much more severe, such as Finnish, where
only one1 consonant Is permitted initially or
finally.' (FOOTNOTE 1) (2) Such language-
specific differences In phonotactic rules
Imply that when a word Is borrowed by a
language with less complex consonantal
structures, from a language with more complex
structures, some sort of simplification of
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the borrowed word should take place. [1:105-
106]
It can be noticed that S2 has cohesion and coherence
relations not only with Si but also with the other two
sentences before Si. The relation between Ss 1 and 2 is made
explicit by virtue of the anaphoric phrase 'Such language-
specific differences in phonotactic rules' at the beginning of
S2. However, the relation is conceptually interrupted because
of the fact that the reader has to exit from matrix text to
read the FN and re-enter matrix text again. This may be
diagrammatically presented as In diagram (5) above.
There are a few cases where there is lack of cohesion and
coherence between Si and S2. Take the following example:-
Ex. (89)
The test material consists of 60 randomly
ordered items. These items are grouped, as
will be seen from the tables of results
below, in different categories depending on
cluster type to be manipulated and types of
contrasting simplifications. For every Item
on the test tape, the listener first hears
the original, unmanipulated Swedish/English
word followed by two altered versions of it.
The stress pattern is never altered. Main
word stress falls on the same syllable as
that of the original word. (1) The clusters
which are subject to simplIfIcation always
belong to the stressed sy1lable. (FOOTNOTE
3) (In the examples to follow, the
manipulated stimuli are represented in broad
phonological transcription. Inserted vowels,
being realized as a reduced schwa-vowel, are
transcribed as //.) (2)For Instance, the
listener hears the word stor /stu:r/, then I
stu:r/ and /s'tu:r/, that is, two different
kinds of vowel addItion. [1:110]
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The above example demonstrates lack of cohesion and
coherence between Si and S2 and this some may believe to be a
consequence of the parenthetical insertion separating Si from
S2. This is not so since S2 has cohesion and coherence
relations not with the matrix text exit S but with the sentence
starting with 'For every item on the test tape'. There is,
indeed, a relationship of statement-instantiation between this
sentence and the matrix text re-entry S and this is made
explicit through the use of the adverbial adjunct, 'For
Instance', at the start of the matrix text re-entry S. It seems
to me that it would be better if the article writers placed the
matrix text re-entry S immediately after the S starting with
'For every item on the test tape'. The lack of cohesion and
coherence between M.T.E.S and M.T.RE.S in the above example is,
I believe, due to poor organization of the matrix text on the
writers' part.
We noticed that matrix text exit Ss occurring at the end
of paragraphs, unlike such sentences within the same paragraph,
do not have strong cohesion relations with matrix text re-entiy
Ss. See the example below:-
Ex. (90)
Our conclucion is that the decisive
preference for the CC C type of vowel
addition could be a reflection of a
synchronic feature of certain speech styles
in English and Swedish: optional vowel
epenthesis before postconsonantal liquids and
glides. In Swedish, our intuition suggests
that the class of segments subjected to this
variable rule comprises all sonorants,
includinv fy i and lit. (1) This would account
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for the fact that items such as those
beginning with	 j'r	 also favored by
the Swedish subjects. L.r	 ' [ 1:116]
New Paragraph
(2) The difference in the above hierarchies
is that while the Swedes prefer addition
before the cluster over addition after
/s/(For example, /str/ is better than Is
trq/ , it Is the other way round for the
English-speaking group. [1:116]
The N.T.RE.S. (i.e.S2) does not have a direct relationship with
the N.T.E.S. (i.e.S2) but relates to the whole of the
discussion in the preceding two paragraphs. This, I believe, is
so because the paragraph that contains the M.T.RE.S. is
summarizing the previous discussion before moving to a
discussion of another aspect of the topic (dealt with) in the
following paragraph.
4.3.3. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FN. AND THE N.T.RE.S.
As far as the cohesion and coherence relations between FNs
and N.T.RE.SS are concerned, we could hardly find any cohesion
relations between the two. Perhaps this is due to the fact that
FNs are physically placed outside of the matrix text and,
probably, for this reason writers do not bother to make smooth
the transition from the FN to N.T.RE.S. The only signal of the
transition from the FN to the N.T.RE.S is the full-stop
terminating a FN. This lack of cohesion relations between FN5
and M.T.RE.S is not confined to FNs occurring at the end of
sentences but also applies to FNs occurring in sentence medial
position. However, we found coherence relations between
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M.T.RE.Ss represented in the semantic similarity between the
contents of the FN and the M.T.RE.S..
When a FN index occurs in sentence medial position, the FN
does not show cohesion relations with the part of the sentence
(i.e. N.T.RE.S.) that follows the FN marker (i.e. the Arabic
number). The following is an example:-
Ex. (91)
The reduction is favored because it may occur
in informal speech styles. However, such
assumptions must be supported by relevant
evidence, 0 [1:120] [FN8] O, T1I.Unntely, tie ocoirt
of differait tyçes of çhxologtcal rtocses reals to le explairBi,
mt nerely ctserI. karding to Zwicky (1972:&:8), caael speeth
iocs asen to 1e o bairBi to Ee inetfraUy retural,
serving eider EA (of articulaticn) or ffiEVrJY, this teirg
t11ogical in reture (see Stae,1973:p3ssim) ad ultirrately
nDtivatal by tie hysfral diarater of sçee±i. ]ie picture is
deurel, 1-xrer, by tie fat that ceael speech jiocses are
selslm exreptiailess. 'TIe3T fail to a1y rrdnnUy, in det dey
nay 1e anfLtiaI te a variety of fators otier than rinetie-
trn:ilogica]. aes. ee Zwicky (1972) for eiplea au
disaiai. [1:122] [Bi1 of N] bit fts aixut h:m1ogiea1
in infinl speech stylea are mt easily fcxni.
In the above example, the FN exhibits cohesion and
coherence relations with the main clause (M.T.E.Clause) and
there is coherence but not cohesion between the FN and the
coordinated clause; that is, the matrix text re-entry clause.
4.4.	 READERS' AWARENESS OF COHESION AND COHERENCE
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FNS AND THE POINTS THEY
RELATE TO IN MATRIX TEXTS
Having	 investigated	 the	 cohesion	 and	 coherence
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relationships between N.T.E.S., FN and M. T.RE.S., we decided
to conduct an experiment to find out:
(1) how aware readers are of such cohesion and coherence
relationships between FNs and the points they relate to in
matrix text;
(2) What signals or clues readers would count on when asked to
relocate a FN's index at its original place in matrix text and
(3) How reliable these signals or clues are ?
Before the investigation was carried out, a pilot analysis was
conducted in an attempt to find out what factors would aid our
subjects (see below) in the relocation task. First, we describe
the experimental design.
4.4. 0. THE FN RELOCATION
4.4.1. EXPERIMENT
4.4.1.1. MATERIALS
One article was chosen for this investigation, viz
Maria, Wingstedt and Richard, Schulman (1988) 'Listeners'
judgments of simplifications of consonant clusters',
Linguistics, Vol. 26, pp.105-123. [ article no.1 in Appendix
(1)
The subjects (see below) had not read this article before.
I retyped the article to avoid the possibility of the subjects
guessing the location of a FN's index from the blank space left
behind if the index was wiped out. 15 copies were made of the
article which was chosen on the basis of its simple topic. That
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is, we avoided articles that we thought may be outside of the
subjects' background knowledge. The copies made of the article
used for the Investigation were treated as follows. The FNs
were typed at the bottom of the pages instead of being left In
their original place at the end of the article and thus it was
apparent for the subjects that a FN that appeared on a certain
page belonged to some point on that same page. No change was
made to the FNs' original order.
4.4.1.2. SUBJECTS
The copies were given to postgraduate and undergraduate
students from the Linguistics Dept.at UWB. Only students from
the Linguistics Dept. were chosen so as to ensure the
availability of some knowledge of linguistics (i.e. content
schemata) on the subjects' part, and which in turn would enable
them to access the contents of the article. It should be
pointed out that 8 of the 15 subjects were non-native speakers
with advanced competence in English from a variety of
backgrounds and the other 7 were native speakers. Native and
non-native students (unpaid volunteers) were used to test the
null-hypothesis that there would not be any significant
difference between the two groups in the degree of their
successes or failures In performing the task assigned to them
because both groups were subject specialists.
4.4.1.3.PRoCEDrJRES
The subjects were given a copy each and were given clear
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instructions (see Appendix 3A) to read the article and try to
attribute each FN to the word, clause, sentence or paragraph it
is supposed to be associated with. They were asked to do the
task in their spare time and it was made clear to them that
they were not being examined. The attribution was to be done by
placing a number corresponding to that of the footnote in the
text where they thought the FN should be. Also, the subjects
were asked to name any clues that might have helped them make
the connection for all FN5 or each one if psooible.
It is important to note here that before the subjects were
given the test matrial, we carried out a preliminary analysis
to find out what clues the subjects would count on In the
relocation task. In the next section we report on the results
of this preliminary analysis and then compare them with the
results obtained from the actual Investigation.
4.4.2. THE RESULTS OF THE PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
The aim of the preliminary analysis was to find out what
would make It easy or difficult for a subject to Index a
footnote to what we call the point of optimum coherence in the
matrix text and hypothesized that there are two groups of
factors involved In the task of relocating a footnote index In
the matrix text. These are:
(1)schematic factors	 (iI)coherence & cohesion factors
Schematic factors refer to 	 1. lexical repetition In footnote
the subjects'pre-existing 	 and the text. The repeated
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that writers acknowledge the
financial support they
obtain from certain
sponsors, be these
institutions or individuals
Also, academic writers are
required by academic
conventions to refer
anything they quote to
its source.
knowledge of academic 	 lexical items should retain
practices (formal schema).
For example,it is the practice their sense to be treated
as markers of cohesion
2. meaning similarity which is
judged by the conceptual
associations between
propositions.
This relational coherence which
is semantically identified is
'subjective' in that the
realization of a connection
between part of the matrix text
and FN is dependent on
readers' judgments and is not
objectively deteremined.
It is no wonder that the repetition of lexical items may
be used as an indication of meaning similarity. However, the
repetition of lexical Items is not the result of coherence but
Is the reflection of coherence. It Is Important to note that
Halliday and Hasan's (1976) other categories of cohesive ties
(i.e. reference, ellipsis, substitution and conjunctions) are
not considered in this investigation as they are not as strong
as lexical cohesion in spelling out the relationship between a
point in the matrix text and a FN that refers to this
particular point. For an Illustration of this see FN 3 below.
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On the basis of the above factors, in particular, the
conventional factors, we assumed that the subjects would not
experience any difficulty In relocating the asterisk (*),
marking the acknowledgment footnote, at Its original place in
the matrix text. We had also predicted that there would be
different degrees of facility in relocating the footnotes
accompanying the article used for this investigation In the
matrix text. Our predictions were as follows:
1) A11 the subjects would be able to place the index for
footnote 1 at its original position in the matrix text. The
reason for this prediction Is the use of a key lexical item
(I.e.Finnish) in the footnote and the sentence tagged by it in
the matrix text (see below).
Ex. (92)
(l)Rules for how consonant sequences may be
structured are part of phonotactic
restrictions, and such restrictions may, as
Is well known, vary from language to
language.(2) It is characteristic for the
Germanic languages that the restrictions on
combinations of consonants are relatively
few; quite long and varied consonant
sequences Initially, medially, and finally In
words are allowed for. (3)For comparison,
there are languages where such restrictions
are much more severe, such as Finnish, where
only one consonant is permitted initially or
flnally. 1 [FN1] (4) Such language-specific
differences in phonotactic rules imply that
when a word is borrowed by a language with
less complex consonantal structures, from a
language with more complex structures, some
sort of simplification of the borrowed word
should take place. (the superscript number
marks the FN original location). [1:105-106]
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1 are are of tie fa± tiet this restricticn is mt witJxut
exreptkns, bit rers to tie carrnica]. tmtatic sttern in
FlmLth. 1iere are in cxnteipxary FimL'th a ixrei±rable muter of
In wtds ad slang wtxls cxntaining c:nsxa't dieters violating
tie iesic n	 strirtJte ccrditicns. See for eip1e &nnL(n.d.); Karlsscn (1983). [1:121]
2) All subjects would correctly relocate footnote 2 at its
exact location in the matrix text. They would benefit greatly
from the repetition of the lexical items 'phonological
transfer' and 'second language' in the footnote and the
M.T.E.S.. Also, the content of the footnote would make the
relocation task easy, as the information the footnote (see
below) Is presenting is an elaboration of the propositon made
in the M.T.E.S. (see below).
Ex. (93)
To bypass the difficulties, the language
learner may apply either or both of two basic
types of simplification strategies: reduction
or vowel addition. Which of these the speaker
will adopt often depends on the phonotactics
of his mother tongue. In other words, the
simplification is an instance of phonological
transfer from first to second language.L For
instance, learners of Swedish with Finnish as
their mother tongue tend to reduce initial
clusters. [1:106]
na-cr stx1las of stmtegies in se -1angg3 learning
Inlicate, tiere ney te severs]. factors otter than Li transfer
inflim±ig tie types of tmlogLcal errors nae ly 12 learrers.
This fact has li sate researdrs to atath tie o]trastI've-
ly5]5 ai:Pth as a neans of praUcting auth errors (for a
dia,i.cn, see for exaiple ose1oc 1983). Thwever, phmlogical
transfer still aears to te a 'very inixrtant aid U-texeiteI
sthip1hcati strategy in
	 1-1ange leatfllflg, alth
zs]ictkns of siific tyres of learrers' errors nist evihitly te
IzdehWstic ratter than ctenninistic (see ii n.d.) [1:121]
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3) It was hypothesized that all subjects would manage to place
the index to footnote 3 in the part of the matrix text that the
content of the footnote comments on. However, they would not be
able to place the footnote's index at its original location as
shown below:
Ex. (94) (1)The stress pattern Is never altered.X (2)
Main word stress falls on the same syllable
as that of the original word.X (3)The
clusters which are subject to simplificatio
always belong to the stressed syllable)C(In the examples to follow, the manipulated
stimuli are represented in broad phonological
transcription.	 Inserted	 vowels,	 being
realized as a reduced schwa-vowel, are
transcribed as / I.) For Instance, the
listener hears the word stor /stu:r/, then /
stu:r/ and /stu:r/, that Is, two different
kinds of vowel addition. A corresponding
example from the English test would be stout
followed by /stawt/ and /stawt/. (sentences
re numbered for ease of reference) [1:1101
• It w3Jk1	 intetest± to irivestite ketler stt nay play
any siifieant role in tte rimilam uter	 deratin.
I?er, in tI ixet exjerlrrait,	 th for uethxkilogical
reasa to 1aep this piiiter anstant. [1:121]
The index to footnote 3 would be re-placed by the subjects
in three different positions (marked in the above text by an x)
as follows:
Ci) at the end of sentence 1,
(Ii) at the end of sentence 2; or
(iii)In its original location at the end of sentence 3.
The reason for this is that the key lexical item (stress)
is used in the three sentences referred to above. That is to
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say, 'stress' occurs more than once and thus makes the
relocation of the FN index at its original position more
difficult. This is an Instance of lexical repetition being a
hindrance to the exact relocation of a FN marker. There was on
doubt that a majority of the subjects would place the index at
the end of sentence 3 basing their decision on the fact that S3
represents the closure of the discussion of the stress factor.
This assumption was supported by the intuition that subjects
would always prefer to locate the footnote index at the end of
the S that they think completes the point dealt with in the
footnote.
Note that if the lexical item 'stress', used in the FN,
was replaced with the pronoun 'this' or any of the noun phrases
'this phenomena' or 'this aspect', the subjects would never be
able to allocate FN 3 to any particular point in the matrix
text. This incidentally justifies our earlier decision (see p.
171) to disregard H. & H.'s (1976) other categories of cohesive
ties; namely, reference.
4) The index to footnote 4 would be located in several
different positions depending on the subjects' preferences of
where the index to a footnote should be placed. That is to say,
if the subjects believed that the index should be placed
immediately after mention of the issue in the matrix text that
the footnote refers to, then they would insert the index at the
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end of the sentence that is dealing with something similar to
that that the footnote is addressing.
However, if they believe that the index should be located
where the discussion of the topic referred to in the FN ends,
then the index would be relocated at the end of the
paragraph(s) that the content of the FN touches on. The
following is an illustration of the possible positions (marked
by an X) for the relocation of the FN index in the matrix text:
Ex. (95)
(1) Of the 12 items In the category
represented in table 3, four begin with /str-
/.(2) For these items, deletions of the stop,
giving rise to initial tsr! sequences, were
clearly favored by both test groups.X (3) In
the Swedish group, the mean preference for
this type of reduction is 65%,x (4) In the
English-speaking group, the mean preference
for the corresponding four English Items is
even greater, 917O.X (5) Thus, when it came to
evaluations of the /str/ items, the only
difference between the groups was that the
English-speaking group showed stronger
preferences for /srt than the Swedes, but the
tendency is the same.X (6) How can we explain
the differences between the groups ? C(7) Nay
be the English speakers do not regard /sr/ to
be a very strange combination, since a
similar Initial cluster exists In English
(but not In Swedish): tfrt shrewd. x (8) Or
perhaps these types of cluster reductions
actually occur in the casual speech of native
speakers of English ?x (9)Initial tsr! might
be regarded as acceptable simply because on
has encountered It several times before.X
(10) Why, in that case, would this type of
reduction be more common inEnglish than In
Swedish ? (11) Certain phonetic differences
in the pronunciation of tn in the two
languages may be relevant. [1:113-114]
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ins lmi pinted alt to us ti-st initial [sri 'my or In
ca9]al. iX(flmlatkns of a wrd azth as syritW (izxxn1
[srirdz]. It thxild te mti,1ter, tint this re:lLtt:hn is an
irntattie of tristread 'ytxe]. cletkn, at-ri rr of stop thletkn.
abe p-1ogLca1 status of [sri in for exaiple [srlrrlz] at-ri of [sri
In air emcçerinetal stinuli (for exaipie [sto:] in str) is this
quite differait, tin foimer cluster being a reailt of cluster
fonietim arxl tin latter of cluster siirplifieatirn. [1 :121
122]
The key lexical item in the relocation task of Fn 4
is the phonetic symbols /sr/. As long as these phonetic symbols
are not mentioned in Si of the above extract from the matrix
text, then it was hypothesized that no subject would insert the
FN index at the end of this S. The subjects were expected to
position the FN Index at the end of Ss 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 or
9. However, the strongest possibility was that the subjects
would Insert the FN index in its original position at the end
of S 9, where the discussion of Initial /sr/ ended.
5) The index to FN 5 was expected to be placed at two different
positions( marked by an X) as follows:
Ex. (96)
(1)Certain phonetic differences in the
pronunciation of in in the two languages may
be relevant. X (2) Perhaps English fri displays
features which can contribute to enabling
stop de4tions to pass undetected by the
lIstener. X (3) But in deleting the stop,
clusters such as iskri and /stni will merge,
thus increaing the chance of ambiguous
homonymy. [1:114]
5. It Ins 1i 1xcit to air attantim tint in mgiIth, fri
iimeliately follcing iti or id/ Is çknntfrally differait finn fri
in otter amcrnntal ccntexts (aith as ikr/ at-ri iri), teirig a
fricative ratter den an apxoxinnrit. un varying a3Justic features
of fri niLat this be exincte to have cjs çerctmnUy at-ri
pdeps Infhme listnrs' eva]intkns of
	 logi11y
a-nlogxn anjgsjcxis. have mt, 1uver, si1fic.Uy cxntrolla3.
air ^^^^^^^^^ sti r aith pssible infls ad tinrfore
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iIt a±kess this isiE aiy fijrthr. [i:l2L-l]
The subjects would place the FN index either at the end of
Si or at the end of S2. The second position would be more
likely if the subjects considered the task in terms of 'topic
continuation'. That is to say, If the subjects treat S2 as the
completion of the discussion of the features of the fri sound.
Psycholinguistically, a FN occurring at the end of a 'point'
makes reading (i.e. processing) easier than if It occurs in the
middle of the discussion of a point in the text. This, we
believe to be so since a FN occurring at the end of a
discussion of a point In the text does not make It any harder
for reader to jump to the next point (see diagram 6 below). But
a FN occurring in the middle of a discussion of a certain point
(see diagram 7 below) would require the reader to return
awkwardly to continue processing that point after having been
taken off at a tangent (for more details on the
psycholinguistic effects FNs have on processing see Ch 5)
Dl a gr am6
1.	 point 1	 point 2
________________________ _________ FN
FN
Diagram 7
2.	 point 1
	 point 2
FN
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6) It was predicted that the majority of the subjects would
place the index to FN6 at the end of S3 as It represents the
completion of the discussion of the Swedish sonorants fy i and
iii. However, some subjects would be tempted to insert the
index at the end of S2, where the Swedish sonorants were
introduced as shown below:
Ex. (97) (1) Our conclucion Is that the decisive
preference for the CC C type of vowel
addition could be a reflection of a
synchronic feature of certain speech styles
in English and Swedish: optional vowel
epenthesis before postconsonantal liquids and
glides. (2)In Swedish, our Intuition suggests
that the class of segments subjected to this
variable rule comprises all sonorants,
including /v/ and /3/AX (3) This would
account for the fact that Items such as those
beginning with Isp j/ were also favored by
the Swedish subjects.° x The difference In
the above hierarchies is that while the
Swedes prefer addition before the cluster
over addition after /s/(For example, /'str/
Is better than /str/ , it is the other way
gound for the English-speaking group. [1:116]
• cn pirely iiuetic criteria, tte 1ith omxønts fyi
au lii are illy classifial as 'voic1 fricaties. Hver,
in-otacticaUy ttey ftnticn in a way similar to scmrants in tInt
tly Fave a strcng txcy to o'D.r cln9e to tFe 'vtl in a
ue of sera1 oxL3xEnts, for exaiple in initial clusters of
three amannts, 're tFa third can aily be a lhpid or a 'voic1
frkti. Fran auth a ftnticnal ersçtiie, hi cxxild Fe
reguxh1 as ei mxe scxixait than msals, sin Initial /rnjv-/
au /njv-/ are enithssible sis In 31ith, ifle initial
/jnV-/ au /jiV-/ are mt. (C1ijre tte hierarthy of sara asjurp1 by Otto Jesçersi; Hc'çer 1976:197, for a dL9alssiczi.)
Oir estinatiLn dat DIHiII[IZATECN of stanscmrita]. ssgts
cxithl açply to scuxants, iw.hzlhig hi aal Lii, in iith, is in
ardewithauthafiirtiim1ai1ysLs. [1:122]
7, 8 & 9) It was also predicted that all the subjects would
insert the index for FN 7 (see below) In Its original place at
the terminal of S2. They were expected to benefit from the
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lexical repetition of the near synonyms 'informal speech' In S2
in the matrix text and 'casual speech' in the FN. Also the use
of the lexical item 'reduction' in S2 above and its frequent
use in the FN would be of great help to the subjects in the
relocation task. As regards Fn 8 (see below),lt was predicted
that the subjects would insert its Index at the end of S3 and
not in Its original position, in the middle of S3. The subjects
would benefit from the similarity between the content of the
M.T.E.S. and Si in FN 8. As for FN 9, It was hypothesized that
the subjects would manage to relocate it at Its original
position at the terminal of S4. The similarity between the
meaning of S4 and the FN (see below) would make the relocation
task easy.
Ex. (98)
(1) In order to explain this preference, we
therefore had to look elsewhere; one of our
hypotheses regarded the possible occurrence
of this type of simplification in the casual
speech of speakers of English.(2) The
reduction is favored becaise it may occur in
Informal speech styles.' (3)However, such
assumptIons must be supported by relevant
evidence, 0 but facts about phonological
processes In informal speech styles are not
easily fOUfld.x(4) Deletions of segments in
fast, casual speech of adult speakers is
neglected area of research in linguistics.
(5) This is very unfortunate, since such
processes should evidently be accounted for
In any theory of linguistic behavior,
particularly In phonological theory and in
theories of sound change. [1:1201
are mt ixmre of de fat det amxat-clnster lB3lrtins
In caael sth reed rot Ia a natter of cxp1ete c11etkns of
agrts. ilere nay al Ia a rang of interiiallate çhxetic forns,
stere trans of a rechal cxmxat are fixnI. 'lie st,xa of tFe
Itet st1 is, her, restricted to ca-mmt-cluster
sinplificaticn as a discrete, çhrological r tai. 'lIa ixoblan
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of ikretkiUy mrtjai. rRirricjg is 1refore mt ta1<i ut1r
cmskerstim lre. [1:122]
8, UtttelY, t1 (xxjrre of dfffer
	
ty of im)1ogiCal
r*xss '	 to 1 explairel, rrt irerei.y cbiervei. kxding to
Lc±y (1972:fC8), c:1 sth 1xoces
	 fl IX) lE onsIXairEf
to 1::e PuetkaUy lfltural, rvirig ejl
	
EsE (of artloilatim)(X WEVflY, this 1
	 te1gj	 in m
	 (s
Staqe,1973.assiJn)
disrater of siBd-i. lle picture is o9jj, 1xvEr, ty t1 fact
tIBt cn1 spth cEoas are 1chu ejin1ss. 'J1y fail to
ap1y nn,dm3lly, in t1 they nay 1e ajjt:faI lB a variety of
factors otlar thm	 339 ZwiCky (1972)for	 es	 dia	 [1:122]
9. Th spite of ]añahle effirts by, fcc exaiple i.cky (1972),
tBss1er (1973,1975), Staipe (1973), au oth3rs, edLve au
systaintie anits of is1 sth po are yet rut at
hirl. [1:122]
10) As for FN 10, we assumed that the subjects might be tempted
to insert its index at the end of the S tagged by FN 9. This we
expected to be so, because the subjects might be taken in by
the use of the lexical item 'fast' in the S tagged by FN 9 and
the use of the same lexical item in FN 10. However, if the
subjects carefully read and understood the meaning of FN 10,
only then would they be able to place the index to FN 10 at the
end of S4 in the matrix text quoted below. We assumed this to
be so because FN 10 is a comment on the noun phrase 'in fast,
every day speech' in S4.
Ex. (99)
(1)In our view, the ACTUATION of a sound
change may be influenced by a number of
factors. (2)We believe first-language
acquisition -the process of transmission of a
language from generation to generation- to be
a very important one. (3) We also consider
variation in the linguistic performance of
adult speakers to be of grt importance. (4)
In fast, everyday speech 	 there exists a
potential for a restructuring of the
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pionological system. X [1:120]
As ZQidcy (1972) pints out, caat1 sth r1 mt be st bit
gaierallyis. [1:122]
On the basis of the above predictions, we assumed that the
subjects should rely mainly, in the relocation task, on the
lexical repetition of some Items in both the FN and the part of
the matrix text that is tagged by the it and on the
similarities between the content of a FN and a part of the
matrix text. As stated above, a mjority of the subjects would
be able to relocate the FNs at their original positions, but
they would not be confident enough that their relocation
attempts were successful.
For this reason, each subject was given a confidence scale
of four options (see appendix 3b) for each FN and was asked to
tick one of the four options indicating how confident he/she
was of the accuracy of his/her attempts. The four options on
the confidence scale were given numerical values (very
confident 3, confident 2, not very confident 1, not confident
at all 0) to make it easy for us to measure the degree of
confidence. Also, we calculated (see below) the correlations
between confidence and accuracy to find out whether there would
be any relationships between the subjects' accurate relocations
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and their degree of confidence. Measuring the accuracy of the
relocation task was based on a scale of four points as
follows : -
Dtly rit In tl r1t seitaxe hit at tiE 'wrng In tiE taxe af r/Furffer a'n.y
1	 iEfixe r1t p1Um
3	 2	 1	 0
4.4.3.RESULTS OBTAINED FROM THE EXPERIMENT
All 15 subjects successfully relocated the asterisk (*)
marking the acknowledgment footnote at its original place at
the end of the article title. They mentioned that " it Is
common practice that such type of acknowledgment footnotes are
always attached to the article title or to the author's name".
However, they pointed out that in this article "the
acknowledgment footnote should be attached to the article's
title as the FN Is mainly on the article itself" and their
clues to forming this assumption were the noun phrase 'this
work' and the second sentence of the acknowledgment FN. Some of
them remarked that "if the FN was related to the authors'
names, then its content would probably be different; in that It
would provide some sort of an autobiography about the authors".
Conventional practices made the subjects think of two
possible locations for the acknowledgment FN and the lexical
clues were the decisive factor for where exactly the asterisk
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marking the acknowledgment should go. The matter was different
for FN 1. 12 subjects Inserted the Index for FN 1 at Its
original place at the end of sentence 3 . Those subjects were
able to make the connection because they relied on the
repetition of the lexical item 'Finnish' in both the FN and the
M.T.E.S.. In spite of the fact that this same lexical item was
used frequently on the same page where FN1 should go; the 12
subjects managed to exactly relocate the FN indicator at Its
original place because of the close semantic similarity between
the FN and the M.T.E.S..
The other 3 subjects placed the FN's Index in different
locations: one Inserted the index in the middle of the M.T.E.S.
(S3) and the other 2 placed It four Ss away from its original
position. The last two subjects probably depended only upon the
use and repetition of certain lexical items In the FN and the
text and did not presumably pay much attention to the content
of the FN. Contrary to our prediction, 13 subjects were
successful In relocating the index for FN 2 at its original
place. The other two subjects put the FN indicator at the end
of the S before the M.T.E.S.. Maybe this happened because the
elaboration the FN provides touches on the content of this S
and the one after.
It is worth noting that the S tagged by the FN is a
reformulation of the S before it and therefore the FN maybe
taken to be related to both sentences as they are conveying the
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same message. The clue to the position of this FN index was
more of a semantic nature than of a lexical nature. It was
predicted that the index for FN 3 would be relocated at three
different places as follows:
1) at the end of Si where the lexical item 'stress' was first
Introduced;
2) at the end of S2 where the same lexical item was repeated;
and
3) at the end of S3 where the last mention of the lexical item
'stress' was made.
10 subjects inserted the FN's Index at the end of Si, 2 at
the end of S2 and 3 placed it at the terminal of S3. The only
clue that the subjects benefited from was the use of the
lexical item 'stress' in the three sentences referred to above
and In the FN. The fact that the index was relocated at three
different places had nothing to do with the clues; but was
mainly dependent on the subjects' preferences. For example,
some subjects might have thought that a FN marker should be
placed at the end of the S where the item the FN elaborates or
comments on was first introduced; whereas others might have
preferred to place the FN indicator after the last mention of
the lexical item or point that the FN touches on.
In accordance with our prediction, the majority of the
subjects (ii) relocated FN 4's index at Its original place at
the end of S9. Their main clue was the phonetic symbols /sr/
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which have been the topic of the FN and the paragraph It
elaborates on, However, 3 subjects inserted the Index at the
end of S8; that is one S before the original location. Only 1
subject put the FN marker at the end of S7 (see pp.176-177). As
regards FN5, only 5 subjects managed to relocate Its Index at
Its original location at the end of S2.
As stated earlier, the main clue that the subjects relied
on was the use of the In sound In both the FN and the
M.T.E.S.. As was the case with FN3, 9 subjects relocated the
index for FN5 at the end of Si where the In sound, which the
FN elaborates on, was first Introduced. Only 1 subject placed
the marker to FN5 at the end of S3,whlch is a comment on the
two sentences preceding It. As predicted, 5 subjects placed the
Index for FN6 at Its original location at the end of S3, which
represents the end of the feature being discussed. But the
rest of the subjects Inserted the FN's Index at the terminal of
S2 where the phonetic symbols fyi and /j/, the footnote
elaborates on were first Introduced. These phonetic symbols
were the clues that guided the subjects to where the index
should go. The difference in the locations of the Index, as
stated before was due to the subjects' own personal
preferences.
Contrary to our prediction, only 4 subjects relocated the
Index for FN 7 at Its original place at the end of S2. The
other 11 subjects placed the Index at the end of Si. It seems
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that those who chose the first location (i.e. at the end of Si)
depended mainly on the use of the noun phrase 'casual speech'
in the FN and Si; whereas those who preferred the second
location (i.e. at the end of S2) relied on the use of the near-
synonymous noun phrases 'casual speech' in the FN and 'informal
speech' in S2 and also on the use of the lexical item
'reduction' in S2 and its derivatives 'recluctions','reduced'
and 'partial reduction' In the FN. In other words, the first
choice was based on one clue; whereas the second and the
correct location was based on more than one clue.
As for FN 8, all the subjects, with the exception of one,
relocated Its Index at the end of S3, and not at its original
place at the middle of this S. The most likely interpretation
for Inserting the FN indicator at the end of S3 and not at the
middle of the sentence was that the subjects probably thought
that a FN coming at the end of a sentence Is less costing in
terms of "processing effort" (Sperber and Wilson, 1986). It was
only 1 subject who placed the index for FN8 at the place of
FN9. Probably this subject was misled by the distant similarity
between the contents of FNs 8 and 9.
Concerning FN9, 12 subjects placed Its indicator at its
original location at the end of S4. Their clues were the use of
the lexical Items 'casual speech' in both the FN and S4 and the
semantic similarity between the propositions made In S4 and the
FN. As for the other 3 subjects; one placed the index at the
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place of FN 10 and this happened ,maybe, because this subject
was misled by the use of the lexical item 'fast' in S4 and the
use of the same lexical item in FN1O. The other two subjects
placed the index for FN 9 far away from its original place.
As regards FN1O, 8 subjects relocated its indicator, not
at Its original location at the middle of S4, but at the end of
the S. The subjects actually used two lexical Items as a clue
to where the index should go. These clues were the lexical
Items 'fast' which was used In the FN and the S It refers to
and the use of the near-synonyms 'everyday speech' in S4 and
'casual speech' in the FN. Only one subject placed the index
for FN 10 at the place of FN9. This subject, probably, was
taken in by the use of the lexical item 'fast' used in FN 9 and
the use of the same lexical Item in the S tagged by FN1O.
Another subject could not place the index for FN1O
anywhere and left it unmarked. It was only 3 subjects who
successfully placed the FN indicator at its original place. It
seems that these three particular subjects realized that the
content of the FN was a direct comment on the prepositional
phrase 'In fast, everyday speech', and therefore placed the FN
indicator above the lexical Item 'speech'. As for the other two
subjects; one placed the index 6 Ss after its original location
and the other one inserted the index 7 Ss after Its proper
position in the maIntext. The similarities and dissimilarities
between our predictions and the results the InvestigatIon
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yielded can be presented in a table as follows:
Table 2
F	 .Tiicta1 roasmie relocatins:total m. of :m9ilts dDtairBJ fran tte lnvest1tiai:
:(ixeflnihnty aBlysis) 	 :sits (15):
	fi. EN :aU sit)jets re re1icte1 to: 15	 :aU SIitS 1rrte1 t1 asterLk for:
:re-1nert its lnhc at tIE	 :	 :de a±. EN at its arigirni ositicn
:orighnl
EN 1	 :all t abjets re ix1icteI: 12 	 :re-In9?rte1 iit'ex at origirn]. pl
:to re-dnert 1nec at ori.gim.l : 1	 :inerte1 irxec in tle nthlUe of S 3
:pl	 : 2	 :plaaI imex frur Ss ay fran arigimi:
	
EN 2 :aU abts 'here re3ictel to : 13 	 :telocatel lnex at origirnl plae
:plae its iriex at arigirnl.	 : 2	 :plaz21 iix?ex ae S Iefare ari.giml
FN3	 :(1)attIeax1ofS1	 : 10	 p1.a1iitxatatlofS1
:(2)= = ===2	 : 2	 :=	 = = = ==2
:(3)= = === 3	 :3	 :	 = = = =3
FN4	 :atdeadofSs2,3,4,5, : 11	 : =	 = = = =9
:6, 7, 8, or 9	 : 3	 : =	 = = = = = 8
	
1	 :	 = = = ==7
FN5	 :attIeadofeitIrStarS2.: 5	 : =	 = = = ==2
:Ih latter ixithn s nore : 9	 : =	 = = = = = 1
:liIly	 :1	 :	 = = =
EN6	 :atttaxlofS3sastrcng: 5	 : =	 = = = ==3
:atrleatIcxfS2(k)	 : 10	 : =	 = = = ==2
	
EN 7 :aU atjts re ixedict&1 to : 4	 :at origiral pl	 (au of S 2
:re1ote inx at original 	 : 11	 :at ati of S 1 (wrcng p1a)
	
FN8 :ataulofS3mtinniiddle : 14	 :atailofS3
	
1	 :ea2t tiLae in tIre ir1c1l of S 3
FN9	 :ateu1ofS4(arigirn1plx) : 12 	 :atarlofS4
	
1	 :atp1acofFN10
	
2	 :far ay fran origirni p].t(x1
	EN1O :atplaeof:FN9orataulof : 8 	 :atexlofS4
:ofS4	 : 1	 :atplaofFN9
	
1	 :leftuiiarlal
	
3	 :at origir1 plae (inlilile of S 4)
	
1	 :6 Ss after original. locatim
	
1	 :7Ssafter =	 =
Nte:Jle ajil. iinrks t1 neai tFe saie as tte wxd(s)a1xe th3n.
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4.5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
As the above presentation shows, in the relocation task,
some subjects (whose proportions differed from one FN to
another) depended mainly on the use of lexical Items in both
the FN and the part of the text it was bound to; whereas others
(the largest number of the subjects) used as clues lexical
items in addition to the similarity of the FN's content to some
part of the main text. When a lexical item was used in a FN and
when that same lexical item was being frequently used in the
mainline text; this made the relocation task a bit diffficult
for the subjects as was the case with FNs 3, 8 and 10. Had the
FNs original order been changed; the relocation task would have
become extremely difficult. It would be interesting if future
research Investigated this point.
The fact that the FNs' indices were removed, for the
purposes of this investigation, made the subjects exert every
effort they could and use any clue they could to relocate the
FN5 at the points they were related to in the main text. When
it came to comparing the performance of the subjects, we found,
as predicted, no significant difference in mean accuracy
(P=.541) between native and non-native speakers of English.
However, the significant differences In mean accuracy and
confidence (P= .000, p= .000) were within the 11 footnotes
(lumping together the two groups). Furthermore, there was no
significant difference (p=.909) between the two groups in mean
confidence over all the 11 FNs. The reason for this may be that
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without the presence of the FN index no one would be quite
certain about a FN index's exact position in the text.
What supports this argument is the fluctuating
correlation for the 11 FNs between the accuracy and confidence
(see Appendix 3C). The graph shows that some of the subjects
who successfully relocated FNs 1 and 2, for instance, had a
very low degree of confidence in the accuracy of their
attempts. Contrary to this, those subjects who failed to
relocate FNs 3 and 6 at their original positions in the main
text had a high degree of confidence in the accuracy of their
attempts. The correlation coefficient between confidence and
accuracy for the 10 FNs, with the exclusion of the
acknowledgment FN, were 0.288, -0.327, 0.075, 0.444, 0.000,
0.224, 0.127, -0.031, 0.015 and -.299 respectively. The mean
and standard deviation correlations between confidence and
accuracy over the 10 FN5 were 0.0516 and 0.2410 respectIvely.
On the basis of the aforementioned, we may conclude that
the cohesion and coherence relationships between FNs and the
mainline text were of help to some subjects in the relocation
task. However, it is always the mere presence of the FN index
that makes someone assumes that a certain FN belongs with a
certain point in the matrix text. In other words, without the
presence of the FN Indicator (i.e. the Arabic number) no one
can be fully confident that a FN belongs with a specific point
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in the matrix text. The fluctuating correlations (see Appendix
3C) between accuracy and confidence supports this argument.
The results of this investigation show that some subjects
were able to detect cohesion and coherence relations between
parts of the matrix text and the FNs, whereas other subjects
were less able to do so. Now, we move to consider the second
question, Do FNs present 'old' or 'new' information ?, we posed
earlier at the beginning of this Chapter.
416. INFORMATION STRUCTURE
When writers produce sentences, they seem to organize them
in a way that recognizes that the reader does not know some of
the information while other items of 'information' (non-
informative) are known to them. This organization is what is
known as Information Structure. The Information structure of
discourse was the subject of considerable research by such
Prague School Linguists as Mathesius (1942), Firbas (1974) and
Danes (1974), as well as in other works by Halllday (1967),
Chafe (1976), Clark and Haviland (1977), Sperber and Wilson
(1986) and many others.
Mathesius (1942) contrasted "the starting point of the
utterance" or "that which is known or at least obvious in the
given situation and from which the speaker proceeds with "the
core of the utterance" which is "what the speaker states about
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the starting point of the utterance" (cited in Danes,1974:106).
In his own words, Mathesius argues:
"... when observing different utterances we
find that they are more or less clearly
composed of two parts. One part expresses
what is given by the context or what
naturally presents itself, in short what is
being commented upon. As we already know,
this part is called the theme of the
utterance. The second part contains new
element of the utterance, i.e. what is being
said about something; this part is called the
rheme of the utterance"(p.156).
Mathesius calles the starting point the ThEME of the
sentence and the latter, remaining 'core' portion the
ENUNCIATION. Mathesius argues that theme precedes the
enunciation; that is to say,	 given information normally
precedes new information. Matheslus'(1942) definition of
'theme' is based on two criteria: 'thing talked about' and 'old
information'. Building on the work of Mathesius, Flrbas (1974)
writes:
"Regarding the semantic and grammatical
sentence structure as a means that can
function in different contexts and
consequently display different perspectives,
Mathesius distinguishes between the sentence
as a pattern belonging to the language system
and the sentence as part of the context, i.e.
an utterance (a component of the discourse)"
(Firbas, 1974:15).
Firbas sees 'theme' and 'rheme' as the contextual categories
parallel to the syntactic categories'subject'and 'predicate':
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"...in accordance with the requirements of
the context, the lexical units acquire
specific meanings, and the sentence, which
grammatically speaking consists of a subject
and a predicate, splits up into a theme and
a rheme"(ibid:14).
Firbas uses the notion of 'Communicative Dynamism (C.D.)
(defined below) In defining the functional units of a sentence.
For instance, the elements making up sentence (1) below can be
represented in terms of their C. D. as shown in l.A below:
Ex. (100) (1)	 Vicky	 wrote	 a book.
(l.A) THEME TRANSITION	 RHEME
Firbas' notion of 'theme' corresponds to the sentence element
with the lowest degree of C. D. and 'rheme' corresponds to
elements with the highest degree of C. D., whereas 'transition'
covers the rest of a given sentence.
Communicative Dynamism is characterized as the degree of
participation (contribution) of a given sentence element in the
development of communication. Firbas takes into consideration
the preceding context when characterizing themes of sentences.
He draws a distinction between those elements which have
already been mentioned in the text (i.e. context-dependent
elements) and those elements which have not been previously
mentioned (I .e.context-Independent elements). According to
Firbas (ibid) context-dependent elements are determined on the
basis of textual context, situational context and the immediate
communicative purpose. He argues that all context-dependent
elements are thematic and vice versa. Thus, the development of
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C.D. can not be understood in a linear way because apart from
the above example, which follows the pattern:
THEME - TRANSITION - RHEME,
we also have sentences such as (2) below.
Ex. (101) (2) He threw her with a stone.
If this sentence is an answer to (3) below; then its thematic
structure will be as represented in (4) below.
Ex. (102) (3) What did Peter do ?
(4) He (theme) threw (rheme) her (theme) with a
stone (rheme)
According to Firbas (ibid) individual constituents of
themes, rhemes and transitions have their communicative value.
Thus, if numbers 11, 12, 13, etc. indicate the communicative
values of theme, 21, 22, 23, etc. of transition and 31, 32, 33,
etc. of rheme, then the informational structure of sentence (5)
below will be as represented in (6);
Ex. (103) (5) She does not like him.
(6) She 11 does 2° not 32 like 31 him 12
However, Firbas does not give any clue as to the criteria that
one should use in allocating communicative values to sentence
constituents.
Firbas allows for a theme in sentence final position in
sentences such as this below:
Ex. (104) A man came into the room.
In the above sentence a man, according to Firbas, has the
highest degree of C.D. and into the room, being a context-
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dependent phrase, has the lowest degree of C. D., so that the
communication proceeds from rheme to theme in this sentence.
Although all context-dependent elements are regarded as
thematic, Firbas (ibid) concedes that in some cases theme does
not have to be context-dependent. For example, in sentences
such as:
Ex. (105)	 A man broke a door.
a man is new information and therefore contributes considerably
to the development of discourse, but when compared with the
rest of the sentence a man has the lowest degree of C.D. and
that is why Firbas treats this noun phrase as thematic.
Danes (1974), like Firbas, argues that " given or known is
that information which is derivable or recoverable from the
context, situation and the common knowledge of the speaker and
listener"(p.108). For Halliday (1967:204) a piece of
information is 'new' not in the sense of not having been
mentioned before but in the sense of Its irrecoverability from
the previous discourse. The following is an example of
irrecoverable information,
Ex. (106) He wants to paint it black, but I think white
would be much better.
The pronoun 'It' in the above example is, according to
Halliday, presenting new information as its referent is not
recoverable from the previous discourse record.
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Unlike Prague School Linguists, Chafe (1976) offers a
definition of the notions of 'theme' and 'rheme' in cognitive
terms, defining given information as "that knowledge which the
speaker assumes to be in the learner's consciousness at the
time of utterance"(Chafe,1976:30). Chafe employs the terms
'activated' and 'unactivated' elements of information. The
activated elements are assumed by the speaker or writer to be
present in the addressee's or reader's consciousness at the
time of listening or reading; whereas unactivated elements of
information are those about which the speaker or writer assumes
that he/she introduces them into the hearer's or reader's
conscious by what he says or writes.
This information does not have to be totally new to the
listener or reader. That is to say, it may be recalled by what
a speaker says or a writer writes from the listener's or
reader's subconscious. The point is that, although may be
known, the speaker or writer assumes it is not in the
addressee's or reader's consciousness at the moment of speaking
or writing. Others (Clark and Haviland, 1977) talk about
'givenness' in terms of the long-term 'shared knowledge'
between speakers and hearers.
We shall argue here that the concept of 'givenness' as
used in most of the literature is not operational for the
following reasons:
(1) Firstly, it is not always the case that given information
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comes before new information. That is to say, new information
sometimes comes before given information as the following
example illustrates:
Ex. (107) ON CHRISTMAS EVE it snowed.
We argue that 'On Christmas Eve' (spoken with stress) is
the new information as it is an appropriate answer to the Wh-
question:
Ex. (108)	 When did it snow ?
(2) Secondly, the theme-rheme dichotomy, like the topic-
comment, focus-presupposition, old and new distinctions, Is
often treated in terms of the linguistic structures of
sentences (i.e. subject-predicate). But not all sentences can
be analyzed in any simple way as consisting of a subject and
predicate (e.g. verb-subject-object sentences) and not all
subjects can be viewed as 'themes' or 'topics' as in sentences
like (1) and (2) below:
Ex. (109) (1) It is raining.
(2) It is likely that John likes Mary.
Furthermore, the theme-rheme dichotomy is concerned with
relationships between the parts of sentences and not between
sentences.
For the purposes of our study, we will not concern
ourselves with where exactly the break between 'new' and 'old'
information will come and will instead use S. and W.'s (1986)
notions of 'foreground' and 'background' to account for the
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relation between the footnote and the sentence it taggs. Our
justification for using S. and W.'s terms is that they, unlike
others (e.g. Firbas, 1974 and Danes, 1974), apply the term
'foreground' and 'background' to the implications of utterances
as a whole and not to single linguistic structures. S. and
w.(ibid:217) define 'background information' and 'foreground
information' as follows:
"...background information is information
that contributes only indirectly to
relevance, by reducing the processing effort
required; it need be neither given nor
presupposed. Foreground information is
information that is relevant in its own right
by having contextual effects; it need not be
new. (my underlining)
Before embarking on applying S. and W.'s notions of
'foreground' and 'background', let us comment on the underlined
statements in the above quotation. S. and W. in the above
statement make it clear that 'background information',
provides the assumptions that a writer assumes to be supposed
to the reader but are unactivated at the time of reading and in
whose light the interpretation of an utterance is made
accessible. S. and W. argue that the context for
interpretation/comprehension is not given but chosen (see S.
and W.,1986:l32ff and Ch.2 of this thesis). Thus, it may be
argued that context-specifying FNs fix the context in whose
light a reader should interpret elements of the discourse in
the mainstream text. S. and W.'s argument that "background
information need be neither given nor presupposed" is quite
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true since a context-specifying FN, which strictly speaking
provides information that may be already present In some
readers' long term memory, will give rise to the Information it
provides to come into the forefront of the reader's attention.
S. and W.'s argument that foreground information "need not
be new", it seems to me, is used to characterize some
'reminders'. They (ibid:137) argue that "reminders could never
be relevant, since a reminder, ... , would merely be repeating
information already included in the context". They go on to
argue that "a reminder is relevant only in contexts which do
not contain the Information in question: Its function is to
make this information accessible at a smaller processing cost
than would be needed to obtain it by successive extensions of
the context".
From now on the terms 'foreground' and 'background' are
used to characterize the implications yielded by the sentence
tagged by the footnote and the footnote respectively. If we
roughly classify FNs into: context-specifying FNs and
elaboration FNs, we may notice that context-specifying FNs
supply the context in the light of which a sentence or an
utterance may be interpreted. This does not, however, mean that
the information presented in context-specifying FNs is always
given; that is to say, such contextual information may be new
to some and given to others. Thus, a FN may have 'background
implications' for some and 'foreground implications' for
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others. If a FN was providing only 'foreground information' for
all; then such information ought to be in the matrix text, not
in a FN. Also, if a FN presents 'background information' which
is known to everyone, this information should not be there as
it would require extra processing effort on the part of the
reader. The following is an example of a FN supplying the
necessary context for the interpretation of a discourse
element:
Ex. (110)
In this sense does not voke a readily
definable quantity or scope , and so common
examples like the following are often
interpreted in the same way:... [9:4491
.11e term soe is ua1 mt in tte
	 e of 'syntatic rn' hit
ratler to ev t1	 ntitative sjx1 (aU-iwJisie, a or sate
inteniall.ate mtity) of de cmtifier in a gLii u. (9:475)
Footnote 7 is providing the context in whose light the
lexical item 'scope' is to be interpreted. This FN is relevant
to some readers as it will save them processing the term
'scope' in a context costly in terms of processing effort and
thus, according to S. and W., reduces the processing effort
required of the reader.
The above discussion suggests that the information encoded
in FNs may be 'forground information' for some readers but
'background information' for others. This point is supported by
the evidence given in 5.4.1.4.. The discussion in this Chapter
and the preceding Chapters has shown that FNs are helpful to
some readers in that they make up for any lack of background
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information on some readers' part. However, FNs are proved to
have adverse effects on readers' reading comprehension. Such
effects are the concern of the next Chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE
FOOTNOTES AND THE READER
5.0. INTRODUCTION
In the present study we have identified twelve types of
FNs, according to the effects article writers Intended them to
have on their readers (see Ch. 3) and have investigated In some
detail the Cohesion and Coherence relationships between M.T.E.
Ss, FNs and M.T.RE.Ss (see Ch. 4). Also In Ch. Four we argued
that the Information offered in FNs maybe 'background
information' or 'foreground Information' depending on the
assumptions readers approach a FN with. Now, we shall look Into
FNs from the viewpoint of the processor of academic written
discourse and shall estimate the disruptive effects that FNs
may have on the comprehension of this type of discourse. In
addition to this, this Chapter addresses the following issues:
(1) The utility of FNs to readers;
(2) Readers' attitudes towards and their perception of FN;
and
(3) The syntactic positions of FNs.
5.1.0. FOOTNOTES AND THE DISCOURSE PROCESSOR
This section Is concerned with the reader's perception of
the relations within and between sentences and the effects of
FNs on these relations since FNs are essentially disruptive (in
that, likely, they break the flow of a sentence by delaying Its
constituent elements and may also break the transition from one
S to the next S). This disruptive effect of FNS on sentences
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constituent elements depends on whether readers exit from a
matrix text in mid-sentence or wait till its end before exiting
to the FN (even if the FN index is located in mid-sentence). To
illustrate the disruptive effect of FN5 on the constituents of
sentences we need, first, to define what a sentence is. The
notion of sentence as used here Is taken to be grammatically
co-extensive with the Independent clause and constituted by the
following categories:-
(1) Subject	 Verb	 (Object) (Complement) (Adjunct)
where the brackets illustrate the optional elements.
First, relations between the constituents of a sentence
(i.e. Intra-sentential relations) and the effect of FNs on them
will be considered in terms of Interruptions that result in
syntactic discontinuity between major constitutents of the
clause. This concerns the occurrence of a FN in the middle of a
sentence making it discontinuous. Second, we shall account for
the effect of FN5 on relations between sentences. That is to
say, when sentences are placed next to each other a certain
relation (e.g. general-particular) which may or may not be
overtly marked (e.g. by the words, for example, specifically,
etc.) Is thereby established between them and the occurrence of
a FN at the terminal of a sentence is likely to break this
relationship. It is important to mention here that the sense
relationships between sentences still exist but may be lost
sight of by the reader. In a word, we are concerned with the
- -
structural interruption and disruption of 'Clause Relations'
(Winter,1977).
This type of interruption (unlike parentheticals embedded
in sentences in such a way that readers have no choice but to
read) is potential and Optional as the decision whether to
exploit the opportunity to digress is entirely the reader's. In
other words, if the reader decides to interrupt his/her reading
of the mainline text on encountering a FN signal and exits from
matrix text to read the FN, only then does he/she run the risk
of losing contact with the clause relations (which are
vulnerable, being stored only for seconds in his/her short term
memory (STM)).
5.l.l,THE IMPACT OF FNS ON THE SYNTACTIC CONSTITUENTS OF
SENTENCES
First, we shall consider the first type (i.e. interruption
of relations within the sentence). Take the following example:
Ex. (111)
(l)In order to explain this preference, we
therefore had to look elsewhere; one of our
hypotheses regarded the possible occurrence
of this type of simplification in the casual
speech of speakers of English. (2) The
reduction is favored because It may occur in
informal speech styles. (3) However, such
assumption must be supported by relevant
evidence 0, but facts about phonological
processes in Informal speech styles are not
easily found. (4) Deletions of segments in
fast, casual speech of adult speakers Is a
neglected area of research in linguistics.
[1:120]
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8 uttizmteiy, tie ocwri 	 of difrait tys of Ihnlogical
xs reals to 1 explairel, mt netely thervgJ. kozdlng to
Zwicky (1972:6C8), caael sçeeth xs 	 n to 1e ostrajj
to be tfraUy m3tural, serving eitber E (of artli]aticn)
or 11E.7flY, th telrg tele.logLcal in rnture (see Starçe,1973:
rassim) aTI ultinately nDtivataf by tbe jthysleal diater of
sieeth. 'The picture is cbgcura1, ITer, by tbe fa..t ttht caanl
sçeeth ixos are sekbn exoptLcn1as. lbey fail to p1y
un,dnaily, in that they nay be (XfllitiCffll be a variety of fators
otber thai rin C-inD1OgLca1 a. ee Zwicky (1972) fcc
exaiplas ax:l diswgsfrn. [1:122]
In the above example FN 8 comes between the coordinated
parts of sentence 3, where it interrupts the normal sequence of
the sentence, thereby creating syntactic discontinuity. It
seems very likely that such discontinuitles in syntax will, as
shown below, cause serious psycholinguistic problems in
processing such sentences. It would appear that the difficulty
brought about by the discountinuity is at least partly
explicable in terms of short term memory load in so far as the
discontinuity requires the reader to hold in memory the first
coordinated structure of sentence 3 (i.e. the part tagged by
the FN) while he/she processes the intervening FN.
Furthermore, the interruption whose duration is determined
by the time spent on reading the FN, might cause the reader to
forget what the clause tagged by the FN was about and thus may
necessitate his/her rereading it, depending on the length of
the interrupting FN, to be able to relate it to what came
before it and to relate it to the FN too. Although It is
usually assumed that FN5 and other similar structures (i.e.
parentheticals, see 1A.5.O.-1A.5.4.) are used by writers/
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authors to facilitate the reader's task, by giving him/her
extra information gratuitously; such discoursal strategies
create syntactic discontinulties and this in turn results in an
increase in memory load and complexity, which complicate text
processing. However, this extra processing may be justified for
some readers in that they are given extra information that
will, in turn, clarify things in mainline text for them and
probably save them the trouble of having to go to other sources
for clarification and elaboration.
5.1.2. THE COGNITIVE EFFECTS OF SYNTACTIC DISCONTINUITY
ON DISCOURSE PROCESSORS (READERS)
The cognitive effects of syntactic discountinuity (which
we assume to be the cause of a lack of syntactic connectivity,
which creates reading problems) have been the subject of
intensive research since the 1960s. Miller (1962), to the best
of my knowledge, was probably the first to carry out
experiments testing the hypothesis that syntactic discontinuity
had adverse effects on text readers. He found that left and
centre branching structures (the above FN is an example of the
latter case) were harder to process than right branching
constructions, and explained his finding in terms of the
greater strain the former constructions impose on STM.
Also, Kimball (1973) suggested that listeners are subject
to special constraints on their short-term memory, especially
when faced with syntactically complex sentences, that is;
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sentences containing discountinuous(extraneous) constituents.
In the course of the present study, an experiment was carried
out to test the effects of syntactic discontinuity on the
processing of sentences.
5.2.0. THE HYPOTHESIS
The experiment was conducted to test the hypothesis that
for readers of a text it will be more difficult to process and
comprehend sentences containing FN-induced discontinuities than
those sentences from which such discontinuities have been
avoided by aligning the FN to the pre-existing syntax of the
matrix.
5.2.1. SUBJECTS
22 overseas subjects of fairly advanced English doing
postgraduate courses at UWB were enlisted for this experiment.
They came from a variety of disciplines ranging from
humanities, social sciences to pure sciences.
5.2.2. MATERIAL
The experimental material comprised 14 especially written
context independent sentences containing fairly long
parenthetical insertions simulating FNs (see Appendix 4a). In 7
of the sentences, the parenthetical insertions were embedded at
the	 boundaries/interrupting	 the	 sentences	 constitutent
elements, thus rendering the sentences discontinuous. In the
other remaining 7 sentences these	 parenthetical insertions
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were embedded into the sentences structure so that there were
no syntactic discontinulties.
We attempted to make the content of all the fourteen
sentences as general as possible to avoid any processing
difficulties which might be attributed to a lack of
understanding of the contents of the sentences. The majority of
the sentences comprising the experimenntal material were about
topics like postgraduate courses, bank accounts, financial
guarantees, English courses, etc., which we considered to be
• well within the understanding of the subjects.
We also attempted to make the two types of sentences (the
ones with resultant discontinuous constituents and those
without) as equal as possible in terms of their syntactic
complexity andlength (the average sentence length was 38
words). All the test items were then placed alternately so that
the odd numbered sentences contained discontinuous
constructions whereas the even numbered ones contained no
discontinuities.
5.2.3. METHOD
To test the comprehension of the experimental material, a
doze technique was chosen. This we believed to be the most
suitable method because it is generally considered to be a
fairly reliable test of overall comprehension (see Almeida
(1978) and it is easy to score. From each test item four
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lexical words were deleted (see Appendix 4b). However,
sufficient contextual clues were left to help subjects recall
the missing words.
5.2.4. PROCEDURE
The subjects (all together) were exposed to one sentence
at a time (in the order shown in Appendix 4a) for thirty five
seconds by projecting it on a screen with an overhead
projector. The subjects were subsequently asked to complete the
doze test item based on the sentence they were exposed to.
They were instructed not to read the doze test sentence (i.e.
the sentence with the missing words) until they had been
exposed to the full sentence on the screen. We achieved this by
asking them to turn the test paper up-side-down until they had
read the full sentence and until the time limit had elapsed.
They were given one minute to complete each test item. We
repeated the same procedure for each test item. The
subjects'performance on the test was measured by giving points
for each correct word replacement (for individual subject's
responses see Appendix 4c) as it appeared in the original
sentence C 3 for original word, 2 for synonyms or an acceptable
word, 1 for wrong word and 0 for non-responses.
5.2.5. RESULTS
Each subject's performance on the test was measured, we
found that the average score on the sentences with
interruptions was 42.5, whereas for sentences without
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interruptions the average score rose to 56.45. To measure the
level of significance, a 'T-Test' was applied. The value of 't'
obtained was 7.78 corresponding to a significant probability of
0.000 (see Appendix (4d) for statistical details). It was also
found that subjects who scored high on the even numbered test
items also tended to score high on the odd numbered text items
(for correlations, see Appendix (4d). That is to say, subjects
who were good comprehenders in the discontinuous condition were
also (relatively) good in the non-discontinuous condition, and
vice versa.
The results obtained seem to support the hypothesis that
it was more difficult for the subjects to process and
understand the sentences that comprised discontinuous
constituents than those sentences in which such discontinuities
did not occur because parenthetical material had been embedded
into the host sentence's main grammatical structure. Now, we
can turn to consider the disruptive effects FNs may have on the
relations between adjacent sentences. Since in such cases
sentence syntax is not affected, we shall consider .the
interruption of clause relations.
5.3.0. THE IMPACT OF FNS ON RELATIONS BETWEEN SENTENCES
If Winter's (1977) argument that the moment two sentences
are put together they form a special relation is sound, then a
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FN occurring between any two sentences may have a disruptive
effect on the relation between these two sentences. In the
following section we give examples of interrupted Clause
Relation from our data.
5.3.1. EXANPLES OF INTERRUPTED CLAUSE RELATIONS FROM OUR DATA
In the following sections we demonstrate that FNs may
Interrupt or suspend the establishment, in the reader's mind,
of a C.R. through delaying the realization of the second
member. Thus, In the case of an interruption of a clause
relation by a FN that the reader responds to, the reader has to
hold In short-term memory the first member of the relation
while he/she processes the intervening extraneous structure and
then proceeds to the second member of the relation. In short,
the interruption postpones the second member of the relation as
the following example shows:
Ex. (112)
Language learners whose mother tongue does
not allow very complex combinations of
consonants tend to have difficulties in
handling Swedish phonotactics. To bypass the
difficulties, the language learner may apply
either or both of two basic types of
simplification strategies: reduction or vowel
addition. Which of these the speaker will
adopt often depends on the phonotactics of
his mother tongue. In other words, the
simplification is an instance of phonoloica1
transfer from first to second language. For
Instance, learners of Swedish with Finnish as
their mother tongue tend to reduce Initial
clusters. The Swedish word skola/sku:la/
'school' may be realized as [ku:lal.
[1:1101
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ir]icate, ti-are nay be s3veral fators otber tIi Li tfer
irifitnring tbe tyI-a9 of çhmlogi1 ernx u&e by 12 lesrrers.
This fat 1.as le1 sale rrdars to àlatkn ti-a aitrastjiye-
anlysjg
 açxoa± as a n of xeIict1ng ath ecnzs (for a
dlsaasicn, e for eaiiIe &ticw 1983). Iiver, r*rn)logleal
trar still. aicesrs to be a very injrtait an .fl-tepesaite1
sinpLificattcn strategy in	 -la	 learnlxg, a1thi
ixeUctlo of sçeilfic tyçes of lesrrars' eLIlJcs filEt eTith1tly be
ixtthUistic radar thai thtetminlstic (
	
ri n.d.). [1:121]
The above FN interrupts the generalization-i-instantiation
relation between the matrix text exit sentence and the matrix
text re-entry sentence. The interruption caused by the FN may
have grave consequences for the reader as he/she has to hold in
memory the first member of the relation while, at the same
time, go to the end of the article to read the FN, and then
resume his/her reading of the second member of the relation. As
pointed out earlier, the interruption caused by the time spent
on reading the FN might cause the reader to forget the first
member of the relation and thus he/she might have to reread the
first member of the relation and then proceeds to the second
one. To investigate this point the following investigation was
conducted.
5.3.2. EXPERIMENTAL HYPOTHESES
An experiment was conducted to test the following
hypotheses: (1) that the reading of a FN will cause the reader
to forget what the contribution was of the sentence tagged by
the FN ('the antecedent s ). (ii) that the length of the FN would
have an adverse effect on the subjects' recall of the
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information that the content questions addressed (see Appendix
5a).
In order to ensure that the Inability of the subjects' to
recall the specific point they were asked about was mainly due
to the interruption caused by the FN5 and was not due to lack
of concentration or a weakness In their short-term memory, the
same subjects were subjected to a second test (I.e. control
experiment) under similar conditions to those under which the
first test was conducted. This time the experimental material
did not contain any FNs (see Appendix 5b). The subjects were
presented with the extract containing the matrix textexlt
sentence, then the matrix text re-entry S and were asked the
same content questions they were required to answer in the
first test (see Appendix 5a).
5.3.2.1. SUBJECTS
10 subjects, all doing postgraduate courses In
linguistics, were chosen for this Investigation. In the second
test (I.e. the control experiment) we had to use the same
subjects used for the first test for the following reasons:
(1) to allow us to compare the same subjects' performance on
the two tests; and
(2) because changing the subjects would have cast doubt on the
results as the strength of short-term memory differs from a
subject to another and we wanted to keep this variable
constant in the two tests.
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To minimise the eventuality of the subjects' recalling
information from the first test we allowed a 2 week time gap
between the two tests and the extracts were presented in
reverse order.
5.3.2.2. MATERIAL
Experimental material consisted of 7 authentic extracts
and 7 authentic FNs taken from article no. 1 from the articles
chosen as data for this study (see Appendix 1, which is a list
of titles). This particular article was chosen as source of
material for this investigation since its contents were fairly
well within the subjects' background knowledge. To test this
assumption, the subjects were briefed on the subject matter of
the extracts. Care was also taken to give the subjects enough
'CONTEXT' to enable them to understand the matrix text exit
sentence, the FN, and the matrix text re-entry sentence. In
other words, if the matrix exit sentence, for a full
interpretation of its meaning, was dependent on one or two
sentences before it, then these sentences were given as part of
the extract. Therefore, the extracts differed in length; their
average lengths being 93 words, 66 words and 26 words
respectively (see Appendix 5a).
5.3.2.3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The subjects were told in advance what was required of
them. They were (individually) exposed to the extract tagged by
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the FN by projecting It on a screen with an overhead projector
for either 25 , 20 or 15 seconds depending on the length of the
extract. They were asked to read the extract and after the time
limit allocated to each extract had elapsed the extract was
covered and they were, then, exposed to the FN whose Index
appeared at the end of the penultimate sentence in the extract.
They were given different time limits depending on the length
of the FNs. When the time allocated to each FN expired they
were exposed to the extract comprising the matrix text re-entry
sentence and then with the entire text hidden they were asked a
content question on an anaphoric referential Item in the matrix
text re-entry sentence (see Appendix 5a).
For Instance, when a matrix text re-entry sentence read;
'This is very unfortunate', they were asked the question: 'What
does the underlined clause refer to ?' The aim of the question
was to test whether the subjects could remember what they had
read before embarking on reading the FN and knew what the
underlined segment referred to without having recourse to their
antecedents. When a matrix text re-entry sentence repeated the
'rheme' of the sentence before it, this rheme ( which is in
fact the matrix text re-entry sentence's theme) was made very
general to make it necessary that the subjects should refer to
the previous sentence for its interpretation. For example, the
original matrix text re-entry S in example 1 in the test read
as follows: "Such language-specific differences in phonotactic
rules imply that...". In the test, the underlined noun phrase
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was pruned of detail and made dependent for its interpretation
on the sentences before it, as follows: "Such differences". Of
course the fact that the original reference was more detailed
might suggest that the writer was trying to help the reader
overcome the problem of the interfering FN.
The subjects' performance on the test was scored by giving
2 for each fully correct answer, 1 for an incomplete answer (an
answer that gave the general point but not the specific points
the questions addressed) and 0 for wrong and missing answers.
So the maximum possible score was 14 for any one person and 20
for any one item.
5.3.2.4. RESULTS
After the first test was conducted, each subject's
performance on the test was measured over the 7 extracts and
the FNs that accompanied them. There was a significant
difference (P = .0159) between the 7 FNs in terms of the
interruption they caused for the clause relation. This can be
explained by the fact that there was a high negative
correlation (-0.758) between the lengths of the FNs and the
subjects' responses to the questions. In other words, as we
predicted, the longer the FN the less the subjects' recall of
the information presented before the FN was and vice versa.
To test the validity of the second hypothesis, that the
reading of a YN may cause the reader to forget what the
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contribution of the sentence tagged by the FN had been, each
subject's performance over the 7 questions on the first test
(see Appendix 5a) was compared with his performance on the
second test (the control experiment). A significant difference
was found between their scores on the two tests. The values of
'p' for the changes on the 7 items separately, with the
exclusion of question 3, in the two tests were 0.019, 0.011,
0.022, 0.052, 0.052 and 0.081 respectively. On question 3 there
was no difference at all between the subjects' performance in
the two tests. The reason for this seems to be that the matrix
text re-entry sentence did not refer back to the matrix text
exit S (i.e. the sentence tagged by the FN) but to the sentence
before it (see Appendix 5a). This made it difficult for the
subjects to answer question 3 on both tests. The borderline
significance of the difference between the subjects'
performance on questions 5, 6 and 7 on both tests was probably
due to the length of the extract before the FN. That is, the
larger the extract (in terms of the number of words) before the
FN, the more difficult it was for the subjects to remember what
it was about and vice versa.
For example, the non-significant difference (P=O.081)
between the subjects' performance on question 7 in the two
tests was due to the fact that the FN was very short (43 words)
and the extract before the FN consisted of only 18 words. This
made it easy for the subjects to remember what the matrix text
exit sentence was on. The correlation between the length of the
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extracts containing the matrix text exit S and the subjects'
recall of the information presented In these extracts In non-FN
condition was again high; -0.778.
As predicted there was a high negative correlation (-
0.769) between the length of the FNs and the recalling of the
information presented in the extracts before them, as the
following diagram illustrates:
Diagram 8
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Correlation between length of FNs and the recalling of
information presented before them.
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The results, thus, appear to support our hypothesis
that it was fairly difficult for the subjects to answer the
questions related to the extract preceding a FN for the
following reasons:
(I) the moment the reader embarks on reading a FN his/her
attention shifts from what was before the FN to the FN and this
causes the reader to forget what he/she was reading before the
FN. However, some subjects could remember the general point of
the text before the FN but not the specific details the
questions addressed;
(2) the increase in recall of information on the control
experiment was significant for a number of items and this
was due to the fact that the Interruptions caused by the
FNs had been removed; 	 and
(3) the length of the subtext before the FN together with the
length of the FN played a role in the recalling of what was
before the FN.. The shorter the subtext and the FN the
higher was the recall.
It may be argued, on the grounds of the above
analysis, that clause relations are responsible for much of the
cohesion and coherence of texts. Disrupting them, therefore,
has grave implications for the overall comprehension of texts.
There is a price to pay, in terms of disruptions and resulting
loss of efficiency, for accepting the invitation that a FN
offers the reader. However, some readers may not mind to have
their reading Interrupted by the insertion of FNs as long as
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they benefit from the Information offered In these FN. In other
words, the price may be seen as fair.
5.4.0. UTILITY OF FNS TO DISCOURSE READERS
Earlier on in this Chapter (see 5.1.2-5.3.2.4) evidence
has been provided that FNs have a disruptive effect on readers'
reading process. However, this is the negative side of the
coin. But, Is there a corresponding positive side ?
On the basis of the results obtained from the
investigation conducted to find out what criteria writers base
their footnoting decisions on (see 3B.2.0.-3B.2.4.), It was
decided to conduct another investigation to find answers to the
following hypotheses:
(1) that not all readers really need the information offered
in FNs.
(2) that writers' choices of what In the text to elaborate on
in FN5 match with their readers' needs.
To verify these hypotheses an experiment, whose details are
given below, was carried out.
5.4.1. EXPERIMENT
5.4.1.1 Data:
The results obtained from our inquiry Into the writer's
decision (see 3B.2.4.) of what information go into FNs were
used as data. Three stretches that our subjects (see 3B.2.4.)
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agreed could safely go into FNs were chosen for this
experiment. Only three stretches were selected to make the text
(see Appendix 6a ) as short as possible (148 words) to spare
the subjects time and to encourage them to participate.
5.4.1.2. SUBJECTS:
Fifty unpaid subjects (25 of whom were native speakers of
English) participated in this investigation. As the text given
to the subjects was intended for the general public (the text
is an extract from the New Scientist magazine 14th July
l988,p.38 ) care was taken to have subjects from all walks of
life (i.e. university lecturers, postgraduate and undergraduate
students and laymen).
5.4.1.3 PROCEDURES:
The subjects were (individually) presented with a copy of
the text without the FNs and were given clear instructions (see
Appendix 6a) to read it and mark the point or points in the
text where they felt they needed more information. In addition
to this, when the subjects did not mark a point In the text
that was marked by the writers, they were given the same text
with three questions (see Appendix 6b) related to the points
footnoted. If they could answer the questions, only then were
we certain that nothing in the text was troublesome for them.
The subjects' answers were taken as an indication that the
Information given in the FNs was background information to
them. However, if the subjects could not answer the questions
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posed to them this meant that the information offered In the
FNs was foreground information to them.
5.4.1.4. RESULTS:
The results showed that the majority of the non-native
subjects (NNSs) (70%) marked exactly those points marked by our
writers as needing FNs. The results for NSs, showed that there
was no difference between them and the NNSs as far as FN 1 was
concerned (see Appendix 6a). 24 NSs and 23 NNSs needed more
Information on the lexical item Nauru. However, there was a
significant difference between both groups on other points. 12
NNS needed more information on the lexical item gangrene ;
whereas non of the other group asked for such Information. Also
notice that 11 NSs, compared to 18 NNSs, needed more
elaboration on type 2, or non-insulin-dependent, diabetes.
The differences between the two groups, NSs/NNSs, in terms
of the points they asked for more information on, may be
attributed to the fact that gangrene and diabetes are more
common in Western societies than they are In third world
countries, or it may be that Westerners are more knowledgeable
about such things.
However the conclusions that can be drawn from this
experiment are:
(1) WrIters, most of the time, make the right assumptions about
their readers' background knowledge. The evidence for this
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was that majority of subjects stated that they needed more
details on the very same points chosen by our writers (see
3B.2.4.). This suggests that FNs are extremely useful to those
readers who do not know the information offered in them. Also
the information given In FNs is useful to those who know it
because It confirms their prior assumptions.
(2) The information given in FNs was not foreground Information
to all our subjects. The proof for this was that some
subjects did not need more information on the points actually
footnoted. This supports our decision to account partially for
the employment of FNs in terms of a writer's prospective
multiple audience (see 1B.2.2.). If all the subjects had marked
the very points our writers chose to footnote, then this would
have implied that the information presented in FNs was
foreground to all and this would represent a violation of the
basics of writing In that if a piece of Information is totally
new to all readers It should be in the matrix text, not in a
FN. The mere presence of a FN Implies that the information it
contains is assumed by the writer to be known to some but not
to all of his/her readers. In the following sections, we look
into the factors that prompt readers to consult FNs.
5.5.0. DECIDING WHETHER TO EXPLOIT THE FN
5.5.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND QUESTIONS
A minor experiment was conducted on 25 subjects (native and
non-native speakers of English) to find out what made readers
exit from main text to read FNs: (1) Was It the FN's Index that
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made them exit from matrix text to FN ?; (2) was It a
comprehension difficulty In the text that forced them to go to
FNs ?; or was It a combination of both ?
To find answers to these questions, the same text used for the
experiment reported on above was employed. However the text
this time was accompanied by three FNs defining and elaborating
on lexical Items In the matrix text. The subjects were given 5
questions (see Appendix 6c ) to answer after having read the
text. While the subjects were (Individually) doing the reading
I was watching the movements of their eyes and heads to chech
whether they consulted the FNs on encountering their Indices
(the Arabic numbers) or whether they disregarded the FNs'
Indices and went on reading the main text.
5.5.2. RESULTS
Examining the subjects 'answers to the questions and the
notes taken by me, it was found out that the major factor that -
made them consult the FNs was not the Index (the Arabic number
that marks the location of the FN In the matix text) to the FNs
(16%) but was the readers' purposes (I.e. seeking definitions,
elaborations, etc). The authors of textbooks or articles seem
to make references (by means of a superscript Arabic number) in
the matrix text to the FNs because they want readers to look at
the FNs at particular stages In the text. Although the results
of the investigation suggest that reader's consultation of FNs
does not necessarily coincide in frequency with that prescribed
by the author via the FN index, it is by no means excluded that
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readers' purposes are derived from the main text. In other
words, the main text may drive the readers to the PNs but not
necessarily through the FN index.
Also, there is evidence that some readers (32%) exited
from matrix text to FN because of both comprehension failure
encountered in the main text and text-reference to FN5. As one
subject put It:
"Once I face a problem understanding
something in the text and see a FN Index
attached to this thing I expect some
clarification to be given In the FN".
It was our belief that readers would exit from matrix text to
read a FN on encountering its Index In the main text. However,
the evidence provided by this investigatIon suggests that It
was readers' purposes (40%) that Influenced their exiting from
matrix text to FN5. This suggests that when readers exit from
matrix text to FNs they do this out of a purpose (i.e. seeking
definitions for unfamiliar lexical Items, needing more
Information, requiring details of a quoted source, etc.).
Now, we shift the discussion to a study of the frequency
of FNs in different academic disciplines and readers' attitudes
towards FNs.
5.6.0.	 THE FREQUENCY OF FOOTNOTES IN DIFFERENT ACADEMIC
DISCIPLINES AND READERS' ATTITUDES TOWARDS THEM
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This section aims to study the following issues:
(i) how frequent FNs are in the different academic
disciplines;
(ii) how often they are read;
(iii) whether they are read right through from start to end;
(iv) what makes readers decide to read FNs or skip them;
(v) whether they are found useful;
(vi) what is that that makes a FN useful; and
(vii) which location of FNs (i.e. at the bottom of page or end
of article) readers prefer.
5.6.1.	 ELICITING ANSWERS
5.5.3.1.1. METHOD
'o in1 ans'wers to the above questions, a questionnaire
(see Appendix 7) of 8 items was given to 63 subjects from
different disciplines. The first two questions were intended to
find out what course each subject was doing and how often
he/she came across FNs when reading books or articles in
hisiher specialization. To confirm or disconfirm the subjects'
answers to Q. 2, the number of footnotes in some articles from
the disciplines the students belonged to were counted and we
found that footnotes are relatively rare In pure science
articles in comparison with the social sciences and humanities.
Questions 3 and 4 inquired about how often the subjects read
FNs and whether they read them right through from start to
finish. Questions 6 and 7 asked the subjects whether they found
FNs useful and what was that that made a FN useful to them. The
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last question was designed to find out what location of FNs was
preferred by the subjects and for what reasons.
5.6..l.2. ANALYZING THE DATA
The 63 subjects (undergraduate and postgraduate native and
non-native speakers of English) who answered the questionnaire
were from the following disciplines:- English Literature,
Linguistics,	 History,	 Economics,	 Agriculture,	 Forestry,
Engineering, Mathematics, Computer Science, Psychology,
Philosophy, Physics, Chemistry, Education, Biblical Studies,
Music and Welsh. Since we had 17 disciplines and the number of
subjects we could get from each discipline was not big; we
classified the 17 disciplines into two main categories as
follows : -
(1) Social Sciences and Humanities, and
(2) Pure Science
The first category includes English Literature,
Linguistics, History, Economics, Psychology, Philosophy,
Education, Biblical Studies, Welsh and Music; whereas the
second category covers Agriculture, Forestry, Engineering,
Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and Computer Science. The
answers to the question were treated in the light of this
distinction.
Since questions 2, 3, 4 and 6 were made up of a scale of 5
options; these 5 options were given numerical values as
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follows:-
4
	
3	 2	 1
	
0
Always	 Often	 Sometimes Occasionally 	 Never
to make easy the statistical analysis of the responses. In the
following sections, we deal with each question separately and
towards the end an attempt is made to find out whether there
are any correlations between the four questions (2, 3, 4 & 6).
The responses to Q.2, How often do you come across FNs
when reading books or articles in your specialization ?, on the
questionnaire (see Appendix 7 ) were as follows:-
(1) Social Sciences and Humanities 	 Me an
3.21
(2) Pure Science	 1.500
There was a significant difference C p 0.0000) between the two
groups in meeting FNs across the disciplines. This result was
not much of a surprise for us as the nature of the two
categories of disciplines discussed here plays a role in the
number of items to be footnoted and how they should be
footnoted. For example, it is always the practice in Pure
Science texts to use Arabic numbers that refer the reader to
the source, in the list of references, from which an Idea or a
quotation is borrowed. This practice, Indeed, keeps FNs to a
minimum.
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As far as question 3 was concerned, (How often do you read
FNs ? ) there was a significant difference (P 0.0047) between
the subjects belonging to the two categories of disciplines In
their frequency of reading FNs. This significant difference in
reading maybe attributed to the fact that the number of FNs in
Pure Science Ia always small and this, perhaps, encourages
readers to read all of them. As for Q.4, there was no
significant difference (P= 0.28) between the subjects from the
different disciplines in reading a FN right through from start
to end. As regards the usefulness of FNs (Q.6) for the subjects
in the different disciplines, there was no significant
difference (P= 0.61).
Calculating the correlations between the four questions
discussed above, it was found that there was a correlation of
.407 between reading a FN in Its entiity and its usefulness.
On the basis of the above results, it maybe argued that reading
the whole of a FN depends entirely on the subjects' perception
of Its usefulness. In other words, a subject may embark on
reading a FN and then, on the basis of usefulness judgment,
continue reading it or abandon reading It.
This judgment of tusefulnesst was quite obvious in the
subjects' responses to question 7. All subjects agreed that a
FN was useful to them when It clarified or explained
ambiguities (i.e. a lexical item or an idea) in mainline text
and when it gave the source of a point, idea or quotation which
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was of Interest to the subjects. This response maybe further
explained In terms of the subjects t
 answers to Q.5 on the
questionnaire. Asking the subjects 'what makes them dicide to
read a FN or skip it ?', they gave the following two
responses:-
(1) "When I feel I need more details on the
point the
	 FN Is attached to", and
(2) "When I come across anything In the text
that is unknown to me I go to the FN hoping
to find something on that element I could not
understand in the main text.
These two answers, indeed, support our arguments that some
Fns are Intended to make up for any under-informativity for
some readers (see 1B.6.2.4.) and others are used to clarify
potentially troublesome elements of the discourse (see 3A.l.6.
and 3Al,8.), As far as Q.8 was concerned, all the subjects
unanimously chose A (I.e. FNs printed at the bottom of page).
Their justification for this choice was, as expected, that FNs
printed at the bottom of the page "are handier, more convenient
and less distracting". It is worthwhile noting that some
subjects commented that when FNs are printed at the end of the
article, chapter or book they may not bother to read them.
5.7.0. SYNTACTIC POSITIONS OF FNS
We have empirically proved (see 5.2.5.)that FNs occurring
in sentence-medial position create syntactic discontinuities
which In turn result In processing difficulties. From the total
number of FNs (113 FNs) used in our corpus, only 9% occupied
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sentence medial positions compared to 90% occurring In sentence
final positions. This may be taken to suggest that writers make
a consistent effort to place FNs sentence finally. By placing
FNs in sentences final positions the writer is probably
lessening (but not necessarily abolishing) the adverse
psychological effects of syntactic discontinuities so created
on the processing of the sentences within which FNs occur. From
our investigation, there is evidence (P= 0.0059) that FNs
occurring in sentence medial position are more disruptive than
FNs occurring in sentence final position as the diagram below
illustrates:
Diagram 9
.
.	 S	 S	 S	 S
-+--------.--+--------+----------+--------+------ WITHIN Ss
Diagram 10
S
•	 S	 S
S..	 55	 SS	 S	 555 S5	 555
+--------+----------+----------+--------+---------+------. AT END
0	 15	 30	 45	 60	 75	 OFSs
The means for the recall of Information from texts containing
FNs within sentences and texts with FN5 at end of sentences
were 28.57 and 50.05 respectively.
To round off this Chapter, a word of caution is In
order. It should be borne in mind that the results reported
here (on the frequency of FNs and readers' reading of FNs) are
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based on the claims made by the subjects when answering the
questionnaire and not in an actual situation of reading FNs.
Therefore, it is unwise to assume that all subjects reported
their perceptions of and attitudes to FNs equally faithfully.
However, the experimental evidence (see 5.4.0-5.5.2.) supports
the results obtained from the questionnaire. Now, we turn our
attention to some of the formal features that are found to be
recurrent In FNs,
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CHAPTER SIX
LINGUISTIC FEATURES OF FOOTNOTES
6.0 INTRODUCTION
So far we have mainly concentrated on the functional
characteristics of FNs, the criteria writers base their
footnoting decision on, readers' uptake of FN5, the disruptive
effect Fns have on text processing and the utility of FN5 to
readers. In our functional characterization of FNs (see 3A.1.-
3A.12.1.) It was pointed out that certain phrases/expressions
could be used as clues for the identification of the functions.
Such phrases/expressions are elaborated on in this Chapter.
Also in Chapter 3, we mentioned in passing that in some FNs
writers employ non-factive verbs and modals to distance
themselves from what is said. Therefore In the present Chapter
we deal in detail with the different devices used to Indicate
writers' Involvement In or detachment from what they write. The
reason for doing so Is to see the similarities/differences
between FNs and mainstream texts as far as 'hedging' Is
concerned. Also discussed in this Chapter, is the frequent use
of proper names In FNs. It should be made clear from the start
that some of the features studied in this Chapter are peculiar
to FNs whereas other features are shared by FNs and other
texts-types.
However, from the analysis of the formal features of FNs
(see 1A.3. and below) It was found out that, with the exception
of referential and acknowledgement FNs, all FNs exhibit formal
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features reported to be common in academic text-types (Barber,
1962; Tarone et al, 1981; Adams Smith, 1984 and Butler, 1990)
as the discussion below shows. We hypothesized that If all the
types of FNs identified (3A.l.1.-3A.l.12.l.) had salient formal
features, then members from the relevant discourse community
would not have any difficulty identifying whole FNs when
deprived of their outstanding features and jumbled up with
extracts from matrix text.
6.1.0. To test this hypothesis, an investigation was conducted
as follows.
6.1.1. NATERIALS
7 FNs, representing some of the types identified in Ch.
3, and 3 non-FN excerpts from main texts (see Appendix 8) were
chosen for this investigation.
6.1.2 PROCEDURES
The FNs and the extracts were numbered 1-10. The subjects
were told that some of the excerpts given to them were FN5
whereas others were extracts from main texts. They were told
that their task was to mark the extracts they identified as FNs
by inserting the abbreviaton 'FN' next to them and to mark the
extracts they identified as non-FNs by labelling them 'TEXT'.
The subjects were individually interviewed and requested to
name any clues that had helped them identify the distinction
between a FN and a text extract.
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6.1.3 SUBJECTS
20 postgraduate students from the Linguistic and
Literature Departments, U.W.B. were recruited for this
investigation. Only postgraduate students were chosen because
we believe that they are familiar with the genre of FNs and
therefore would be the most suitable subjects for this
investigation.
6.1.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the investigation were as follows:
Table 3
• of subjects idendifying No. of subjects iden
extracts as text	 extracts as FNs
1 (text) I	 20	 I	 _____	 I
12(text) I	 18	 2	 I
3(fn)	 I	 19	 I	 1	 I
14(fn)	 I	 19	 I	 1	 I
15 (text)	 20	 I	 _____	 I
16(fn)	 I	 11	 I	 9	 I
1 7 (fn)	 ___	 20	 I
18(fn)	 I	 12	 I	 8	 I
19(fn)	 I	 ___	 I	 20	 I
10(fn)	 I	 _____	 I	 20	 I
Note: the word in parentheses identifies the type of the extract.
The above results show that all the subjects correctly
Identified extract 1 as an excerpt from a matrix text. The
subjects were able to do so because, according to them, this
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particular extract did not exhibit any of the salient features
(e.g. proper names, publication dates) of FNs. However, the
presence of proper names and publication dates are not always
clear-cut criteria for the distinction between a part of a text
and a FN. For instance, in spite of the fact that extract 2
contains a proper name, a date of publication and a page
number, a majority of the subjects (90%) identified it as part
of a matrix text.
When the subjects were individually asked to give reasons
for labelling this extract as text they reported that "it looks
and reads more as part of a matrix text rather than as a FN".
This, perhaps, may be taken to support our argument that once
FNs (all the types identified in Ch. 3 with the exception of
referential and acknowledgment FNs) are deprived of their
outstanding features (see 1A.3) it becomes fairly difficult to
identify them from non-FN excerpts.
It was also for this reason that all the subjects but 2
incorrectly identified extracts 3 and 4 as parts of a matrix
text. The two subjects who labelled these two extracts as FN
were probably helped by the proper names and dates of
publication mentioned in these two stretches. None of the
subjects faced any difficulty identifying extract no. 5 as part
of a matrix text. However, they were not able to provide any
justification for their decision. As far as extract no. 6 is
concerned, 11 subjects (55%) identified it as text whereas 9
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subjects (45%) identified it as FN. It is worth noting that the
subjects commented that this extract could be part of a matrix
text and could be a FN.
From this it was deduced that the subjects were not
confident of their identification attempt. It is important to
note that the subjects' identification attempts (for stretches
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6) were based on their knowledge of some of
the formal characteristics of FNs; In particular, proper names.
But the matter was different for stretches 7, 9 and 10. The
subjects confidently and unanimously agreed that these three
stretches (7, 9 and 10) are typical FNs. When requested to
justify their decisions, they stated that these three stretches
In particular realize functions (refer readers to other sources
for more details and acknowledge the author's Indebtedness to
others) typical of those FNs perform and added that the
linguistic structures employed (e.g. 'I am grateful to', 'for a
discussion ... see...', 'an interesting discussion of... can be
found in Kardela (1982)', etc.) are typical of FNs. It is
noticeable here that the subjects based their identification on
both formal and functional characteristics of FNs.
From the above discussion it may be concluded that it was
not difficult for members of the discourse community to
Identify the two types of FNs we classified as acknowledgment
and referential FNs. But it was hard for them to identify
elaboration FNs when jumbled up with extracts from a matrix
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text. The reason for this may be that such FN5 are identifiable
only within their institutional environment (i.e. the text they
are bound to). Had the subjects been given the FN excerpts with
their Arabic indices and with their original smaller type face,
their task would probably have become much more easier.
Since we could not identify any structural pattern
peculiar to FNs (referential and acknowledg ment FNs are
excluded because they, more or less, have their specific
structural pattern) it was decided to study the structures
characteristic of referential and acknowledgment FNs and to
find out what formal features other types of FNs share with
other text-types that make them identifiable as text rather
than as FNs. It is because of the absence of any characterizing
features of such FNs that the majority of the subjects
Identified excerpts 3 (95%), 4 (95%) and 8 (60%) as text
excerpts rather than as FNs. The results obtained from this
Investigation suppo .ts our argument that FNs, with the
exception of referential and acknowledgement FNs) are not
formally different from the matrix texts they accompany.
In the following sections, we shall attempt to find out
what formal features reported elsewhere in ESP (English for
Specific Purposes) research to be common in academic text-types
are also common in FN5. Also discussed below are some of the
salient features of referential and acknowledgement FNs. The
main features studied in this chapter are:
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(1) Formulaic expressions;
(2) Cohesive devices employed within FNs;
(3) Hedging devices and the employment of proper names;
(4) Active and passive constructions;
(5) Past and present participles; and
(6) Verbal elements of modality (i.e. modal auxiliaries).
6.2. FORMULAIC (SET) EXPRESSIONS IN FNs
In our functional classification of FNs in Ch. 3, we found
out that some FNs acknowledge the help or support writers
received from others whereas other FNs (namely, referential
FNs) refer readers to other sources for more details. When
writers thank others, acknowledge the help they received from
them or direct their readers to other sources for more details;
this is mainly realized through the use of 'set expressions' or
what are known as 'formulaic expressions'. Such expressions are
called formulaic because of the high predictability of their
syntactic patterns and lexical items. It Is the aim of the
following section to study the use and syntactic pattern of
formulaic expressions in FNs.
6.2.1 THE SYNTAX OF FORMULAIC EXPRESSIONS
Formulaic expressions are not uniform in their syntactic
patterns; some start with a nominalized form of a verb such as
'Thanks are due to', introductory 'It' as in 'It has come to
our attention', prepositional phrases such as 'For a discussion
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4of ... see ....' or first person singular/plural pronouns as in
the examples below:-
Ex. (113) I am indebted to... for comments....
Ex. (114) I am very grateful to... for helpful discussions.
Ex. (115) We would like to thank.., for constructive criticism.
Some formulaic expressions open with the specifer 'Many',
which is probably used to show a writer's degree of
indebtedness to others. The following is an example:
Ex. (116) Many thanks also to ... for helpful discussions.
Examining acknowledgment FNs in terms of their constitutent
elements, we find they have the following structure:
AlIrea93r + Vrth1. FEnts + A1k	 + Jitifltiai fir tIaics gLvir
ct1a1	 _
I	 A(1ntaifIr) + a1w.ys de	 fcr ainiq
klj. Cr PjxVfto-
	
first & atii ñr IelpfiIL dLrihn
V	 of tI-e aUreaJ fir ret,.rctice criticisn
This pattern is by far the most common to acknowledgment FNs.
This standardized pattern supports our argument (see 1A,3) that
this type of FNs qualifies for genre status. As far as
referential FNs are concerned, it is observed that the
majority start with a prepositonal phrase (e.g. for more
details). When this happens the imperative form of the verb
(most often 's') is predicted to come after. Take this
example:
Ex. (117)	 For more details, see....
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Although the 'speech act' conveyed by tFor more details,
see...' could as well be conveyed by 'see.., for more details',
it is the former construction that is commonly used in the
corpus. We also noticed that comparative adjectives, 'for more
details', 'for further discussion', are frequently employed in
referential FNs. Like acknowledgment FNs, referential FNs
exhibit a standardized structure as follows:
+Ic di91 in t1 axirxeiUxèrstocxl eleiHt ^±&iir
referred to
(c±zEl)	 Pag N. c4±nl
Fbr(nr,re) &etails pint rpa-lr is rerre1 to :If iaitfng c'etai1s	 '' :T4niwi(1987:lO)
It is observed that when formulaic expressions begin
with first person pronouns ( 'I' and 'WE') introductory 'IT',
nouns (e.g. Thanks) or modified nouns (e.g. Many Thanks), we
can predict the occurrence of the preposition 'to' followed by
names of institutions or individuals that are being thanked and
this is being followed by another preposition (always 'for')
after which comes the reason for which these institutions or
individuals are being thanked. These are examples:
Ex. (118) I am indebted to ... for comments, suggestions and
corrections.
Ex. (119) It has been pointed out to us
Ex. (120) Many thanks also to ... for helpful discussions.
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Table 4
SNTPCIIC PAfl1R (' FCRI]LAIC EX[RES'IG AND 'IHEIR F B]FNY IrI FTb
1. Mi Prep NP PP	 (2) Caninilcative Pirix
e.g. I an hife1te1 to GrakI Cazrer frr telpful cx1Tmts. Elathratal ]laiks GLv:ing
2. NP ]	 klj NP	 (14%)
e.g. '11enk are cle to .... 	 t,rt 1hrs Giving
3. PP	 V NP	 (25%)
e.g. Fbr nore thtails, - Brni (1987). 	 Ièferaitial.
4. Carp.	 (14%)
e.g. It fris 1i olnte1 ait to thit ....
	
1)a.ting attatim
5. Pro Aic V Inf V NP	 PP (14%)
e.g. I thifid lice to tlnnk Gerald Gez±r Thr 	 Elahxatai ffnr Giving
ciiiats n an earlier versicu of this eçer.
Nte. Prtxtmn; Mjctive; PP=jiepeiticml çbra; NPnxn jiira; Alv=alverb a	 =
aidJJary veth.
Some might argue that if an expression becomes formulaic
it losses its effectiveness and becomes meaningless. However,
we may argue that if a writer received help or support from
individuals or institutions and did not acknowledge this help
or support, this, in turn, might anger those concerned and
jeopardize the writer's chances of getting help from those
individuals or institutions again. The significance of
identifying the structural features of such expressions is
discussed in Ch. 7 in the section entitled 'Pedagogical
Implications'. Now we move to a study of the types of cohesive
devices employed within FNs.
6.3. COHESIVE DEVICES EMPLOYED WITHIN FNS
In Chapter 4 we considered the cohesion and coherence
relations (as defined in Ch. 4) between matrix text exit
sentence, FN and matrix text re-entry sentence in an attempt to
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see how such relationships are signalled and readers' awareness
of these relations. In this section we examine the intra- and
Inter-sentential cohesion relationships within and between the
sentences that comprise a FN. The aim is to find out the most
recurrent cohesive devices in FNs and how comparable the
findings are with those findings reported of other text-types..
6.3.1. INTRA-AND INTER-SENTENTIAL COHESIVE DEVICES EMPLOYED IN
FNs
Examining such intra-and inter-sentential cohesive devices
in FNs reveals that cohesion within sentences is mainly
achieved by 'reference items (17%) and conjunctive items (80%).
But, it is observed that cohesion between sentences is mainly
realized through the employment of conjunctive items (38%),
lexical repetition (29%) and reference (25%). Examining the
cohesive devices employed in some matrix texts from our corpus,
it was found that the cohesive devices employed are not
actually different from those used In FNs. This perhaps
supports our argument (see 6.1) that some FNs are not formally
different from matrix texts.
We also noticed that in some FNs (namely, Acknowledgment
FNs) cohesion is sometmes achieved through 'ContIguity' (6%).
The term 'contiguity' denotes a sentence occurring inimediately
after another sentence and because of this these two sentences
are treated as cohesive. Take the following example:-
Ex. (121) *
	
aL 1J1 to tla* tI arxiin
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reviecrs of JJigj gf jc g f	 fr Q)It n an earlier 'ersicxi of
this article. (2) Cbrresxzñre ak1nas: 1athimt of
Li'gtistics, Uiiwrsity of Stoclthlm, S-106 91 Stoc1dolni,
	 hi.
[1:121]
Sentence 2 in the above example will be taken by readers to be
coherent with the sentence preceding it mainly because it
occurs within the FN.
The following discussion is mainly concerned with the
types of lexical devices and conjunctive items employed to
achieve cohesion within and between the sentences a FN consists
of. The reason for focusing on lexical cohesion and conjunctive
items is that cohesion in FNs is the product of lexical
reiteration (29%) and conjunctive items (38%). First we discuss
lexical reiteration.
6.3.1.1. LEXICAL COHESION
Halliday and Hasan (1976:274ff) identify two broad sub-
classes of LEXICAL COHESION: Reiteration and Collocation.
Reiteration covers a range of ways In which one lexical item
may be understood to conjure up the sense of an earlier item. A
reiterated item may be a repetition, a synonym or near-synonym,
or a superordinate (i.e. a general word of an earlier item) and
that the reiterated item is in most cases, accompanied by the
anaphorlc determiner 'THE'. Now, we will examine some FNs to
find out what types of reiteration (i.e. exact word, synonym or
near-synonym or superordinate) are commonly employed.
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We identified differences and similarities between the
articles used for this study in the use of reiteration. In
other words, some writers preferred to use 'verbatim'
repetition whereas others used a combination of the types
referred to above. Here is an example of lexical cohesion being
achieved between sentences 1 and 2 through the repetition of
exact items (Finnish) and the employment of near synonyms
(phonotactic patterns and consonant clusters).
Ex. (122)
1 . ate aware of tF fact ti-nt this restictkn is mt witlnit
eitim, bit refers to ti-n catmicl rhntactle pattern in
Fhiiith. (2) ]1nre are in anteiprary Fimish a cxmk'erable
nither of lcnn wxcls aril slang wards cxntaining cn-nnt c1uters
vio1atiig tIE bisic riorii-nie-strirture caxlitkn.(3) r for
eiçilsaniii. (n.d.); Karlsn(1983).[1:l21]
The reiteration of the lexical item 'Finnish' achieves the
cohesion relation between the first two sentences. The cohesion
relation between the second sentence and the penultimate
sentence is realized through the adverbial adjunct 'for
example'. As such adjuncts are infrequent In our data they will
not be considered here. Cohesion within the first sentence is
realized by the use of the conjunctive item 'but' and the
ellipted pronoun (it) before the finite verb 'refers'.
Some instances of lexical reiteration by synonyms or near
synonyms were found. Here is an example:
Ex. (123)
p- Staj (1986) mInt wt ti-nt ti-n niir of 'nnny'
involves an inçilicit carçariscn, bit ti-ny do rot cxnstnxt an
interixetaticn 'cthith re1xets this cxnratIie elarit.
sterstahi (1984) ixtYises a frainvork in ith tIE Interixetatkn
of every cetenrdmr involves a intect t iidi restricts ti-n
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arglrlilt of tie detennher ft.ntkti to an aççxpiate ±t of its
N' set. 14y e of cxxitexbBlly ckfiffl1 C01p3!rL9Cn ts jfl ti
intertatkn of 'rainy', ad nT	 tO orntext t5
ticn 3 in deracterizing tie :Int&IIetal±11 of inixxlifieflere
NE in tie pstapilar psitkn of exitantlal 'tiere' tares Is
in tie sxLrit of TIs},aI s j cech. [8:997-998]
The underlined lexical items are near-synonyms. That lexical
cohesion through the use of synonyms or near-synonyms is fairly
frequent in our data corroborates H. and H.'s (1976) and Hoey's
(forthcoming) argument that lexical cohesion is by far the most
common cohesive device. The most common type of lexical
reiteration is that of using a superordinate accompanied by the
demonstrative 'this'. Take this example:
Ex. (124)
wxiiti te Interesting to investite ietler stress nay pLay
arty sigific2t role in tie i±enn ixder ccnskleraticn. ffwever,
in tie Ixe1t exçerinmt, 	 dtse for nethxblogLcal reasas to
keep ti	 rater anstant.
The hyperonym 'this parameter' refers back to a type of
parameter, namely: 'stress'. When a general word is used to
reiterate an item, this general word, as far as our data Is
concerned, is always accompanied by the anaphoric demonstrative
'this' which Halliday and Hasan (1976) describe as an
alternative to the definite article 'the'.
The use of hyperonyms to re-establish the reference to an
entity is by far the most commonly used type of lexical
cohesion in our data. It should be noted here that lexical
repetition is not the only means by which cohesion is achieved
since we identified other devices (namely, conjunctions 38%)
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that carry out a cohesive function. In the next sections, we
investigate the functions realized through the use of the
conjunctive items 'however' and 'therefore' which were found to
be quite frequent in our data.
6.3.2.0. CONJUNCTIVE ITEMS IN FNs
Halliday and Hasan (1976) classify the conjunctive Items
'however' and 'therefore' as carrying out 'adversative' and
'causal' functions respectively. According to them (Ibid:252)
the basic meaning of the adversative relation is "contrary to
expectation". Like Halliday and Hasan, Quirk et al (1985) treat
the conjunctive Item 'however' as 'adversative', but differ
from Halliday and Hasan (who assign one function, causal, to
'therefore') in that they assign two functions to 'therefore:
summative and resultative . The following sections investigate
the functions of the conjunctive Items 'however' and
'therefore' in FNs.
An examination of the data revealed that the conjunctive
adjunct 'however' is employed for the following functions:
(1) Transitional (38%) signalling a change of topic
(2) Dismissive (19%) leaving aside the discussion of an Issue
(3) Adversative (40%) indicating an opposition of a prior point
of view.
There follow examples of the above functions respectively:
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6.3.2.1 TRANSITIONAL 'HOWEVER'
In the following example 'however' signals a change of
topic in the sentence it occurs in and relates this sentence
not to the one preceding it but to the sentence before the one
preceding it (i.e. to sentence 1).
Ex. (125) 
2.(i) As nsny stirlies of strategies :in sem1-1ig leernii
in1icate, thsre nay 1e several tors oi±er than Li transfer
infhmirg tl-e tys of çhxological erroc nae ty 12 Irrers.
(2) This fact Ins lth saie researders to almin tIe axitrastive-
amlysis açprtath as a neans of xe±ictir suth errors ( for a
disitsskn, see for exaiple &osekx 1983)). (3) Hver,
nD1ogLcal traar still aears to ha a very inpxtant arri
11-repeitei si1I1ifixBtim strater in seI-1angu3
learn1r, a1tItxi pa1icticns of specific tyçes of learrer' eiut
niist evirhitly ha protabilistic ratter than detenninist.ic ( n
n.d.). [1:121]
It is wothwhile to note that 'however' in the above example
could be replaced with anyway, which is, according to Halliday
and Hasan (1976:265), a resumptive item, not leading to any
change in the writer's stand.
6.3.2.2 DISMISSIVE 'HOWEVER'
The term 'dismissive' here means putting aside the
discussion of a point or an Issue. Here is a typical example of
this function:
Ex. (126)
• it wxiii ie I terestirg to investigate tter str nay play
any slgfkait role in tIe nnm tnr cxnsidsratim.
Hver, in tIe Ixesant exp3rinelt, e dree for netl-xxblogical
reasan to keep this çariieter cNnstant. [1:121]
6.3.2.3 ADVERSATIVE 'HOWEVER'
The use of adversative 'however' Indicates a contrast
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between the proposition preceding it and the proposition that
follows. Take this example:
Ex. (127)
1s bi x,inteI tilt to that initial Ear] ney our In
caial ixcrmIatfrns of a wrd ada as syrIr (ixrznned[srinlz]). It thul.d be rotel, hver, tbet this redirtim is ai
instarce of utreed 'vttIm, au mt of stcç)
deletkn. [1:121]
It is noticed that the conjunctive adjunct 'however' can occur
in sentence final position especially when preceded by a
comment. Here is an example:
Ex.(128)
8 • oJ1Bzn rotes tbet It Is quLte easy within this a1*xidi to
Irsire tbet abjcts ixade thjcts, tress It Is rot clear low
to insure this if beth are dat&s of S, as tley ate In tbe
apimth cve1.qed 1-i?re. Things are rot so slniile, loweer.
[6:381]
'However' occurring In sentence final position is different
from 'however' in sentence initial or medial position. When
'however' occurs in sentence final position the contrast or the
'denial of expectation' occurs in the sentence following the
one hosting 'however' and not in the host-sentence.
The significance of studying the cohesive functions of the
conjunctive adjunct 'however' in FNs stems from the fact that
the mere use of 'however' makes readers expect a contrast
(adversative 'however'), a dismissal of an issue (dismissive
'however') or a change of topic (transitional 'however'). Now
we turn to the cohesive functions of 'therefore' in our corpus.
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6.3.3. THE FUNCTIONS OF THE CONJUNCTIVE ADJUNCT 'THEREFORE' IN
FNs
Almost all grammarians (e.g. Quirk et al, 1985)and
discouse analysts (e.g.Halliday and Hasan, 1976) agree that the
conjunctive item 'therefore' mainly realizes either a
resultative or a causal function. Those who treat 'therefore'
as resultative probably describe It in terms of what follows it
(always a result) and those who treat It as causal, probably,
look at what comes before it (always a cause or reason). There
is a significant difference between the conjunctive items
'however' and 'therefore' In that the latter can be preceded by
the co-ordinating conjunction and without making the sentence
hosting 'therefore' ungrammatical. This is not possible with
'however' as is shown In the following example:-
Ex. (129)
it wxiid te interesting to inest1ite leder stt nay play
any siiificait role in tte phtneim i.nhr a si±rathn. *
Itweer, In de izet exerimt,	 dose for nethxblogica].
ree to 1p this raieter oxtstant. [1:121] ( inrtei kd
in tie álx,ve exarple to pove tie pxint nale alx,ve)
By contrast, the use of AND before 'therefore', when occurring
in sentence InItIal position, does not affect the semantics of
the host sentence but more significantly makes the causal
relation more explicit. Take this example in which And is
originally employed by the FN• writer:
Ex. (130)
'iiere Is an equivaiant i.sae in a tiexy ptu1ating crily a-alevel of syntatic re1TeSEtatIa1, ant tierefore m WUJ nlveimt( (aer et al. 15, frr exaiple). I.1O:210J
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When 'therefore' comes in sentence medial position it is always
preceded by a cause and followed by a result as the example
below illustrates:
Ex. (131) 6 'Three fiCs are irüpiete, t1t Is, 1e m overt clae;
l±erefore, rr nttic ftntlm can te assig1 to tte gaçs.
[2:8401
When It occurs in sentence Initial position this indicates that
the cause is given In the preceding sentence and that the
result is given in the sentence hosting 'therefore'. We found
only one case of 'therefore' realizing a summative function is
detected in our data:
Ex. (132)
lxiiil fonu Is ala u1 'c.iBi a clitic Is aifthced to tie
mu, as :in teit-1. 'nr lTLl9e' or patat-O 'his cxw'. In aklitiixi,
th3i tie thfinite article is presait, It follovs tie ie3:i nn in
hth ampxrds arri CBs. kl ti-erefore, I asaaie ttt similarities
in tie airfae foni are a ix1me of tie aplicatim of tie
saie W rules to differ3it 3- str.rture rejxes3itaticns. [7:9271
The functions of the conjunctive Items 'however' and
'therefore' in FNs are not different from their functions in
mainstream texts. However, the significance of studying them
stems from the fact that FNs, as far as our corpus is
concerned, elaborate on points presented in the matrix text and
this elaboration happens, sometimes, in the form of bringing
into the discussion opposing viewpoints. It is probably the
presentation of these opposing viewpoints that may require of
writers the employment of 'however' to express either their
agreement or disagreement to the Ideas presented. Here Is an
example:
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Ex.(133 ) 
8. ±szii rotes ttmt it Is qutte easy within this axBdi to
insure t1t atjcts ixeced9 thcts, '-ereas it Is rot clear liw
to lrire this if lxth are daiters of S, as tIey are in tFe
ai xcdi thveloiel 1I3re. Things are rot so s:Lni1e, 1xever. Thile
nnst a]lplelalts Inve to ftllc th ant In 1sh a PP
eqxeasir poasessicn cal ptec 1e de subjct. [6:381]
The conjunctive adjunct 'therefore' is used in FNs when
writers are discussing others' opposing viewpoints and come out
with a different result or used to justify a certain outcome.
The above discussion shows that cohesion between the sentences
that comprise a FN is realized through the same devices used in
matrix texts. In other words, the above mentioned cohesion
devices are not restricted to FNs. The significance of studying
the conjunctive adjuncts 'however' and 'therefore' in FN5 for
teaching materials is discussed in Ch. 7 in the sections
entitled PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS.
'However' and 'therefore' make explicit the writer's stand
from an opposing viewpoint or idea. However, some writers
express their stand from something in a less explicit manner
through the use of hedging devices. It is these hedging devices
that we will turn to in the next section.
6.4.0. HEDGING IN FOOTNOTES
The majority of FNs provide additional information, give
references and present opposing ideas to those the writer
presents or to those that other writers suggest or claim. A
writer's elaboration on an opposing idea in a FN may require
him/her to use certain expressions	 to Indicate the
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tentativeness of others' claims or his/her reluctance to appear
to be endorsing a statement. Such expressions are referred to
in the literature as hedging devices. In what follows the
literature on hedging is surveyed and tested on our data.
A number of words, verbs and phrases are made use of in
writing and speech as a deliberate strategy of vagueness or
fuzzlnesss of expression. Lakoff (1973:472) used the term HEDGE
to refer to those words whose function "is to make things fuzzy
or less fuzzy" and produces a list of adverbs and phrases such
as 'literally', 'virtually', 'mostly', etc., 'more or less',
'loosely speaking', etc. employed in natural language as
hedges. Lakoff's argument is that the truth value of a
proposition can be measured on a scale.
He argues that it is hard to predict at what value on the
scale an utterance becomes true or false and contends that this
difficulty of assigning an absolute truth or falsity value to a
proposition is expressed in speech through hedges. Lakoff' s
notion has been widely investigated. For instance, Brown and
Levinson (1978) studied hedges in the framework of Speech Act
Theory. Their study resulted in a taxonomy of what they feel
are comxnissive, assertive, explicitive, etc. hedges on the one
hand, and manner, quantity, quality, relevance hedges on the
other. Mayers (1987) tried Brown and Levinson's model on texts
drawn from written scientific articles and noticed that hedging
is a politeness strategy marking a claim or any other statement
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as provisional, pending acceptance in the literature and
approval by the discourse community readers.
Loewenberg (1982:196) uses the term 'hedge' to refer to
parenthetical, adjectival or adverbial expressions that
qualify, by restricting or extending, what is said in the
utterances in which they occur and examines the pragmatic use
of some of the language forms found in Lakoff's list, such as
'literally', 'really', 'actually', etc. She contends that these
forms are used in discourse for emphasis or strengthening.
Fraser (1980) examined the functional use of some of Lakoff's
hedges and observed that they have a mitigating effect In that
they soften the force of a proposition.
Prince et al (1982), who based their work on Lakoff's
study (1973) and who examined the use of hedges In the
professional context of paedlatriclan-paediatrician talk,
identify two main types of hedges: APPROXIMATORS, which
introduce fuzziness within the propositional content either by
adapting a term to a non-prototypical situation, or by
indicating that some term is a rounded off representation of
some figure. On the other hand, SHIELDS correlate with
fuzziness in the relationship between the propositional content
and the speaker, in other words, to a fuzziness In the
speaker's commitment to the truth of the proposition conveyed.
The latter type of hedge Implies that the speaker is
uncertain about what he/she says because he/she speakes from
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knowledge or beliefs acquired via plausible reasoning or that
he/she has indirect knowledge and so is attributing the belief
to a particular other.
Rounds (n.d.) uses Prince et al's taxonomy in the context
of academic writing and points out that shields are a strategy
used by academics to soften their claims, since their academic
Integrity rests on the accuracy of the claims they make about
their findings. It has also been argued (Tadros,1985:28) that
"a writer is personally committed to the opinions and ideas of
his text so long as he does not specifically detach himself
from the embedded propositions expressed".
Skelton (1988), commenting on Prince et al's (1982) two
types of hedges, argues that the approximator/shield
distinction probably works only in the abstract, since in real
language use what is classified as an approximator may well
function as a shield. He, for this reason, chooses to make a
distinction between proposition (the claim) and the comment
(the softening of the claim).
6.4.1.0. HEDGING DEVICES IN FNS
6.4.1.1	 VERB (PHRASE) FORM AND ADVERBS
Hedging in our data is marked through the type of verb
(phrase) employed. Tadros (1985) draws attention to the verb
form used and its semantic connotation. She makes a distinction
between 'factive' and 'non-factive' verbs. According to her
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"factives, whether negative or affirmative, (e.g. show,
realize,_ rove 
-_know etc. unless otherwise indicated)
presuppose the truth of the proposition embedded in their
complement clause". She goes on to argue that "when non-
factives occur ... - claim, suggest, think,say, assume,
believe - nothing is presupposed about the embedded
propositions and hence the writer Is not committed to their
truth". Here are some examples of hedges from our corpus with
varying degrees of writers' commitement.
Ex. (134)
It has 1i 1xwit to cur attaitim that in lith, in
imiBilately foUing it/ or Id! is ±aetkaUy differit fran in
in oder cxn3annta1 antexts (aith as /krf sal fir!), leing a
frfeative rathar than an aj.pxidimint. lle varying saxitic abxes
of fri mtt this ha extai to have ozms ertinUy aal
etthps 1nflie listaers' evahntkns of rhxologicafly
amlogis amssitxi. have mt, hver, sçeciflcally antro11l
air experinatal stinuli for siith psslhIe inthm aril tierefore
n mt alkess this isae aiy ftirder.(1:lZ1-122)
In the above FN, the point made Is attributed to an unnamed
source, as is obvious from the clause 'It has been brought to
our attention', and then the article writers go on presenting,
in the second sentence of the FN, the exact point put to them.
It should be noted that the underlined hedging verb phrase and
the adverb 'perhaps' In the second sentence of the FN are being
employed by the writers in reporting the point raised to them
to detach themselves from (i.e. indicate their stance towards)
the proposition they are expressing. It is until the end of the
second sentence that the article writers are still not
committed to the argument. It is perhaps the use of the first
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person plural pronoun 'we' at the start of the last sentence of
the FN that marks the writers' involvement in the argument.
The writers' involvement does not, contrary to
Tadros'(1985) argument, take the form of an evaluation of the
point presented to them, but is a straightforward answer that
the point raised was not investigated. However, Tadros'
argument still holds for some FNs. Take the following example:-
Ex. (135)
lh this reguxi, ny assuiptici aixut t1e strrture of saittes
ll1e (3) differ sigiificaitly fran the of thL1s et al (19J),
V1) aa in tteir analysis of atative ortia in ssian
tlt tIe cxxnitative H' is a çostha1 nrxlifier in tie stht aixi
claim tiet tie d-oice ietci sirgular an1 hual agreemt is
affectel by tie topicality of tie sthct NP. Mxe sçedfil1y
tiey claim tiet 'i tie s±jt ontrc)ller is tcpic mn,dnnl
agreIB1t- tIBt l.s, plural flDri-Ology- is ixefërral for aninete
nne.,.. Wi tie sthjct is ixntcLc, mininal agrit- tiat is,
sirular-	 is	 nl	 in	 pefer	 to	 naminal
agreait. . ."(1980:775). Thpicality is rot a die to tie agrimt
alterratlin in Iblish as there des rot sn to 1e any ixefere
for (3) ocher (1) ie1 anog rative seaiars of R)lith.
(i) h sçer ixiszlJ.	 rk z E
FbrJk	 t- 1. rnnwith ingtr.
'It was	 arri	 o cit for a walk'.[3:411]
In this example, the writer reports through the use of
non-factive verbs the way Nichols et al analyzed comitative
constructions in Polish. The use of such verbs, according to
Tadros (1981), implies the writer's non-commitment to the truth
of what is being reported. The writer's involvement is made
manifest in the evaluation presented In the penultimate
sentence of the FN in which the writer denies the truth of the
claims made by Nichols et al and provides a base for his
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evaluation represented In the judgments of Polish native
speakers of examples of the structures concerned. Worth noting
here is the use of the verb 'seem' In the last sentence of the
FN, which is an indication of the writer's attitude towards the
reason given for refuting Nichols et al'S claim. Perhaps the
writer Is guarding himself against any new evidence to the
contrary of what he Is saying and thus has decided to express
the tentativeness of his evidence through the verb used.
6.4.1.2. PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES
Adverbs and verbs are not the only devices employed to
hedge a writer's or a speaker's proposition. Some prepositional
phrases are also used to soften the strength of a proposition.
The following Is an example:-
Ex. (136)
1b tte best of my knw1e1g, ro cre bes ever ar1 dat Z is
a njtntim in tte oxEtrlrtkn inr cifl31±raticn. S tbe Nfli
is a sttaw imn I set up bere, as, at least at first bluth, this
ara1ysL s qtiite ipitih1e with tbe (3 ajmth to tbe
syntax of oxirdimtiai ard n rot be airiorl rulth at. (3:412)
The underlined prepositional phrase which literally means 'as
far as I know' is perhaps employed to spare the writer the
criticism of being ignorant of what Is in his field if It
appeared later that someone else before him has treated 'V as
a conjunction in the constructions the writer is concerned
with. To conclude this section, the crux of the preceding
discussion Is that a writer is fully commited to the
propositions expressed in the text as long as he/she does not
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show his/her detachment from what he/she does not want to be
held responsible for.
6.4.1.3. ATTRIBUTION AS AN ASPECT OF HEDGING
Attribution is here defined as a reporting function in
which the reported Item (i.e. idea, thought or Instrument) Is
attributed to a source or attributee whose point of view It
represents and who Is held responsible for its truth value. In
other words, it is a means through which a writer distances
him/her-self from the expressed views of others. The consensus
in studies dealing with attribution (Hoey, 1983; Tadros, 1981;
and Stubbs, 1987) is that they all maintain the idea of truth
value of propositon and the way in which the writer/speaker
seems to be committed to or detached from It.
Tadros (1981), exemplifying with texts drawn from an
economics textbook, holds that attribution is characteristic of
reporting in discourse. Attribution Is used both to signal
authorial detachment from a propositional content (truth value
of a proposition) and to predict the writer's own involvement
in the discourse, for example by Rebuttal. Hoey (1983:103)
looking at problem-solution patterns in scientific discourse
and advertisments, contends that attribution suggests that the
response (solution) Is not the authorts own, and also that it
is a means of assigning responsibility for the response.
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Prince et al (1982) see attribution in physician-physician
discourse as a hedging strategy whereby the speaker, having
reservations about the truth value of a proposition, also
distances himself from the belief In it, due to lack of direct
knowledge. As an example, they argue that an attributed
statement such as according to Dr. Smith implies "not
necessarily to the speaker "(Prince et al,ibid:92).
The view that attribution is a strategy of hedging Is also
shared by Al-Shabab (1986) who, analyzing broadcast news texts,
sees attribution as a means whereby the news editor not only
shifts the responsibility for the truth value of a proposition
to a specified or unspecified source but also disassociates the
broadcasting authority from indications of a partisan view
point.
6.4.1.3.1. NARKERS OF ATTRIBUTION
Since we define attribution as a reporting function in
which a reported item (i.e. the idea, thought or instrument) is
attributed to a source or attributee; we have investigated the
link between the use of personal pronouns 'I', 'WE', 'HE',
'THEY', the Indefinite pronoun 'ONE' and attribution. Our
assumption is that the use of such pronouns may be taken as an
Indication of a writer's commitment or detachment from the
proposition expressed.
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6.4.2 ATTRIBUTION AND PERSON DEIXIS
The first person pronoun 'I' Is used In our corpus when
the writer wants to claim credit for something in the
discourse. Here Is an example:
EX. (137)
Eb tie iest ofmy1n11, m ae has ever are1 ti-et Z is a
m,ntkn in tie xstniticn utr onsldsratkn. SD tie (H is
a straw nen I t up hare, as, at least at first hhEi, this
amlysis s quite aiçatTh1e with tie ( aiceth to tie
syntax of axrdimtiLn arri can mt ha ariorI rulal at. (3:412)
In the above FN, the first person pronoun 'I' refers to the
author himself. This pronoun Is always used when the writer
attributes something to himself and considers himself to be
resposlble for It. The same argument holds for the use of the
first person plural pronoun 'WE' whose use is common In formal
academic writing by a single author as in this thesis. As far
as third person pronouns 'HE', 'SHE', 'THEY' are concerned they
are used frequently In reporting and attributing ideas to
others. In the majority of cases, as far as our corpus is
concerned, such pronouns are replaced by proper names, and
pronouns are only used to refer anaphorically to a proper name
that has been mentioned before in the text.
The use of proper names in FNs outnumbers their use in
mainstream text. To compare the frequency of proper names In
FNs and In mainstream text, we randomly chose some articles
from our corpus (articles 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9, see Appendix 1) and
counted the number of words in all the FNs In each Individual
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article and also the number of times a proper name was
mentioned. Then an extract, from each of the above articles,
of equal length (in terms of the number of words) was chosen
and the frequency of proper names in each of these extracts was
counted. It was found out that the percentages for the
frequencies of proper names in FNs and mainstream texts from
the randomly chosen articles were (57%, 1.8%), (63%, 1.7%),
(90%, 3.6%), (15%, 0.9%) and (74%, 0%) respectively.
The preponderance of proper names in FNs is probably due
to the fact that one of their main functions is to provide
bibliographic details of sources quoted in the mainstream text,
direct the reader to other related sources or elaborate on
other writers' points of view that have been touched on in the
matrix text.
The use of the indefinite pronoun 'one' is significant in	 -
that its use, we believe, is neutral. That is to say, its use
puts the writer on the borderline between involvement and
detachment. Take the following example:
EX. (138)	 _____
8.N t1t tl (sic) air trtmt of giniatica1 re1aticn arxl
sifrategrizatkn is al(I)g tha lires of BIS as alvocatal y Ibilard(1985) ard ag (1987), 'cthida recassitates revisicn of tle relevant
Ft1s t1t suategirizirg categxies to lexical catepries.
kcrirdJrly, a mLt psit a (IR icth states tInt if t
1aterizingcategryismt1exica1(BAR0] [+v,-N,[
+ a]BJEcr].[3:412]
It is not only through the above mentioned devices that writers
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indicate either their detachment from or involvement in what
they write, but this may as well be achieved through the
employment of passive constructions.
6.5 PASSIVE AND ACTIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN FNS
In our corpus (113 FN5), we found that passive
constructions are more frequently used (70%) than non-passive
constructions (29%). The preponderance of passive constructions
may be due to writers' attempt to detach themselves from the
propositions expressed as In the following example:
Ex. (139)
It has bi ointa1 out to us tint initial [sri nay oir in
caaial pxnniatirns of a wxd srh as syrings (xtninl
[srinlz]). [1:12.1]
In this FN the writers distance themselves from the proposition
put forward by attributing It, through the use of the passive,
to unnmaed others. Notice also the use of the speculative modal
auxiliary '' which Indicates the writers' attitude towards
the proposition made. We will return to this point later on. It
is not only writers' wish to detach themselves from what is
said that makes them employ passive constructions, but we also
find that passive constructions are employed when writers refer
to established methods or techniques used for measuring or
calculating something as below:
Ex. (140) 4. 
thi-s re tests 're a 1xeI for tie stat1sthl evalusticn of
tie data; sjii±Lcarre 1e'els are .01 thtxurxtt. [2:81i0]
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Non-passive constructions are employed when writers claim
credit for an idea or point in the text. For instance in the
following example, the writer is commited to the proposition
made and this is manifest in the use of the first person
singular pronoun 'I'.
Ex. (141) 2
.1 i. tie term src to thDte a psiticn (origimi eij±sis)
cthith Is fimeliately dauirBtel ty tbe naxinni ptotiais of a
syntatIc categry. [7:926]
We observe that writers use non-passive constructions when
discussing other writers' claims or arguments, especially when
the citing writer agrees with the argument(s) put forward. This
point supports Tarone et al's (1981) argument that when authors
cite others' work which Is not in contrast to their own, they
generally use the active form of the verb. Here Is an example
from the data used for the present study:
Ex. (142)
7...., note rect wxk in syntax, esciaUy (hmiky (1981.1986),
bes arg1 tbet :in a restrictive t1ry of syntax, thligitory
noveit transfoniaticns... nust be 'notivatel 1r tie interactkn
of iximtples of gramar al±i as se tiery ai1 tie exteñ3l
1xoticn pr1nip1s3. It is tins mt pssThle to prcp dI'vert
seep au aire strutures sal to intixxire a traefomatim to
explain tie relatiaiip bet1 tiTen;.... [5:1018]
That non-active constructions are frequent in FNs is In
agreement with Barber's (1962) findIng that such structures are
predominant in academic writing. This perhaps implies that FNs,
although functionally different from matrix texts in terms of
the Information they present, are not structurally! formally
different from matrix texts. This finding led us to study the
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occurrence of modals in FNs and to compare the findings with
those reported by discourse analysts (e.g. Barber, 1962 and
Swales, 1980) about other text-types.
6.6. MODALS OCCURRENCES IN FNS
The distribution of modals (e.g. may, might, would, etc.)
In FNs Is as follows:
Table 5
may I might	 can	 would I should J must	 could
I 35% I 20%	 I 12%	 10%	 10%	 I 10%	 2%
It is noticeable from the table above that 'MAY' is by far the
most frequently employed modal in FNs and then comes 'MIGHT'.
This Is In contrast with Barber's (IbId) finding that the modal
auxiliary 'CAN' (6.2%) is more frequent In scientific texts
than 'MAY' (5.7%). However, the differences between our finding
and Barber's finding may be attributed to the nature of the
academic disciplines studied (i.e. hard science in Barber's
study and social sciences In our case). In other words, 'CAN'
may not be as frequent In the social sciences as 'MANY',
because In the social sciences nothing can be definitive.
Another reason for the frequency of 'CAN' over 'NAY' in
Barber's study may be attributed to the small data he used
(three scientific passages of about 7,500 words, 6,300 words,
and 9,600 words each).
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Adams Smith (1984), studying author's comments In medical
journals, reports that authorial comment is Introduced by modal
auxiliaries, of which	 was the most frequent. Another study
(Butler,1990) dealing with qualifications In science texts
(physics, botany and animal physiology) reports that the most
frequent modal forms in the corpus were 	 (35%), can (20.2%)
and will (13.7%). The author argues that 	 was mainly
employed to Indicate possibility and uncertainty.
The distribution of modals In FNs and mainstream texts Is
rather different from that found In Instruction manuals
(Swales, 1980). Swales reports that SHOULD Is by far the most
common modal employed and this presumably is due to the nature
of any document that gives Instructions. However, the fact that
MAY Is the most frequently employed modal may be due to the
writers' caution to soften or hedge their claims as far as
academic writing is concerned.
Another feature which we found frequent in FNs Is the use
of present and past participles. Barber (1962) reports that out
of all the non-finite verb forms in his data, 47% are present
participles, 34% past participles, and 19% infinitives. Barber
does not offer any explanation as to why -ing form and -en
forms are frequent in his data. Barber makes It clear that his
aim is to describe not to explain. However, we have looked at
the occurrences of present and past participles In FN5 and have
attempted to provide reasons why such structures are employed.
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For the present participles we counted occurrences of the -ing
suffix on verbs, but omitted progressive constructions like 'he
was reading' and also lexicalized words like 'meaning' or
'interesting' which, whatever their origins, behave as frozen
nouns or adjectives. We counted present participles used as
nouns, or gerunds.
It was found that out of the total (128) of the non-finite
verb forms (present and past participles and infinitives) 35
per cent were -ing forms, 35 per cent past participles and 28
per cent infinitives. The frequency of both past and present
participles may be due to the fact the writers are restricted
in terms of the space they are allowed in the journals they
have their articles published in and therefore try to make
their FNs as short and concise as possible. In other words, the
employment of present and past participles may be an economy as
well as a cohesion strategy on the part of some writers. Take
the following example:
Ex. (143) 1 
.T are are of tIe fact that this restricticri is mt withiit
exepticiis, bit refers to tle caniical i±mtactic etterns in
Eirni.th. llere are In cntaiptary FimLth a oxisirerab1e miter of
lcn witds ai s1ag wxds cxntaining ommit clusters vio1atir
tte insic norçiie-strirbie auiitfrns. [1 :12L]
In the above FN the -ing forms are abbreviated ways of saying
'which/that contain' and 'which/that violate'.
The following Is an example of a past participle:
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Ex. (144)
This tr ethxlies th asaiiptim, advart1 in .dns (1975)
au WfJ.lians (1984), arrl a±iptel :in (?azx1ar et al. (1985), tht....
[6:381]
In this FN, the underlined past participles are an abbreviated
way of saying 'which is/has been advanced' and 'which is/has
been adopted t . These two participles may be interpreted as
reduced relative clauses.
6.7. SUMMARY
In this Chapter, we have argued that FN5, although
functionally different from matrix texts as the information
given in them is not of the same value as that given in the
matrix text, yet they are, with the exception of
acknowledgement and referential FNs, found to be formally not
different from matrix texts. The majority of the formal
features (lexical cohesion, active and passive constructions,
present and past participles, verbal elements of modality and
the rhetorical features (i.e. hedging) identified in FNs are
also reported (e.g. Tarone et al, 1981; Barber,1962;
Swales,1980 and Adams Smith, 1984) to be common in other text-
types. Perhaps, it is the presence of the FN index in the
matrix text, the corresponding FN number and the small type
print used in FNs that help readers identify FNs (with the
exclusion of referential and acknowledgement FNs) as FNs. When
FNs are deprived of these features; then they lose their genre
membership and it becomes difficult for discourse community
members to identify them (see 6.1.-6.1.4.). How far the
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findings reported on in this Chapter and the previous Chapters
are utilizable In EAP (English for Academic Purposes) reading
and writing programmes, we shall investigate in the following
Chapter.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
7.0. INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents a summary of the research and
findings of the present work along the lines of the hypotheses
put forward at the begining of this study. It also discusses
the potential pedagogical applications of these findings in ELT
in general and ESP in particular. Finally, this chapter
evaluates the study as a whole and puts forward suggestions for
further research.
7.1. SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH
In Chapter One, the literature on genre analysis studies
is surveyed in an attempt to offer a description and a
definition of FN5 in the light of the survey. Also in this
chapter, we suggest plausible reasons why writers employ FNs in
academic written discourse. Then, we draw a distinction between
FNs and other conventional structures that seem to carry out
similar functions to those that FN5 perform. The Chapter
concludes with a description of the corpus used for the present
study, its rationales and limitations.
Chapter Two reviews and critically examines some selected
approaches to text and discourse analysis in an attempt to find
out how such approaches would suit a study of FNs.
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In Chapter Three, FNs are classified into 12 types in
terms of the functions they were intended to perform. The
identification of the functions was based on our intuitive
judgment, functional and semantic judgments of the FN5 and on
the effects such FNs were intended by article writers to have
on their readers. Also presented in this Chapter is an
experiment reporting on writers' footnoting decisions.
The issues of cohesion and coherence relationships between
M.T.E.S., FN and M.T.RE.S. and of whether FNs present 'old' or
'new' information are the concern of Chapter Four.
In Chapter Five, we investigated :
(1) The impact of FNs on readers' reading comprehension;
(2) FNs' utility to readers;
(3) Readers' purposes for the consultation of FNs;
(4) Frequency of FNS in the different academic disciplines; and
(6) The syntactic positions of FNs.
Chapter Six dealt with textual features found to be
recurrent in FNs and other text-types.
7.2. TILE MAIN FINDINGS OF THIS RESEARCH
The main findings of this analysis of FN5 can be
summarised in the following:
(1) Writers' employment of FNs (apart from using them for
conventional academic purposes) represents an attempt on their
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part to overcome the problem of the indeterminacy of their
prospective audience (see, 1B.2.2.-1B.2.4.). The physical non-
availability of a writer's prospective audience makes it
necessary for writers to predict their readers' reactions to
their writings and therefore offer in FNs more information to
avoid the risk of any potential over-or-under informativity for
some of their readers.
(2) The information given in FNs may be 'foreground'
information for some readers and simultaneously 'background'
information for others. This is typical of the Information
presented in FNs.
(3) The main device writers employ to achieve cohesion between
M.T.E.Ss, FNs and M.T.RE.Ss is lexical repetition. However, the
cohesive devices between the sentences comprising a FN are
reference, lexical repetition and conjunctive items.
(4) The majority of readers consult FNs not on encountering
their indices but when faced by a comprehension
	 failure in
the main text or when hoping to find more details in the FN
on a point of interest to them In the main text. This suggests
that readers' consultation of FNs is guided by a purpose which
emanates from their reading the main text (see 5.5.2.).
(5) Readers assess the importance and role of FNs against the
purposes they read the FNs for.
(6) Writers' base their decision of what Information could be
safely footnoted on both conventional academic practices and on
their assumptions about their prospective readers' background
knowledge (3B.2.4.).
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(7) The majority of FNs (90%) occupy sentence final position.
This may be taken to suggest that writers make a
consistent effort to place FNs sentence finally (see 5.7.0.).
By placing FNs in sentence final position the writer is
probably lessening (but not necessarily abolishing) the adverse
cognitive effects of syntactic discontinulties so created on
the processing of sentences within which FNs occur.
(8) Readers prefer FNs to be placed at the bottom of page
rather than at end of article as the first position makes it
easy for them to read the FNs without much disruption.
(9) We have empirically proved that FNs, although useful to
some readers, can have adverse effects (see 5.2.5.) on reading
comprehension and this confirms our hypothesis.
(10) The most recurrent function of FNs is that of elaboration
( 44% ) and then comes referential FNs ( 36% ).
(11) Hedging devices (i.e.verb(phrase), adverbs, prepositional
phrases and attribution ) are frequently employed in FNs and as
a result the use of proper names (see 6.4.2.) in FNs was higher
in frequency than their use in matrix text.
(12) FNs are found to be significantly more frequent in the
social sciences and humanities (see 5.6.1.2.) than in pure
sciences (the means were 3.21 and 1.500 respectively ).
(13) Both referential and acknowledg ment FNs have a
standardized structure peculiar to them (see 6.2.).
(14) THE majority of the formal features reported to be common
in ESP text-types (see Chapter Six) are also frequent in FNs.
On the basis of this finding we argue that all the types of FNS
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identified in this research share their formal features with
other text types and thus are, with the exclusion of
referential and acknowledg ment FN5, not easily identifiable
when jumbled up with excerpts from mainstream texts (see 6.1.0.
- 6.1.4).
7.3. POTENTIAL PEDAGOGICAL APPLICATIONS
This section will attempt to give some possible
applications of the findings of this study to the teaching of
academic writing. The following possible implications of our
findings can be given:
(1) Students may be given texts accompanied by FNs with the
FNs' indices removed from matrix text and asked to attempt
to relocate the FNs' indices at the points they belong to in
main text. This exercise will help orient students towards
utilising the cohesive devices available In both FNs and main
text that may help them mark the FNs' place in main text.
(2) Students may be asked to write a short essay on, say, a
festival that they attended and be told that their essays
will be read by a close friend of theirs who attended the
same festival. This excercise is meant to teach students that
there is no need to elaborate, as there is much in common
between them and their readers. They are only required to
write a concise essay on the major events that took place in
the festival. Later on the same students can be asked to write
the same essay and be told that someone who did not attend this
festival will be reading it. This excercise is meant to help
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students know who they are writing to and how much
Information he/she needs.
(3) Prediction is a skill which is Important for readers and
writers and which should be incorporated in language teaching
courses. It can be developed in students by giving them a text
with FN5' Indices In it but without being given the FNs and be
asked to guess on the basis of the points tagged by the FN
marker what the FNs are about. After doing this, they are given
access to the FNs themselves and are therefore able to match
their predictions with the actual contents of the FNs and on
the basis of this assess to what extent their predictions are
similar or dissimilar to the FNs' contents.
(4) Students may be given a short text with no hedging devices
in it and then, after being taught these devices, asked to
rewrite the original making definite things less definite or
vice versa. This type of excercise is meant to sensitize
students to the communicative functions (i.e. force) of
hedging devices. Rather than the typical textbook approach of
presenting lists of hedging devices according to meaning, it
would be more effective to begin by classifying hedging devices
according to their communicative force. After this is finished
with, it is also essential to sensitize students to the signals
used for expressing writer's detachment from or commitment to
propositions so that they become able to distinguish between
what a writer thinks, claims, orbelieves and what he/she says
others think, claim or believe. Inability to make that
distinction may lead to errors. For example, if a writer saysX
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claims Y some readers may misunderstand the communicative force
of the verb used and take the writer as agreeing to what is
expressed.
(5) Students can be taught the sense relations the conjunctive
items 'however' and 'therefore' express and may be taught to
anticipate what will come in the sentence that follow
'however' and 'therefore'. They may be taught that 'hoiwever'
and 'therefore' impose a semantic constraint on what comes
before or after them. Thus, it is not enough for students to
learn the individual meanings of these conjunctive items but
should also learn their semantic restrictions. That is, what
relationships they express and which ones are appropriate in
which context. For instance, one could present students with
sentence combining exercises consisting of pairs of sentences
and ask them to use a particular type of conjunct to connect
them as follows:
He studied very hard. He passed. (transition)
Students can also be presented with pairs of sentences as those
below and asked to use any suitable connector.
Combine the following pairs of sentences using a
suitable connector.
a. Living in a new culture is difficult. It is a valuable
experience.
b. Many people are getting divorced. Children are raised by
single parents.
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c. He was an illegal resident. He was deported back to his
country.
Some students may use unsuitable connectors. However,
through discussing the difference in meaning between the
connectors used and the ones that should have been used,
students can begin to see how necessary it is to choose the
appropriate one(s).
(6) Students can be presented with formulaic expressions such
as 'I would like to thank...' and asked to provide contexts
or situations in which such expressions may be used. Set
expressions are easy to learn, especially if students know
them by heart and provided they are taught the contexts
appropriate for them.
(7) Students may be asked to write short essays on some topic
and asked to support their own arguments by quoting experts.
Such exercises are meant to give them practice in guarding
themselves against palgiarism by crediting what they quote to
its source.
7.4. EVALUATION OF THE STUDY
To the best of my knowledge, no investigation has ever
addressed the topic of this study before. The srength of this
study lies in the fact that most of the evidence for the
employment of FNs and their potential impact on readers'
reading comprehension has been obtained empirically. The
findings of this study on the whole provide evidence which
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suggests that FNs have an adverse effect on reading
comprehension (see 5.2.O.-5.3.2.4.). But, undoubtedly, this
study could not claim that it has resolved or covered all the
issues related to FNs. However, it has succeeded, I hope, in
bringing out several Issues related to FN5 into the open where
they can be debated and investigated.
7.5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
There are a number of issues arising from this study that
lend themselves to further research:
(1) The type of analysis carried out in the present study could
be extended to FNs in other journal articles or books from
a different academic discipline.
(2) A study be conducted to investigate what effects
	 journal
editors may have on writers' footnoting decisions. It may
happen that some editors may send back articles to their
writers and ask them to either "reduce the number of FNs used"
( Dr. Thomas Corns of the English Language Dept., UWB, personal
communication) or to include in the article a few FN5. The
methodolgy for carrying out such a study may be as follows: The
researcher chooses some prolific writers and follows up their
articles from the moment they are sent to the publishing
journal's editor and reads the editor's remarks on the article
if it happens to be sent back to its authorfor modification or
editing.
(3)It would be interesting if future research applied some
technique to monitor and measure the eye-movements and eye-
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fixations of readers when they interact between main texts and
FNs. This may shed light on the reading process of texts
accompanied by FNs.
(4) In future, It would be of immense value if the impact of
utilising FNs on the speed of normal reading is Investigated.
(5) It would also be interesting to give students one and the
same text, one time with the FNs placed outside of it, a second
time with the FN integrated Into the matrix text and a third
time with parentheticals located inside the matrix text to find
out which of these texts readers would prefer and why ?
(6) It would be interesting if future researchers investigated
the relationship between the writer and his/her readers and the
impact of this on the employment of FNs. In other words, will
it be the case that writers who assume greater amount of shared
background knowledge with their prospective audience produce
less FNs than those who do not ?
(7) Finally, future researchers may wish to investigate if
there is a relationship between the number of parenthetical
text insertions and the number of FNs. In other words, does the
employment of a large number of FN5 reduce the number of
parenthetical text insertions and vice versa ?
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SCIENCE.
	 J3c i)( .2.O.•
Half the Pima Indians aged 35 or over have
the disease, slightly biglier than the rate
among adult Nauruans.
it is not clear how type 2 diabetes is trig-
______	
gered at the cellular leveL Research begin-
_____	
ning this month at the National Institute of
_________ 
and tissue taken from the -Nauruans over
the past decade by Zimmet and Sue
Seijeantson, from the Austin-
lien National University, will go
to the institute in the-next few
days. "We will belooking for
-tion and in the insulin recep-
tors," said Jesse Roth, scientific
director of the institute.
But the Nauruans, because
theyaresopronetothedisease,
.may not be typical of type 2
-diabetics elsewhere in the world.
"That's one of the main ques-
tions we would like to answer,"
BRoth said.
- The Australian researchers
the institute. These cells arc
health problems facing the Western junk foods could be responsible for many of the health insulin and DNA materiaL They
islanders on diet—especially the	
. .. 
problems facing the iwiders
idesprund consumption of
processed food in preference to traditional	 '!l'he Nauruans vie with the Plum Indians
food. But, in the case of diabetes, there also of Arizona in the US for the highect rate of
could be a genetic susceptibility. . diabetes in the world. Both communities
Naunian men and women over the age have adopted Western lifestyles during the
of 35 with diabetes are four times more past few decades, and both suffer from type
likely to die prematurely than those with- 2, or non-insulin-dependent, diabetes. This
out the disease xxPrdii3glto reiearc1iJy .the as by far the most common form of the
4pltralIai4 and the Nauru General Ho- disease. One in four Nauruans has the
aJjj,)iabetes Cw-voi I l,p 305)Thiose disease about the same rate m the Pimas.
ho have a low-tolerance olgiucose, a Type 2 diabetics produce insulin—the
common precursor to diabetes, are also hormone needed to conynzL.fooLinto
dying earlier. Some deaths, such as those ..cgy—but their bodies can produce
nused by. kidney failure and blood either too much or too little of it. Also the
poisoning, were a direct result of diabetes, body is often unable to use the insulin
while others were from diseases aggravated properly. Type 2 most often strikes adults.
Vitamins linked to diabetes
/ L&C of vitamI &1n diabetics may patients, but there are two ways that they
LI. cause some of the mo1esesere compli- anild o. 	 J
cations of the disease Including heart and	 Vitamin C helps the body'to imaintain its
kidney failure, blindness and gangrene. A supply of vitamin E wbiçh Is haportanf for
study of 60 diabetics, at the Rnyi1rince preventing reactive oØgen	 called
Alfred Hospital in Sydney, AuslraJii has free radicals, from axnag1ng body tissne.
show theyhave70to80percentles3 Vrtmin C also hps make collagen, an
Situnin C than people without diabetes. N Important !truct^1l protein hi the body.
'l'he more seyere the diabetes, the 1)iabeflcs who.ck collagen are prone to
greater the deficiency of vitamin C," says disease of thyblood vessels and to wounds
lknnls Yne from the department of medi- thatwill ip( heaL
one at the University of Sydney. Research- Yue jetrnd a link between a deficiency
mrs in India made a similar finding 10 years of vi)(min C and collagen abenemalities
go but their work received little attention, h/*ts with diabetes (Diabetes, vol 37,
YS Yne. At the time, doctors blaned the '359).	 \
deficjecy on poor nutritioii rather than/ Yne says that, until the prse role of
diabetes. 'Now we have found the san vitamin C In diabetes Is known, It Is too
thing In a group of well-nourished Aus(a- early to recommend it as a treatment for
hins" be said.
	 J	 diabetics. The researchers are trying to
Yue'a group measured the level oJ sits- determine whether diabetics are deficient In
ln C In blood plasma and urine. Thty have vitamin C because they ca
	 absorb
)it to prove that a deficiency of 1tamin C enough of it,05 hecinse they Icise too much
Causes the complications W diabetic In their urine.	 o
Modern life is killing Pacific islanders
S
CIENTISTS have linked the abnor
-Ian Anderson, San Francisco
mally high death rate in Nauru in	 -
• the central Pacific to a hig5 incidence by diabetes.> Leaving aside aecidents,9per
of diabetes on the island.. Their findings 	 t of the peqple who died on the island
suggest that -inreased consumption of •letween 1982 and 1985 	 re diabetics
Western junk foods" may be iaiUY to. 	 _
blame.	 near the equa- Ii1th.eoIjvñth 5500 inhabitants. Australian expect to live 39•5 years, and women for
epidemiologists who have been working on 4S-5 years. These are some of the lowest li[e
theislandwarnedlastweekthatthesick- :expanciesintheworId.
ness plaguing Nauru could soon	 -	 .	 -
be repealed throughout the.
Pacific islands.
"Nauru is just the beginning,'
Paul Zimmet, director of the
lions International Diabetes.
Institute in Melbourne, told
New Scientist. "There are
already reports of an increase in
I diabetes in the Marshall Islands
and American Samoa." Similar
problems wiul arise within 10
years in the Cook Islands, Tahiti
and Fiji, he said.
Diabetes often leads to other
serious Illnesses such as heart
kells,
gangrene axitidneyisese.
mmetbIamanyofth
______	 ________	
Diabetes in Bethesda, Maryland, in the US,
__________________	 may provide the answer. Samples of blood
____	 abnormalities in.insulin see-
	
__________	 will send lymphoblastoid cells to
-	 .-	
involved in the manufacture of
will help to answer questions
about genetic susceptibility.
is alsoxpected to shed
light on a controversial hypotheslcalled
the "thrifty genotype". IuA62,an Aimed-
an netiastjizNee1, suested that
isolated poaiiationshic1Tii1heNauruans
aed Fimas, have a "thrifty gene" that gives
them the ability to store calorieiin times of
plaity for mstenax during famii. Now
that food is plentiful,, says the theory, the
thrifty gene leads to obesity and the onset ci
disease.
Other recent work by 7.inimet and his
colleagues predicts that heart disease will
emerge as a major problem in islands in the
Pacific.
Electrocardiographs of 818 men in FI
showed that they had more heart abnor-
malities, including poor circulation, than
men in Britain and Australia (hernariid
Journal
Another study of five Polynenan islinds
supports the idea that modem living n
having a bad effect on health (Diabetes
.ererzithmd_iinical_FTactice, s4,
pj43). When islanders rcceivedaiufard
test for diabetes, the levels ofiucose in the
blood of those with Western life styles were
higher than from people who had a more
traditional lifestyle. -
7imrnet says It may already be too late to
improve the health of many adults, but an
education campaign could help children. A
meeting to discuss health issucs, especially
the incidence of diabetes, was held
April in Western Samoa. Representatives
from 16 island nations attended.
Following the meeting, the Australian
International Development Assistance
Bureau is planning to fund prograznxi
to treat and prevent diabetes in the
Pacific.	 Cl
APPENDIX (2b)
Dear Colleague,
Below is a 'popular' science text. Imagine you
wrote it and submitted it for publication in a journal. They
have asked you to shorten the main text by taking out bits and
putting these into footnotes.
You are free to transfer as much of the text to
footnotes as you wish. Using a felt pen, please, 'highlight'
those stretches of the text you think could 'safely' go into
footnotes.
Whilist you are doing this, I shall ask you to
'think aloud' about any problems you meet and/or decisions you
take and shall record you on tape.
Thank you very much for your co-operation.
Yours sincerely,
cvjt
Tharwat El-Sakran
Linguistics student
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APPENDIX (3a)
Dear colleague
I should appreciate it if you would do,in your
leisure time,the following task..
1. In the attached article there are 10 footnotes. The number
originally marking the location of a footnote in the text has
been removed. Your task is to read the text and the footnotes
and attempt to relate each of them to a point on the same page
on which the footnote(s) appear(s). You may mark the location
of a footnote in the text by inserting a number corresponding
with that of the footnote you are working on.
2.Please, if possible, name any clues ( used either in the text
or the footnote) that you made use of to relocate the
footnotes.
THANK YOU.
Yours sincerely
EI-5 -'--
-Tharwat El-Sakran
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APPENDIX (3b)
Dear Colleague,
Would you please, after relocating the footnotes
indices in the text, circle one of the following four options
@for each footnote to show how confident you were about your
relocation of the footnotes indicators in the text ?
VERY CONFIDENT CONFIDENT NOT VERY CONFIDENT NOT CONFIDENT AT ALL
ACK	 E1
FN(1)
FN(2)
FN(3)
FN(4)
FN(5)
(6)
FN(7)	 11
EN(8)
FN(9)
FN(1O)
E1
II
II	 EJ
II
THANK YOU VERY MUCH
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APPENDIX (4a)
1. All applications for full-time postgraduate courses at the
college must (with the exception of the postgraduate
certificate in Education and the MA course in social work) be
addressed to the academic registrar.
2. With the exception of the postgraduate certificate in
Education and the MA course in social work, all applications
for full-time postgraduate courses at the college must be
addressed to the academic registrar.
3. The biographies were so constructed that the individual
Items comprising them (type of background, social status,
school achievement, etc.) were systematically and independently
varied.
4. The biographies which represent a person's background,
social status, school achievements, etc, were so constructed
that the individual items comprising them were systematically
and independently varied.
5. This rather surprising finding (that occupations appear to
be listed in rank order for certain parts of the country but
not for others, in a country-wide survey) should serve as a
warning against making assumptions about how the lists are
drawn.
6. The surprising finding that occupations appear to be listed
in a rank order for certain parts of the country but not for
others in a country-wide survey should serve as a warning
against making assumptions about how lists are drawn.
7. Privately financed students (those who are not in receipt of
awards) will be required to provide a satisfactory financial
guarantee to the effect that they will be able to support
themselves and pay all fees.
8. Students who are not in receipt of awards will be required
to provide a satisfactory financial guarantee to the effect
that they are able to support themselves and pay all fees.
9. You should not overdraw on your bank account (withdraw more
money than you have in your account) without the bank manager's
prior consent that you may do so.
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10. You should not overdraw on your bank account if you have
not got enough money in it without the bank manager's prior
consent that you may do so.
11. If you feel your English could do with a brush up (e.g. in
some specific area like academic writing) contact Mr. David
Chapman of the English Language Courses for Overseas Students.
12. If you feel you need specific tuition on academic writing
you may contact Mr. David Chapman of the English Language
Course for Overseas Students.
13. The Examining Board considers a candidate's research
potential (his/her ability to formulate and test hypotheses of
his/her own and of others) a crucial factor in his/her
assessment.
14. A candidate's ability to formulate and test hypotheses of
his/her own and of others is a crucial factor in the Examining
Board's assessment.
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APPENDIX (4b)
1. All applications for full-time ------------courses at the
college must (with the exception of the postgraduate ---------
in Education and the MA --------in social work) be --------to
the academic registrar.
2. With the exception of the postgraduate ----------in
Education and the MA ------in social work, all applications
for full-time --------courses at the college must be --------
to the academic registrar.
3. The biographies were so --------that the individual items
comprising them (type of ---------, social status, school -----
---, etc.) were systematically and independently ----------
4. The biographies which represent a person's
social status, school ----------, etc, were so ----------that
the individual items comprising them were systematically and
independently ---------
5. This rather surprising --------(that occupations appear to
be ------in rank order for certain parts of the country but
not for others, in a country-wide ------) should serve as a
warning against making ---------about how the lists are drawn.
6. The surprising -------that occupations appear to be ------
in a rank order for certain parts of the country but not for
others in a country-wide ------should serve as a warning
against making ---------about how lists are drawn.
7. Privately financed students (those who are not in ------of
awards) will be required to -------a satisfactory financial --
to the effect that they will be able to support
themselves and pay all fees.
8. Students who are not in --------of awards will be required
to -------a satisfactory financial --------to the effect that
they are able to -------themselves and pay all fees.
9. You should not -------on your bank account (withdraw more -
than you have in your -------) without the bank
manager's prior ------that you may do so.
10. You should not ------on your bank ------if you have not
got enough ------ in it without the bank manager's prior ------
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that you may do so,
11. If you feel your English could do with a brush up (e.g. in
some ------area like academic writing) ------Mr. David
Chapman of the ------Language Courses for ------Students.
12. If you feel you need ------tuition on academic writing you
may ------Nr. David Chapman of the -------Language Course for
-Students.
13. The Examining Board considers a candidate's research
potential (his/her -------to formulate and -----hypotheses of
his/her own and of others) a ------factor in his/her --------
14. A candidate's ------to formulate and ------hypotheses of
his/her own and of others is a ------factor in the Examining
Board' s ---------
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APPENDIX (4c)
INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS' PERFORMANCE ON DISCONT. AND CO
SUBJECTS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
DISCONT.
45
48
54
42
30
18
53
29
19
20
35
48
58
34
54
42
59
36
42
61
52
46
CONT.
67
66
69
61
42
42
50
44
39
50
41
55
68
61
56
49
72
41
70
71
65
63
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Rules for how consonant sequences may be structured are part of
phonotactic restrictions, and such restrictions may, as is well
known, vary from language to language. It is characteristic for
the Germanic languages that the restrictions on combinations of
consonants are relatively few; quite long and varied consonant
sequences initially, medially, and finally In words are allowed
for. For comparison, there are languages where such
restrictions are much more severe, such as Finnish, where only
one consonant is permitted initially or finally.
are are of tie fact dat this restrictim is mt witlxut ext1cns, hit refers to tie
cattnfral çh.mtactIc atterns in Fimi. ]iere are in onteqorary Fim1 a ak'ereb12
ru±er of ken wzds aiti sia w)rds xritainir amxent chaters vio1atlx tie tesic
mxifeie-striiture cm]itims. See thr exaiple aunt (n.d.); Karlsscn (1983).
Such differences imply that when a word Is borrowed by a
language with less complex consonantal structures, from a
language with more complex structures, some sort of
simplification of the borrowed word should take place.
Q.1. What are these differences referred to here?
Language learners whose mother tongue does not allow very
complex combinations of consonants tend to have difficulties In
handling Swedish phonotactics. To bypass the difficulties, the
language learner may apply either or both of two basic types of
simplification strategies: reduction or vowel addition. Which
of these the speaker will adopt often depends on the
phonotactics of his mother tongue. In other words, the
simplification Is an in,tance of phonological transfer from
first to second language.L
na st.xii of stretegiee In sexnI-1aga learnirg ln±leate, tiere n hi a3vem1.factcrs oder tim Li trarefer infb xthig tie tyçes of iw)logbB1 itra nu1 iy 12
learrers. This fact his lel se rerders to àlmth tie xrtrasti%'e-aelysls axxath a
n of xalicting aith errors (fir a dlassIm, thr exaiple ftoeelcw 1983). Hever,
inDlogkal trafer still ars to hi a very iipxtat ail U-tte s1np11ffrf-frn
strateg in m1-1an 1eamir, alth jraiictiae of sLfic tyçes of learrer?
ex iaet evitly hi jxtthiiistic tatier tim cetenninistic ( Mn nd.).
For Instance, learners of Swedish with Finnish as their mother
tongue tend to reduce initial clusters.
Q.2. What is this an example of?
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The test material consists of 60 randomly ordered items. These
items are grouped, as will be seen from the tables of results
below, in different categories depending on cluster type to be
manipulated and types of contrasting simplifications. For every
Item on the test tape, the listener first hears the original,
unmanipulated Swedish/English word followed by two altered
versions of it. The stress pattern is never altered. Main word
stress falls on the same syllable as that of the original word.
The clusters which are siject to simplification always belong
to the stressed syllable.
3.it wxild te interesting to im.estigite th?r stre nay play any sjgiLficait role In tle
riam tnr oxi±ratim. Her, in t1 tesant eintt, dt for
riethxblogicl resans to keep this plcdleter cmstant.
For instance, the listener hears the word stor /stu:r/, then /
stu:r/ and Is tu:r/, that is, two different kinds of vowel
addition. For instance, learners of Swedish with Finnish as
their mother tongue tend to reduce initial clusters. The
Swedish word skola/sku:la/ 'school' may be realized as [ku:la].
Q.3. What is this an example of?
When it came to evaluations of the /str/ items, the only
difference between the groups was that the English-speaking
group showed stronger preferences for /sr/ than the Swedes, but
the tendency is the same. How can we explain the differences
between the groups ? May be the English speakers do not regard
/sr/ to be a very strange combination, since a similar initial
cluster exists in English (but not in Swedish): / r/ shrewd. Or
perhaps these types of cluster reductions actually occur in the
casual speech of native speakers of English? Initial /sr/ might
be regarded as acceptble simply because one has encountered it
several times before.'
Ies 1i poiita:1 at to us t1t initial [sri nay oiir in caaal. nni1atias of a wxd
auth as syringe (rranii1 [sdnlz]. It thuld te mt I,hcever, tl-t this raI.rticn is an
instarce of instressal wl thletkn, ad rot of stcp delatiai. ffe itmlngical stat of[sri in for le [srirdz] ad of [sri in oir eerinaital stirni (for exaiple [sro:] in
straw) is tins qtxite dfffett, tie forner cluster teing a rilt of cluster fomatim au ti-a
latter of cluster sinplificatkn.
Why, in that case, would this type of reduction be more common
in English than in Swedish ?
Q. 4. What type of reduction is being referred to in this
sentence?
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When it came to evaluations of the /str/ items, the only
difference between the groups was that the English-speaking
group showed stronger preferences for /sr/ than the Swedes, but
the tendency is the same. How can we explain the differences
between the groups ? Nay be the English speakers do not regard
Ian to be a very strange combination, since a similar initial
cluster exists in English (but not In Swedish): / r/ shrewd. Or
perhaps these types of cluster reductions actually occur in the
casual speech of native speakers of English ? Initial /sr/
might be regarded as acceptable simply because one has
encountered it several times before. Why, In that case, would
this type of reduction be more common in English than in
Swedish ? Certain phonetic differences in the pronunciation of
In in the two languages may be relevant. Perhaps English In
displays features which can contribute to enabling stop
deletions to pass undetected by the listener.
It i t 1x'ait to air atttin dat in Ehglith, In lxmlately foUczth It! or Id!
is çhxtfraUy differait frau In in odar axamtal ontexts (aith as /1cr! atil /pr/),
1eir a frIcati radar dan an a xoxthrant. 1]h varyir aaxistic ftures of In mLt this
te expcted to Fave ams erçtaUy au ednps inflima listerers' evalixitkns of
hxologLcUy aloxa mLssiiiis. Fae mt, 1uwer, secifiUy ontroLlth air
eçeninait stliuili fir aith pasThle inf1rnues ard tFerethre rnt allress this isais ar&
fixdar.
But in deleting the stop, clusters such as /sknl and /stnl will
merge, thus Increaing the chance of ambiguous homonymy.
The conjunction,'but', relates this sentence to the one before
it.
Q.5.What was the sentence before this one about?
The English-speaking group showed preference for deletions of
the second rather than the first consonant (as /skn/--/sr/).
This preference was 'unexpected' or 'unlikely' In the sense
that it does not reflect a well-represented simplification in
any of the contexts discussed above: Thus it has not been
observed in the diachronic development of the Indoeuropean
languages and is to our knowledge not common in either first-
or second-language learning. In order to explain this
preference, we therefore had to look elsewhere; one of our
hypotheses regarded the possible occurrence of this type of
simplification In the casual speech of speakers of English. The
reductiqn is favored because It may occur in informal speech
styles.'
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7. i ate ixt ixecre of tFe fact tFnt cnicrant-c1uster ralxtkns in casnl sçeeth rx1 IDt
be a netter of ctnplete ce]eth:xis of segts. 11re nay ala be a range of intenisliate
ihxtic fonts, 'cre traes of a redtmI mmit ate fani. '1h soe of tbe preset stixly
is, heer, restricre to ixmxat-chEter slnpliffeatim as a discrete, çhxologleal
rh:iiani. 'lie ixthlen of 1uetIcaUy ert1al raldkn9 is tierefote mt ta1 ixrer
atatiLn	 .
However, such assumptions must be supported by relavant
evidence, but facts about phonological processes in informal
speech styles are not easily found.
Q.6. What are these assumptions referred to here?
Deletions of segments in fast, casual speech oç adult speakers
is a neglected area of research in linguistics.
9. :ni spite of l3xhhIe effixts ly, for earp1e Zwfrky (1972), lkeasle.r (1973,1975), Starçe(1973), anl oders, etasi've aal systeiatic aorits of casni. sth ixos are as yet
mt at Irni.
This is very unfortunate, since such processes should evidently
be accounted for in any theory of linguistic behavior,
particularly in phonological theory and in theories of sound
change.
Q.7. What does the underlined clause refer to?
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APPENDIX (5b)
Rules for how consonant sequences may be structured are part of
phonotactic restrictions, and such restrictions may, as is well
known, vary from language to language. It is characteristic for
the Germanic languages that the restrictions on combinations of
consonants are relatively few; quite long and varied consonant
sequences Initially, medially, and finally in words are allowed
for. For comparison, there are languages where such
restrictions are much more severe, such as Finnish, where only
one consonant Is permitted initially or finally.
Such differences imply that when a word is borrowed by a
language with less complex consonantal structures, from a
language with more complex structures, some sort of
simplification of the borrowed word should take place.
Q.l. What are these differences referred to here?
Language learners whose mother tongue does not allow very
complex combinations of consonants tend to have difficulties In
handling Swedish phonotactics. To bypass the difficulties, the
language learner may apply either or both of two basic types of
simplification strategies: reduction or vowel addition. Which
of these the speaker will adopt often depends on the
phonotactics of his mother tongue. In other words, the
simplification is an instance of phonological transfer from
first to second language.
For instance, learners of Swedish with Finnish as their mother
tongue tend to reduce initial clusters.
Q.2. What is this an example of?
The test material consists of 60 randomly ordered items. These
items are grouped, as will be seen from the tables of results
below, in different categories depending on cluster type to be
manipulated and types of contrasting simplifications. For every
Item on the test tape, the listener first hears the original,
unmanipulated Swedish/English word followed by two altered
versions of it. The stress pattern is never altered. Main word
stress falls on the same syllable as that of the original word.
The clusters which are subjeát to simplification always belong
to the stressed syllable.
For instance, the listener hears the word stor /stu:r/, then /
stu:r/ and Is tu:r/, that is, two different kinds of vowel
addition. For instance, learners of Swedish with Finnish as
their mother tongue tend to reduce Initial clusters. The
Swedish word skola/sku:la/ 'school' may be realized as [ku:la].
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Q.3. What is this an example of?
When it came to evaluations of the !str/ items, the only
difference between the groups was that the English-speaking
group showed stronger preferences for /sr/ than the Swedes, but
the tendency is the same. How can we explain the differences
between the groups ? Nay be the English speakers do not regard
tsr! to be a very strange combination, since a similar initial
cluster exists in English (but not in Swedish): / r/ shrewd. Or
perhaps these types of cluster reductions actually occur in the
casual speech of native speakers of English? Initial tsr! might
be regarded as acceptable simply because one has encountered it
several times before.
Why, in that case, would this type of reduction be more common
in English than in Swedish ?
Q.4. What type of reduction is being referred to in this
sentence?
When it came to evaluations of the !str! items, the only
difference between the groups was that the English-speaking
group showed stronger preferences for tsr! than the Swedes, but
the tendency is the same. How can we explain the differences
between the groups ? May be the English speakers do not regard
tsr! to be a very strange combination, since a similar initial
cluster exists in English (but not in Swedish): / r! shrewd. Or
perhaps these types of cluster reductions actually occur in the
casual speech of native speakers of English ? Initial /sr!
might be regarded as acceptable simply because one has
encountered it several times before. Why, in that case, would
this type of reduction be more common in English than in
Swedish ? Certain phonetic differences in the pronunciation of
!r! in the two languages may be relevant. Perhaps English !r!
displays features which can contribute to enabling stop
deletions to pass undetected by the listener.
But in deleting the stop, clusters such as /skr! and /str! will
merge, thus increaing the chance of ambiguous homonymy.
The conjunction,'but', relates this sentence to the one before
It.
Q.5.What was the sentence before this one about?
The English-speaking group showed preference for deletions of
the second rather than the first consonant (as !skr,'--/sr!).
This preference was 'unexpected' or 'unlikely' in the sense
that it does not reflect a well-represented simplification in
any of the contexts discussed above: Thus it has not been
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observed in the diachronlc development of the Indoeuropean
languages and is to our knowledge not common in either first-
or second-language learning. In order to explain this
preference, we therefore had to look elsewhere; one of our
hypotheses regarded the possible occurrence of this type of
simplification in the casual speech of speakers of English. The
reduction is favored because it may occur In Informal speech
styles.
However, such assumptions must be supported by relavant
evidence, but facts about phonological processes in Informal
speech styles are not easily found.
Q.5. What are these assumptions referred to here?
Deletions of segments In fast, casual speech of adult speakers
Is a neglected area of research in linguistics.
This is very unfortunate, since such processes should evidently
be accounted for in any theory of linguistic behavior,
particularly In phonological theory and in theories of sound
change.
Q.6. What does the underlined clause refer to?
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APPENDIX (6a)
Dear Colleague,
Please read the text below and while doing so
mark with a pen or pencil the point or points In the text where
you think you need more information or elaboration.
Thank you for your co-operation
MODERN LIFE IS KILLING PEOPLE
Scientists have linked the abnormally high death rate in
Nauru to a high incidence of diabetes. Their findings suggest
that increased consumption of Western "junk foods" may be
partly to blame. The seriousness of the situation is that
diabetes often leads to other serious illnesses such as heart
disease, strokes, blindness, kidney failure and gangerene.
Naurun men and women over the age of 35 with diabetes are four
times more likely to die prematurely than those without the
disease.
The Naurauns vie with the Pima Indians of Arizona In the
US for the highest rate of diabetes In the world. Both
communities have adopted Western lifestyles during the past few
decades and both suffer from type 2, or non-insulin-dependent,
diabetes. This is by far the most common form of the disease.
One in four Nauruans has the disease, about the same rate as
the Pimas.
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APPENDIX (6b)
Dear Colleague,
Please read the text below and answer the
questions that follow it. Please do not consult a dictionary or
anything else. If you do not know the answer to any question
simply write 'I do not know'.
MODERN LIFE IS KILLING PEOPLE
Scientists have linked the abnormally high death rate in
Nauru to a high incidence of diabetes. Their findings suggest
that Increased consumption of Western "junk foods" may be
partly to blame. The seriousness of the situation Is that
diabetes often leads to other serious illnesses such as heart
disease, strokes, blindness, kidney failure and gangerene.
Naurun men and women over the age of 35 with diabetes are four
times more likely to die prematurely than those without the
disease.
The Naurauns vie with the Pima Indians of Arizona in the
US for the highest rate of diabetes in the world. Both
communities have adopted Western lifestyles during the past few
decades and both suffer from type 2, or non-insulin-dependent,
diabetes. This is by far the most common form of the disease.
One in four Nauruans has the disease, about the same rate as
the Pimas.
1. Where is Nauru ?
2. What is 'gangrene' ?
3. What does type 2 or non-insulin-dependent diabetes mean ?
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APPENDIX (6c)
Dear Colleague,
Please read the following text and answer the
questions following it.
Thank you for your co-operation.
MODERN LIFE IS KILLING PEOPLE
Scientists have linked the abnormally high death rate in
Nauru to a high incidence of diabetes. Their findings suggest
that increased consumption of Western "junk foods" may be
partly to blame. The seriousness of the situation is that
diabetes often leads to other serious illnesses such as hear
disease, strokes, blindness, kidney failure and gangerene.
Naurun men and women over the age of 35 with diabetes are four
times more likely to die prematurely than those without the
disease.
The Naurauns vie with the Pima Indians of Arizona in the
US for the highest rate of diabetes in the world. Both
communities have adopted Western lifestyles during the past few
decades ajd both suffer from type 2, or non-insulin-dependent,
diabetes.- This is by far the most common form of the disease.
One in four Nauruans has the disease, about the same rate as
the Pimas.
FOOTNOTES
äuru is a ti islaaI in tIE ctral pfflc with 550) irtthitaits.
The term 'rae' refers to 	 - *i a rart of a rsn's lxxiy c1ccys 1aai tIE
ijly of blood to it bis stcç1. It is mt ofta tIE e tIEt 	 rre ts in
a rt of a rszn's lxxiy, this cart bis to 1e aipitatei.
3. ji 2 dia1:eta ixx1xe in9ilin- tIE hxnrre rhI to cxm'ert fxxi into r- bit deir
hxlies in jrtxIo3 eider too mxh or too little of it. A190 tIE lxxly is oft ixnble to
' tIE :liiUn xqerly. Ile sufferir fran this type i1 mt te inctei with irj1in
if tIEy frUw a strict diet.
Questions
1. What made you exit from text to read footnote 1 ?
2. Do you find FN 1 useful ? Why ?
3.What made you decide to read footnote 2 ?
4. Do you find it useful ? Why ?
4. Is the information given in footnote 3 new to you ?
5. Was it the FN index that made you exit from text to read
the FN or something else ?
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APPENDIX (7)
Dear Colleague,
Would you please answer the following questions for
me.
1. What course are you doing ?
. S •SS •	 •S 55.5SS.	 S•SSSS •SeS SISSSS•S ISs •ss• • I5. •s	 ISSs 555555
55SS	 SIS5S5SI	 SI •ISSSSSS S 55.......	 S 5S	 IS...... SSSSSSS
2. How often do you come across footnotes when reading books or
articles in your specialization ?
Always Often Sometimes Occasionally 	 Never
3.How often do you read them ?
Always	 often	 Sometimes	 Occasionally Never
4. Do you always often sometimes occasionally never read
the footnote right through from start to end ?
5. What makes you decide to read the footnote or skip it ?
I •S••S less.. SI. SIISSI Is 555SS•	 5S. SIISI•S5 S• SSISSSSSSS SI...
SS S 1555 lIe SISS SISSIeS •55s5•5s5S •ISSSSSSS5IS S.SS •ISSSS
..SS....SS...SSSSSSS..ee....SS.SS.IS ..S.S.SS...S....S.....SSS
.Il.SSSSSSISS5SSSSI...S........IS.S.SSS...S.SSI......IS.SSI..
SS....I...S.S.Se...S..S..S......S..S..I.S..S.eSI.e.S.SS...S.S
•15S51115 ••S 5555555S. S5•55 S5SS5SSSISS 55S151S55 551555555 S 555
S•S..•••. 55	 .5555555 ••SSsSSSs 555555111 ISISSISSI SellS SSSSSSSSS
6.Do you always often sometimes occasionally never find them
useful ?
7.What is it that makes a particular footnote useful ?
•SSllSSS•SISISISSISSSIS5SI5SSSSSSSSSIS5SSSSSSS..S,55S5
55555515 S lISle IS• 551555555S 5155 SSISI 1155555555
......S...S.....IS..........S....S...SS5SS..S...IS.S..
SS.S.II.S..SSe.S..SS...S.SS.SSS..S..SS..S..l....S.SSIS
..S...SSI.S..S...S.......S..SS.SS...S.II.S.e.S....IS.I
SIS 511 SSSSISS 555 ISSSISSSSS 55155155555 SSII.1.SISSSSI 555
8.Which of the following locations of footnotes do you prefer ?
a.Footnotes printed at the bottom of the page
or
b.Footnotes printed at the •end of the article, chapter or
book.	 Why ?
.I.SSSSS...SSS.s.SSI...SI.S..S..SISSS.S.SS.e....S..Ss...
55lSS •ISISS•SS S II S	 5S ISISS •SSSS SSS SIll 55151555
ISS	 111SSS 151155 SSSSSIISS 155l5SS. 555IS	 5151555s5l
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION
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APPENDIX 8
Dear Colleague,
Below are 10 stretches of texts. Some of these
stretches are footnotes and some are extracts from main texts.
Would you please read them and mark the ones you identify as
footnotes by inserting the abbreviation 'FN' next to it and the
ones that are not FN5 by the word 'TEXT'.
I should appreciate it if you would mention any clues that
might have helped you make the distinction.
1. Rules for how consonant sequences may be structured are part
of phonotactic restrictions, and such restrictions may, as is
well known, vary from language to language. It is
characteristic for the Germanic languages that the restrictions
on combinations of consonants are relatively few; quite long
and varied consonant sequences initially, medially, and finally
in words are allowed for.
2. Vowel addition as a means of adapting loan words is also
commonly represented in Turkish. Consonant clusters in foreign
borrowings are frequently simplified by the addition of a vowel
either before or within an initial cluster: English steam >
istim; French sport > sipor; Arabic Ism > isim 'name' (Lewis
1967:9).
3. We are aware of the fact that this restriction is not
without exceptions, but refers to the canonical phonotactic
patterns in Finnish. There are in contemporary Finnish a
considerable number of loan words and slang words containing
consonant clusters violating the basic morpheme-structure
conditions. See for example Suomi (n.d.); Karlsson (1983).
4. As many studies of strategies in second-language learning
indicate, there may be several factors other than Li transfer
influencing the types of phonological errors made by L2
learners. This fact has led some researchers to abandon the
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contrastive-analysis approach as a means of predicting such
errors (for a discussion, see for example Broselow 1983).
However, phonological transfer still appears to be a very
important and well-represented simplification strategy in
second-language learning, although predictions of specific
types of learners' errors must evidently be probabilistic
rather than deterministic (see Menn n.d.).
5. Vowel addition is considered by both groups to be a better
simplification of initial consonant clusters than is reduction.
6. In spite of laudable efforts by, for example Zwicky (1972),
Dressier (1973,1975), Stampe (1973), and others, extensive and
systematic accounts of casual speech processes are as yet not
at hand.
7. I am grateful to Sidney Greenbaum for giving me the chance
to use these data.
8. Chi-squre tests were used for the statistical evaluation of
the data; significance levels are .01 throughout.
9. An Interesting discussion of the distribution of both types
of Polish reflexives can be found in Kardela (1982).
10. For a discussion of this term, see Guillaume 1984.
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